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Silver and Iron 
How the Comstock Determined the 

Course of the Central Pacific Railroad 

WENDELL W. HUFFMAN 

The builders of the Pacific Railroad broke ground at Saint Louis, Missouri on 
July 4, 1851, with only the vaguest idea of how it wou1d reach San Francisco.1 

Financing aside, three obstacles lay ahead: the Rockies, the desert, and the Sierra 
Nevada. By the time construction on the western end of the railroad began near 
Folsom, California, four years later, a course through the Rockies and across 
the desert had been identified/ but there still renlained the question of whether 
the Sierra would be skirted or breached. That question was resolved in early 
1860 as the Inagnitude of the Comstock Lode becanle apparent/ and the Central 
Pacific was chartered to tap that market. The conlpleted Pacific railroad still 
runs past the Comstock and over the desert and the Rockies along the course 
identified in the early 1850s, but it never directly connected Saint Louis or 
Folsom. Those optimistic groundbreakings proved to be fa lse starts; but they 
illustrate that concrete efforts were made to create a transcontinental railroad 
long before Abraham Lincoln signed the Pacific Railroad Act into law in 1862 
or the Central Pacific itself broke ground in Sacramento in 1863. This essay is 
an account of those unfulfilled efforts of the 1850s, and its purpose is to trace 
the thread that connected those fledgling efforts wi th the Pacific railroad tha t 
eventually was built a decade later. It is also Illy purpose to draw attention 
to the role played by the discovery of the Conlstock Lode in determining the 
course of the Central Pacific Railroad. 

Wendell W. Huffman is the curator of history at the Nevada State Railroad Museum in 
Carson City. Previously he was a librarian at the Carson City Library and at the History 
of Science Collections of the University of Oklahoma. He has graduate degrees in the his
tory of science and in library and information studies frolll the University of Oklahoma 
and training frOln the Rare Book School at Columbia University. He has published a 
nurnber of articles on historic western railroads and the history of astronomy, and has 
served as a historical consultant for PBS and History Channel programs. His particular 
interests are early trails, roads, and railroads across the Sierra and the Great Basin. 
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WENDELL W. HUFFMAN 

The evolution of the central route for a Pacific railroad. (Draum by the author) 

By 1845, railroad technology had advanced to the point that a transcontinental 
railroad was possible. In that year, forty-five hundred miles of railroad already 
were in operation in the United States. Moreover, desire and expectation for a 
railroad to the Pacific was alread y prevalent. Indeed, the whole manifest des
tiny fantasy of a single nation stretching from sea to sea was predicated on the 
expectation that steanl railroads one day would overcome the distances and 
lnake viable a nation of such expanse. Andrew Jackson said as 111uch in 1831, 
when there were fewer than a hundred miles of railroad in the whole country.2 
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Missing before 1845 was a prograln to organize the capital to build the railroad. 
That came in January 1845 fromAsa Whitney, who recognized that the railroad 
would appreciate the value of adjacent land, which could be sold at a profit to 
finance construction of advancing segments of the railroad itself. Because the 
federal goverrunent held the ti tle to the land within the territories over which the 
railroad had to run, Whitney had to take his plan to the United States Congress. 
By presenting his plan there, Whitney put the matter of the Pacific railroad on 
the national agenda, but because the plan was so good, others submitted rival 
plans, and the consequent political contest kept anything frOIn happening. 

Whitney's proposal dealt lnore with how the railroad was to be financed 
than 'with its expected route. In January 1845, when Whitney's proposal be
calne public, there was very little to choose from in the way of either a route 
for the railroad or its destination on the Pacific shore. At the ti111e, the mouth 
of the Columbia River, with its foul weather and treacherous bar, was the clos
est thing to a harbor anywhere on the Pacific coast to which the United States 
had any c1ain1 whatsoever. And that clainl, along with title to Oregon, was still 
disputed with Great Britain. In terms of the route, South Pass in present-day 
Wyoming was the only known, practical course through the Rocky Mountains. 
The Rockies to the nor.th were believed to be too rugged for a railroad, and only 
a few miles to the south lay the forty-second parallel, beyond which everything 
from the eastern Inargin of the Great Plains to the Pacific was Mexico. 

This lilnited range of opportunity changed rapidly over the course of the 
following months. In 1845, Texas was annexed to the United States, and eleven 
months later Britain relinquished all clai111 on the Pacific Coast south of the 
forty-ninth parallel. But the Inajor event of the period was the Mexican War, 
which began in April 1846 and which directly brought California and New 
Mexico into the United States.3 The Mexican cession, confirmed with the Treaty 
of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848, included all of present-day California, Nevada, 
and Utah, and parts of Wyo111ing, Colorado, New Mexico, and Arizona, and it 
cleared up disputed title to lands as far east as Oklaho111a and Kansas. Taken 
together, these events of a mere four years completely redrew the map of west
ern North A111erica. While Congress was still arguing over Whitney's plan, the 
United States had suddenly expanded to include several possible routes for 
railroads froD1 the western fringe of American settlelnent along the Mississippi 
and Great Lakes to several points on the Pacific. 

The prin1ary routes across what had recently been Mexico w'ere known even 
before the Mexican War. In the late 1820s and early 1830s, several explorers had 
extended the Old Spanish Trail, which ran northwest £ro111 Santa Fe into Utah, 
all the way to southern California. In ti111e, the entire route beca111e known as 
the Spanish Trail. The Spanish Trail avoided the Sierra Nevada and was pass
able year round, powerful factor.s when the route was eventually considered 
for the railroad. Various parties used the Spanish Trail in subsequent years, 
driving livestock between New Mexico and California.4 
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In 1833-34, Joseph Rutherford Walker opened another trail across the vast 
Mexican territory along the Humboldt River. The Hl,ln,boldt cuts through the 
Great Basin's succession of north-south-trending mountain ranges, and it pro
vided water for the stock; but it led to an inhospitable desert and then to the 
abrupt, high wall of the Sierra Nevada. Walker forced a crossing of the Sierra 
Nevada near Yosenlite l but on his return east he was directed by Indians to the 
pass that now bears his nalne. He connected Walker Pass with the Humboldt 
with a trail northward through the Owens Valley and past Walker Lake. How
ever, the Humboldt route was not particularly prolnising; there is no record of 
anyone using it again for several years.5 

With the outbreak of the Mexican Wal~ the United States Anny advanced 
into Mexican territory accolnpanied by engineers and topographers assigned 
to scout the country and lllap routes for roads and railroads. They conducted 
lllost of their work in the far Southwest and along the line of the new bound
ary. As a consequence, the Anl1y's leadership developed a strong preference 
for that area as the course of the eventual Pacific railroad.6 Following on the 
heels of Arnly topographers were the thousands of gold seekers who rushed 
off to California upon word of the discovery of gold. These prospectors turned 
the old trappers' trails and anny roads into well-established arteries. 

Unquestionably, the acquisition of the whole Southwest, as well as 
California's new Anlerican population, greatly increased the pressure for a 
railroad. However, the plethora of new routes made available by the cessions 
of the late 1840s actually complicated efforts to develop the railroad. FrCHn 
the Mexican War forward, the probleln was not the mere technological one 
of finding a route for the railroad, but the political one of selecting a route. 
UnfortunatelYI the political arena of the mid nineteenth century was not a 
place to make decisions. 

Even with Whitney's plan for a Paci fie railroad, when only a single route was 
available, politicians had been unable to agree on a course of action. Everyone 
seems to have expected the Pacific railroad to possess a Midas touch that would 
turn worthless land into gold. Another expectation was that, because of the 
anticipated cost of a Pacific railroad, there would be only one. Thus, politicians 
and speculators alike fought to locate the railroad to their advantage, and towns 
and cities scattered along the western Great Lakes and the Mississippi River 
vied to become the eastern terminus of the Pacific railroad. This local rivalry 
for control of the railroad was played out against the background of deeper 
divides: Congressmen wrangled over the question of the constitutionality of 
the federal government aiding in the construction of railroads, while advocates 
and opponents of slavery sought ways to incorporate the Pacific railroad into 
their schemes. The subject of the railroad dominated the presidential election of 
1852 and the subsequent Thirty-second Congress. Unfortunately, there was no 
way to solve the problem. The jealous factions united only to oppose whichever 
plan appeared to be lnaking legislative headway. 
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Eventually Congress gave up and in the spring of 1853 turned the problem 
over to the Army's topographical corps. Beginning in the summer of 1853/ the 
Army sent out special expeditions to examine several routes for which there was 
political support: A northern route between the forty-seventh and forty-ninth 
parallels connecting Lake Superior with Puget Sound, a central route along the 
thirty-seventh and thirty-ninth parallels/ and a southern route numing from Fort 
Sn\ith, Arkansas to Albuquerque and the Colorado River along the thirty-fifth 
parallel. The Army/s favorite route lay far to the south along the thirty-second 
parallel from Vicksburg/ across Texas, down the Gila River/ and on to San Diego/ 
with which they were most falniliar fron1 their Mexican War experience. 

Of the routes exan1ined, the one that COl1l1nands our attention is the so-called 
central route. Generally, scholars write off the Anny survey of the central route 
as having little if any relationship with the subsequent railroad.? Indeed, the 
path of the central-route survey and the route eventually followed by the Pacific 
railroad are so different from each other that it seelns impossible for the one to 
have had any effect on the other. But, there was 111 ore to the survey than Inerc1y 
an examination of the route, and the course of events that befell the expedition 
profoundly affected the railroad's eventual adoption of the Wyoming-Hum
boldt River route. 

Given that the bulk of the gold-rush 11ligration crossed South Pass and fol
lowed the HUlllboldt River, it is sOlllething of a surprise that the central route 
slated for exarnination by the Pacific Railroad Survey in 1853 was so differ
ent fron1 that well-worn California Trail. In fact, the central route the Army 
exalnined was the creation of a politician: Missouri's Tholnas Hart Benton, a 
meluber of Congress and a fonner senator. It is a testimony to Ben ton's power 
and influence in Washington that the Arn1y even bothered with it. It is further 
testimony of his influence that two additional expeditions examined the route 
within a few months of the Army/s expedition.8 Benton described the route 
(which he had never seen) as "straight and smooth [with] not a mountain to 
be climbed/ a river or swan1p to be crossed/ a hill to be tunneled"; a direct con
nection between San Francisco and Saint Louis. The geographical feature that 
made this course practica 1 was Cochetopa Pass. Benton pronounced Cochetopa 
as a continuation of the San Luis Valley [of the Rio Grande], eight n1iles wide, 
"level, and [with] no obstruction but a dense forest of large pines." A broad 
and level connection between the Rio Grande and the Colorado, the pass stood, 
in Benton's prose, "worthy to open the door fr01l1 the East to the great western 
slope of the North An1erican continent, and in the right place, and accompanied 
by all advantagcs."9 

The real attraction of Cochetopa Pass-· lying as it does well south of South 
Pass-· was that Benton's entire plan was oriented to avoid the Sierra Nevada. 
Believing that the Sierra Nevada was irnpassable by a railroad, Benton and 
others concluded that the only way for a railroad to reach San Francisco was to 
skirt around the southern end of the Sierra at Tehachapi Pass. Thus/ Cochetopa 
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Thonlas Hart Benton (1782-1858), prominent Missouri politician, advocated a "central 
route" for the Pacific Railroad stretching from St. Louis to San Francisco. 
(Missouri State Archives) 

Pass connected the Great Plains with the Spanish Trail. Undoubtedly, Benton, 
already an ardent expansionist, conceived this course under the influence of his 
son-in-law, John C. Fremont. Frenl0nt did much to create the iInpression of the 
Sierra Nevada as a barrier through his account of his dreadful winter crossing 
in early 1844. The DOlU1er Party's experience in the winter of 1846-47 reinforced 
this jnlpression. While the bulk of the gold-rush traffic subsequently followed 
the California Trail down the Humboldt River and across the Sierra, nothing 
in the collective experience dispelled the impression of the Sierra Nevada as 
a fearful place. Rather, for farmers reared in the rolling and generally open 
Midwest, the steep, rocky grades and dark, confining canyons of the Sierra 
confirmed what they expected: These mountains were dreadful and difficult. 
Building upon that impression, it was a nearly universal opinion by the early 
1850s that the Sierra could not be breached with a railroad, and the best- if 
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not only- approach for a railroad to San Francisco was by way of Tehachapi 
Pass.]() Because others had explored and mapped that route, the central route 
Pacific Railroad Survey expedition was not supposed to extend west of the 
Mormon settle men ts. 

The Pacific Railroad Survey's examination of Benton's central route was dis
patched "under the C0I11mand of Lieutenant John W. Gunnison in the SUI11mer of 
1853. Gunnison was a good choice, having just spent two SUI11nlerS surveying 
aroLlnd the Great Salt Lake with Captain Howard Stansbury. As it happened, 
Gunnison also bel1eved that the best course for the Pacific railroad from the 
Mormon settlements to the coast was via the Spanish Trail and Tehachapi."J] 
Since he had never traveled that way, he probably acquired that conviction 
fronl the Mormons, who were generally familiar with that route. Most of the 
M0f1110n Battalion had traveled that way fronl southern California to Salt Lake 
City upon the conclusion of the Mexican War, and they were even then estab
lishjng settlenlents along jts course all the way to San Bernardino. Mornlons 
were fanliliar with the Hlnnboldt River route to California as welt but they 
preferred the Spanish Trail, which was passable year-round.12 

In May of 1853, Gunnison and his assistant, Lieutenant Edward G. Beckwith, 
made their way to Fort Leavenworth, the jUll1ping-off point for their survey. 
Fittingly, when they paused at Saint Louis to order supplies for the expedition, 
they could hear the trains of the Paci fic Railroad whistling and chugging out 
of town. "Pacific Railroad" really was the name of this alnbitioLls }jttie rail
road-the first steanl railroad west of the Mississippi . In the nearly two years 
since its groundbreaking in 1851, the Pad fic Railroad had put thirteen lniles 
into operation, with trains running all the way to Kirkwood .D While there is 
sonlething satisfying about Gunnison and Beckwith plaruling their expedition 
within earshot of the Pacific Railroad, the directors of the Pacific Railroad had 
only the vaguest idea of the course they would follow to the Coast. 

Following Benton's promoted route, the course of the Anny's expedition 
led off across the flatness of Kansas to the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, passing 
thence to the head of the San Luis Valley and Cochetopa Pass. To that point, the 
expedition encountered no significant obstacle, but Cochetopa Pass turned out to 
be far 1110re difficult than Benton had proclaiJned. The pass rose to ten thousand 
feet, and its approaches were far too steep for a railroad. Furthennore, the succes
sion of ranges to the west would cause unacceptable operating problenls. Having 
seen a better route across southern Wyoming three years before with Stansbury, 
Glulnison was quick to dismiss Benton's route as impracticab1e.14 As far as he 
was concerned, Benton's Cochetopa route was inferior by every Ineasure. 

Though dissatisfied with Cochetopa Pass, Gunnison pressed eagerly on 
toward the end of his survey at the Spanish Trail, following the river that now 
bears his nanle. Believing as he did that the Paci fic railroad would nlake its 
way on to the Coast along the Spanish Trait Gunnison no doubt felt he was 
acconlplishing an irnportant work in mapping the cOIUlections between that 
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Edward Griffin Beckwith (1818-1881) succeeded John W. Gunnison as leader of the 
Army's Pacific Railroad Expedition to survey a portion of Benton's central route. 
Beckwith redefined the central route to follow the Hurnboldt River across Nevada. 
(National Archives) 

trail and Great Salt Lake. Then, in late October 1853, as his survey was drawing 
to a close, Indians killed GUlulison and several menlbers of an advance party 
near Sevier Lake in Utah. Beckwith at once assumed ccnnmand, leading the 
survivors off to winter quarters in Salt Lake City. 

With GUlulison dead, leading the expedition back to Fort Leavenworth was 
all that was expected of Beckwith. Indeed, initially he reported that was his 
intent, but then, for reasons he never attempted to explain, Beckwith became 
inspired to lead the Pacific Railroad Survey expedition directly out across the 
Great Basin and on to California. Within a month of arriving at Salt Lake Cjty, 
perhaps in the last eastbound mail before winter closed the passes, Beckwith 
fired off a letter to Secretary of War Jefferson Davis requesting pernlission to 
pursue the new venture. The request represents a radical departure frOln the 
official goal of the expedition, which was not supposed to have gone west of 
the Mornlon settlements at all. 
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he only hint Beckwith left of his reason for suggesting such a radical idea is 
buried in Davis's response, which Beckwith published in his final report. In it, Davis 
referred to Beckwith's request to exmnine a new pass through the Sierra Nevada 
near the headwaters of the Feather River.15 Given what was then believed about 
the Sierra, only word of a new and renlarkable pass would justify looking in that 
direction. Just what caught Beckwith's attention is unknown. But having just spent 
six nlonths isolated from civjlization while exploring the wildenless, Beckwith prob
ably tun1ed to recent newspapers to catch up on events once he was settled in Salt 
Lake Ci ty. As it happened, the Inost recent papers from Califonua that Beckwith 
would have found in Salt Lake City in Novenlber 1853 contained reports about a 
pass tlu'ough the Sierra Nevada near the headwaters of the Feather River. 

What would have happened had CUIUlison 11 ved caIU10t be known. His wri t
ings reveal that he preferred the route across Wyoluing to Benton's Cochetopa 
Pass route and that he believed the Padhc railroad should run from the Mormon 
settlelnents to the Coast by way of Tehachapi Pass. Perhaps Gunnison would 
have responded as Beckwith did to the report of a new pass through the Sierra . 
Perhaps his conviction that the Spanish Trail was the preferred route and his 
fatigue from months of survey work would have led hiDl to dismiss the new 
pass and return horne. To have done so would have fulfil1ed his orders. Yet, 
had he done that, his report would have officially defined the central route as 
a roundabout affair running up the Platte, across Wyolnjng, southw·est across 
the desert to Tehachapi, and then north again to San Francisco. It would have 
been aInong the longest of the various routes exanlined. Whatever Gunnison 
would have done, though, we do know that Beckwith seized upon word of a 
newly discovered pass as an irresistible invitation to press onward. 

Beckwith was an unlikely character to be poised to redefine the course of 
the Pacific railroad. He had been assigned to the artillery upon graduation 
from West Point in 1842, and nearly died of yellow fever at Talupico during the 
Mexican War. Though he survived, he was plagued by bad health for the rest 
of his life, and he appears as anything but a robust explorer in his one known 
photograph. Prior to the Pacific Railroad Survey, Beckwith had made one trip 
to California that took hilll across the desert Southwest. Perhaps that experience 
predisposed hilU to want to look for something better. How this sickly artillery 
officer ended up in the Pacific Railroad Survey is itself something of a nlysterYI 
since its ranks were made up almost exclusively of engineers and topographical 
officers. In any event, Beckwith was eager to press on. Confident that he would 
receive permission to continue to California in the spring, Beckwith spent some 
of the winter exploring the Wasatch Mountains for a route connecting the Salt 
Lake Valley with the route Gunnison favored across southern Wyoming, an 
effort that could have been 111 ore conveniently accoluplished on his return east 
in the spring were he denied permission to proceed to California. 

The Sierra pass that Beckwith wanted permission to explore was itself the 
focus of several years of searching. Throughout the late 1840s, it was generally 
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believed that the Sierra Nevada extended northward well into Oregon. That 
I'sagebrush corner" where Nevada, California, and Oregon now join was then 
a vacant space on the map. In 1843, Joseph Chiles skirted the area with a small 
conlpany of en1igrants bound to northern California by way of the Oregon Trail. 
They crossed frOll1 Fort Boise to the Sacramento River following-at least part of the 
way- an old trapper's trail down the Pit River and Cow Creek. Just a few months 
latel~ Fremont crossed Chiles's trail, entering the Great Basin frOln Oregon. In early 
1844, the tw(~-who had 1l1et the year before-compared notes at Sutter's Fort. In 
early 1846, Fremont retraced at least part of Chiles's route through the Pit River 
country as he traveled fron1 Peter Lassen's ranch in the northern Sacramento Val
ley to Klamath Lake. Almost ilnmediateJy, he returned by way of Hat Creek amid 
nnnors of the expected war with Mexico. Also in 1846, trying to create an Oregon 
branch of the Ca lifornia h"ail, Lindsay and Jesse Applega te opened an enugrant road 
frOln Oregon's Willamette Valley to the "big bend" of the Humboldt River (near 
the site of modern Winnemucca). The Applegate road crossed what was believed 
to be the spine of the Sierra Nevada just east of Goose Lake. 

Fremont, who lnade observations widl a sextant on his explorations, realized 
that the big bend of the Humboldt River was at the san1e latitude as the northern 
reaches of the Sacranlento Valley to the west. He no doubt shared this information 
with Lassen while staying at his ranch, at the confluence of Deer Creek and the 
Sacramento River, in 1846. Lassen subscquently followed Fre1l10nt's trail up Cow 
Creek and the Pit River to Klamath Lake, and rehu11ed with Frenlont along Hat 
Creek a few days later. h1 1847, Lassen journeyed to his old home in Missouri to 
recruit settlers for the town of Benton Ci ty, which he was trying to establish on his 
ranch. Lassen traveled east in Captain Robert Stockton's party, in company with 
Joseph Chiles and John J. Myers, the latter of whom had been with Chiles in 1843 
and reputedly with the Applegates in 1846. Stockton's party crossed the Sierra by 
way of the Tnlckee H.iver and was only the second group to visit the scene of the 
DOlU1crs' starvation Call1.pS of the previous winter. Indim1s subsequently attacked 
Stockton's party along the lower course of the Truckee. The consequence of their 
experience was to in1press upon the members of Stockton's party a distaste for the 
Tluckee route (an opir:ion they doubtless shared as they traveled east). Alnong 
then1selves, they concluded that the best route into California was a cOlllbination 
of Applegate's road from the HUlnboldt River to Goose Lake, m1d Chiles's route 
of 1843 down the Pit River and Cow Creek to the Sacran1ento.16 

Upon returning with a party of settlers froln Missouri the following summel~ 
Peter Lassen becanle the first actually to attempt that route. Nearly a third of the 
gold-rush migrants followed Lassen's roundabout route in 1849. Like Lassen, the 
forty-luners believed they were avoiding the northern Sierra Nevada. The Anny 
even investigated Lassen's route to see whether it was suitable for a railroad between 
the SaCfarnento and the Humboldt, sending out an expedition lUlder Captain Wil
lian1 H. WaIner in late 1849. 17 The following Sl..1nnnel~ Lassen and others explored 
that country further in the madcap search for the rumored Gold Lake. 
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William H. Nobles (1816-17876), explorer froll1 Minnesota who discovered a wagon 
road rOllte from the Hllmboldt River to the Sacranlento River. Word of the Nobles 
route published in the Salt Lake City newspaper prompted Beckwith to exend his 
survey beyond Utah all the way to California. (Minnesota Historical Society) 
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Meanwhile, a solitary explorer named Willianl H. Nobles was systelnatically 
exploring the entire chain of mountains from nearly the Columbia River all the 
way south to Walker Pass. Although Nobles apparently had no interest in gold, 
he followed the gold rush from Minnesota specifically to find a route through 
the mountains.lH Wha t Nobles discovered was that the northern Sierra- which 
everyone else was trying to avoid-did not exist. By the blne Nobles reached 
the area around Honey Lake in late 1850 or early 1851, the "Gold Lakers'! had 
already found Honey Lake and the easy passages from there to the Sacralnento 
Valley through either Big Meadow or Mountain Meadow. Lassen himself may 
have shown Nobles that much of the way. Apparently on his own, Nobles 
discovered that there was no lnountain barrier at all between Honey Lake and 
the Humboldt River. The route merely followed along the southenl margin of 
the Slnoke Creek and Black Rock deserts. While water was limited, there was 
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no sing1e stretch longer than twenty-five miles between springs (unlike the 
forty-mile stretch of waterless desert on the Truckee and Carson routes). By 
late 1851, Nobles was back at Lassen's ranch promoting the new route, and in 
February 1852 he showed it to Lassen, who was understandably chagrined that 
S0t11eOne else had found the long-sought shortcut. A few months later, Nobles 
showed the route to residents of Shasta City, who developed a road along the 
route by the end of the year.19 

But Nobles's route was more than just an easy way for wagons from the 
Humboldt to the northern Sacramento Valley. It quickly caught the attention of 
railroad developers at a time when near1y everyone in California was agitating 
for a transcontinental railroad. As it happened, word of Nobles's discovery 
reached Sacratuento in the sunlmer of 1852, just as citizens were ll1eeting to 
organize a railroad to Marysville. The initial impetus for this railroad was 
to bypass the fickle Feather River, which, because it was filling with lnining 
debris, was threatening to leave Marysville's comlnercial future high and dry 
beyond the reach of riverboats. However, the tnere possibility of a route around 
the northern Sierra Nevada suitable for a railroad prompted those developers 
to look beyond Marysville. Though it cost them Marysville's support, they 
quickly organized themselves as the Sacramento Valley Railroad in A.ugust 
1852 to bui1d a railroad to the head of the Sacramento Valley and to a connec
tion with Nob1es's route. 

That a pass tha t had been discovered SOlne two years before was even in the 
newspapers in 1ate 1853 was itself a consequence of the Pacific Railroad Survey. 
Word of the Army's Pacific Railroad Survey reached California just about the 
time the first expeditions were setting out. Soon editors up and down the state 
were publishing editorials and promoting one route or another for the Pacific 
railroad. The exciteln.ent ultilnately led to a Pacific railroad convention in 
San Francisco later that summer. Beckwith undoubtedly found some of these 
newspapers in Salt Lake City in November 1853 and learned of a pass of which 
he was previously unaware. 

The San Francisco Pacific railroad convention of 1853 was nlore than a ll1atter 
of enthusiasm for the railroad. Rather, the particu1ar route that a railroad might 
sOlneday take into California was locally a topic of vita1 concern. During the 
gold-rush era, San Francisco p1ayed the role of break-in-bulk port for Califor
nia, where cargoes were "broken" fron1 sea-going vessels and transferred in 
smaller lots to riverboats that carried the goods and passengers on to various 
"heads of navigation/' such as Marysville, Sacramento, or Stockton. Although 
San Francisco's location on a peninsula between the sea and the bay made it a 
natural for waterborne commerce, its 1ocation was problell1atic when it came 
to a railroad. The issue for San Francisco was not only to encourage construc
tion of a Pacific railroad, but to do what it could to assure that the railroad 
approached the bay from the south, from which it could be extended up the 
peninsula to San Francisco itself. 
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San Franciscans had been content with the vision of a Pacific railroad crossing 
the south end of the Sierra Nevada at Tehachapi Pass. Such a line would likely 
pass up the valley and across Pacheco Pass to San Francisco Bay from the south. 
But using Nobles Pass at the far north would threaten San Fr,-mcisco's existence 
since it introduced the possibility of a railroad approaching the north shore of the 
bay- opposite San Francisco itself. Making the challenge all the more serious 
the Marysville citizens who had parted ways with Sacramento over the destina
tion of the Sacramento Valley Railroad had subsequently joined with Benicia 
in organizing a railroad of their own to link Marysville with the north shore of 
Carquinez Strait. The idea of a railroad touching tidewater at Benicia drove San 
Franciscans to apoplex>" since such a railroad would invite ships to sail right past 
San Francisco without dropping anchor or lnoney. It was also anathema to the 
riverboat interests, who would be bypassed in the transportation of goods to the 
interior, and to Sacramento, where the riverboats stopped. 

The issue rose to a new level of urgency when word of the Pacific Railroad 
Survey reached San Francisco in the SUlnlner of 1853. Suddenly, it appeared 
that San Franciscans needed to do sonlething more than talk if they were to 
save themselves from economic doom. Besides organizing and attending the 
convention (which in the event accomplished nothing), San Franciscans did three 
things. First, they pledged to support the then-dormant Pacific and Atlantic 
Railroad, which had been organized the year before to build a railroad down the 
peninsula to San Jose. Second, they hn1ded and dispatched two expeditions to 
delineate direct railroad approaches to the south side of the bay (one survey ran 
directly across the Sierra with the intention of meeting Gunnison's expedition 
somewhere in Utahi the other ran south over Pacheco Pass).20 Finall)" a few of 
then1 invested capital in the Sacramento Valley Railroad, which had previously 
been an all-Sacran1ento outfi t. 

What appealed to San Francisco's interest was that the Sacramento Valley 
Railroad was projected to run on the left bank of the Sacramento River, which 
meant that if it ever was extended to San Francisco Bay it would COlmect on 
the south side of the bay, not at Benicia. The Sacramento Valley Railroad liter
ally pronlised to out-flank the dreaded Marysville and Benicia. If the Pacific 
railroad some day did enter California at the north, the Sacramento Valley 
line might just lead the Pacific railroad to San Francisco itself. But even if that 
never happened, the Sacralnento Valley Railroad's immediate design was for 
a tidewater connection at Sacramento, which would preserve the status quo of 
riverboat transport between San Francisco and the interior. 

The infusion of San Francisco's interest and money into the Sacramento 
Valley Railroad in response to the Pacific Railroad Survey (and the Marysville 
and Benicia) had the effect of revitalizing the company, which had been de
moralized during the months following its incorporation by the floods and 
fires in Sacramento. At the saIne time, the con1pany fell under the influence 
of Charles Lincoln Wilson, 'who since 1850 had been Lassen's partner in devel-
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oping Benton City. Wilson had tried unsuccessfully to bolster Benton City's 
fortunes by developing riverboat navigation to that point. Very much aware of 
the prospects offered by Nobles's route to the Humboldt, Wilson seized upon 
the railroad as the key to Benton City/s future. In Novenlber 1853, just about 
the tilne Beckwith was settling in for the winter in Salt Lake Cit)" Wilson was 
elected president of the Sacralnento Valley Railroad. He iInmediately traveled 
to New York City to buy equipment and hire workers to build the railroad. At 
nearly the same tin1e, the Marysville and Benicia's chief engineer and agent 
was on his way to London. 

In retrospect, Wilson's most significant acco111plishment in New York was 
the hiring of Theodore D. Judah to be the Sacramento Valley company's chief 
engineer. Silas Seymour, with whom Wilson contracted to build the railroad, 
introduced the two nlen. Seylnoul~ who had been the chief engineer of the Erie 
Railroad and had driven its "last" spike, was then superintendent of the Buf
falo and New York City Railroad. He also had a penchant for organizing side 
jobs building railroads a 11 over the country, fronl Maine to Telulessee, always 
with sub-contractors to do the actual work. 'When Wilson arrived in New York, 
Seynl0ur's Louisville and Nashville project was failing, and the Buffalo and 
New York City was teetering on the brink of bankruptcy; therefore Seynlour 
was probably anxious for a new source of cash. Having no intention of actu
ally going to California hilnself, SeYl110ur presented Judah, one of the Buffalo 
and New York City's young civil engineers, as a handy candidate to be the 
cOlnpany's chief engineer. 

Judah embraced the Sacran1ento Valley Railroad with enthusiasm. Years 
later, his widow related that Judah was passionate about the Pacific railroad 
even before he met Wilson. Wi th his inveshllent in the north valley and his 
knowledge of Nobles Pass and the general mania in California for the Pacific 
railroad, Wilson undoubtedly told Judah exactly what he wanted to hear: that 
the Sacramento Valley Railroad would be the first link in the chain of railroads 
that would one day stretch all the way to the Mississippi River. In New York, 
where he had been summoned to meet Wilson, Judah accepted the job without 
even considering what his devoted wife back in Buffalo would think about it. 
Judah, his wife, mother, sister-in~law, nephew, and two (or three) assistants, ar
rived in Ca lifornia by steamer via Nicaragua on May 4, 1854.21 As it happened, 
Beckwith, who by then had received permission from Davis, led his survey 
expedition out of Salt Lake City, across the Jordan River, and into the desert on 
their way to California the very next day. 

Recognizing that the HUlllboldt River route was already well known, 
Beckwith followed a parallel course somewhat to the south. By crossing the 
nlunerous nl0untain ranges, he demonstrated the superiority, for a railroad, 
of the Humboldt's water-level course across the Great Basin. The expedition 
crossed the Humboldt itself at Lassen's Meadow (where the Applegate-Lassen 
road departed the conventional California Trail) and then paralleled the Nobles 
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Theodore Dehone Judah (1826-1863), railroad civil engineer and promoter, designed 
the Sacrarnento Valley Railroad to connect with Beckwith's rou te around the northern 
Sierra Nevada. Following the discovery of the Comstock Lode, Judah successfully 
promoted a route for the Central Pacific Railroad that cut direct1y through the central 
Sierra, Inaking a rail connection between California tidewater and Washoe. (California 
State Railroad Museum) 

road across the Black Rock and Slnoke Creek deserts to Honey Lake. Beyond 
that, Beckwith surveyed Nobles's road down to the Sacramento River at Fort 
Reading/ then doubled back to survey another route he liked even better. It 
ran up the Pit River and across Madelin Plains. 

Beckwith concluded that a railroad could easily be built from the Great Plains 
to California by way of the Hunlboldt River and a pass around the north end 
of the Sierra in the Honey Lake area. Contrary to the generally held opinion 
that the Pad fic Railroad Survey had nothing to do with the course of the Pa
cific railroad, Beckwith/s report aChwlly redefined the central route. Never 
again would anyone propose that the central route follow the Spanish Trail 
to Tehachapi Pass. For the remainder of the decade after the appearance of 
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Beckwith's report, all efforts to develop the Pacific railroad on the central route 
assluned the Stansbury-Gunnison route across southern Wyomingl down the 
HUlllboldt River to its '/big bend," and around the north end of the Sierra to 
the Sacran1ento River via either Nobles's route or Madelin Plains. Judah soon 
became devoted to this rou te. 

By the ti111e Beckwith arrived in California in August 1854, Judah had long 
finished his initial survey of the Sacramento Valley Railroad. Precisely what 
he had been doing since the publication of his report late in May is unknown. 
Wilson had gone yet again to New York, and Judah was no doubt following the 
newspaper discussions of Nobles Pass and the Pacific railroad. Judah nlay even 
have attended a Pacific railroad convention that was held in Red Bluff that June. 
However, other than the sketchy news of Glumison's death, there had been no 
news in California of the progress of the central-route survey expedition. Word 
of Beckwith's arrival at Fort Reading canle as a complete surprise. 

Whether Judah and Beckwith actually 111et in California is unknown, but jt 
seems likely that Judah would have gone out of his way to ITleet Beckwi th once 
news of his arrival in California nlade it into the press. Should introductions 
have been necessary, Judah had two usable connections. One was his brother 
Henry, who had been a year behind Beckwith at West Point, although in 1854 
Henry Judah was off fighting Indians in northern California. The more likely 
source of introduction between Judah and Beckwith was the railroad's banker, 
Willianl TeculTIseh Sherman-a claSS111ate of Beckwith's at West Point. As it 
happened, all the vouchers for the expedition had been made out in GUlulison's 
name. With Gunnison dead, Beckwith was unable to payoff the expedition's 
enlployees. It is known that Beckwith arranged a loan fr0111 Shennan to cover 
the t~xpedition's debt. Perhaps through Sherlllan, Beckwith and Judah nlet. 

Whether or not this meeting happened, there was a figurative passing of the 
lllantle that summer in California as Beckwith, who defined the route, crossed 
paths with Judahl who soon devoted the remainder of his life to developing 
the route. Relying in large measure on Beckwith's report, Judah believed that 
a railroad could indeed connect California with Mjssouri via the Great Basin. 
Until events forced a change in plans six years later, Judah remained a staunch 
advocate of the route by way of Honey Lake for the Pacific railroad/s entry 
into California. 

Within days of Beckwith's departure via steanler for the East, word reached 
California that the Pacific Railroad (that one in Missouri) had contracted for 
the construction of its second section, fro111 Jefferson City to the Kansas bound
ary. The following February, construction of the Sacranlento Valley Railroad 
began. While the first contract for the SaCrall1ento Valley line reached only to 
the crossing of the Bear River, there was every expectation that it wou ld one day 
become a link in the great Paci fic railroad. As the newspaper editorialized, "It 
is but the begituling, but they talk glowingly of its extending to Nevada [CitY]1 
to Shasta, to Noble's [sic] Pass, and thence to the Mississippi!" 22 
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Ironically, the ccnnpletion of the Arllly's Pacific Railroad Surveys failed 
to generate any imlnediate development of the Pacific railroad itself. Army 
topographers discerned that n10st of the routes exanlined were practicable. 
Without any clearly superior route, the matter reverted to the political arena. 
Unfortunately, by 1854, politicians were even less able to address the Pacific 
railroad than they had been the year before, as they were then deeply divided 
over the matter of slavery.23 

The balance between slave states and free states had been contentious since 
the days of the Constihltional Convention in 1787, and every acquisition of 
new territory or creation of new states threatened to upset the balance. The 
SaIne cessions of territory in the late 1840s that had so confused the issue of the 
Pacific railroad by offering a plurality of routes to the Pacific exacerbated the 
old problen1: Were the states created in the new territories to be slave or free? 
In the solution worked out in the Conlpromise of 1850, and later fonnalized 
in the Kansas-Nebraska Act of 1854, the residents of a territory would decide. 
Seen in the light of the growing controversy over slavery, the Pacific railroad 
was not lllerely a way to connect the Pacific states and the East, but also a tool 
for extending westward the political and economic systeln of whichever section 
of the country it touched. Thus, the location of the Pacific railroad was as hotly 
debated as ever, and any developtnent of a Pacific railroad was iInpossible until 
this larger controversy was resolved. 

Meanwhile, the SacraInento Valley Railroad C0l11pany was having problems 
paying its bills. In part, this was due to depressed economic conditions. But by 
1855, the issues that had vitalized the company two years before were of less im
mediate concern. With the Pacific railroad derailed by slavery, San FrancisGms 
no longer had to worry much about where it would touch San Francisco BaYi and 
the much-dreaded Malysville aIld Benicia schellle, which had excited Sacralnento 
as much as San Francisco, had apparently succulllbed when its agent and chief 
engineer went down with the Arctic in the N·orth Atlantic in late 1854.24 

Judah severed his ties with the Sacran1ento Valley Railroad in the fall of 1855; 
not long before the railroad itself stopped construction at Folsom. Judah soon 
signed on as the chief engineer of a San Francisco and Sacramento Railroad, a 
would-be successor to the Marysville and Benicia. Initially, that COlllpany only 
intended to COIlJlect Vallejo with Sacranlento, but Judah was soon advocating 
an extension to the head of the valley and Nobles Pass.25 The Pacific railroad 
really was Judah's passion; as of 1856 Beckwith's route was the only way he 
could imagine it being built. 

Earl yin 1856, the San Francisco and Sacramento sent J uda h to Washington as 
their lobbyistt in hopes of securing a grant to various valley tracts. Judah had 
not lobbied in Washington beforet but his wife's distant cOllsin Franklin Pierce 
was the president of the United States. In Washington, Judah joined forces with 
Congressman Jal11eS W. Denver of Trinity County, California, in working for 
a Pacific railroad via Nobles Pass. Whether they had lJlet before is unknown, 
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but Judah was in Sacralnento in 1854 when Denver was California/s secretary 
of state. Denver had been a delegate to that Pacific railroad convention of June 
1854 in Red Bluff that Judah 111ay have attended. Judah and Denver apparently 
worked well togetherl and Denver wrote Judah's expanded San Francisco and 
Sacramento project into his bill for a Pacific railroad buil t along Beckwith's 
central route.26 

Election cycles delineate ll1uch of this early history of the Pacific railroad. Each 
campaign stirred interest and expectations, and each election defined the policies 
for the following adnlinistration. The election of 1852 put Congress in a quagn1ire 
over the railroad and eventually led to the Pacific Railroad Survey. Four years 
later, the election of 1856 set off a ne'w round of anticipation. The surveys were 
cOll1plete and the results published, and now the public wanted action- though, 
this tinle the debates were coupled with sectionalism and slavery. 

Tn the first national election for the Republican Party, John C. Fremont was 
the party's presidential candidate, and support for the Pacific railroad a plank 
in its platfornl. By contrast, the Democrats chanlpioned a national wagon 
road- a far less expensive progranl of improvements to the existing California 
Trail. However, with Delnocrat James Buchanan's victory over Frenlont in 
Novenlbel~ and slavery still the defining issue of the tinle, the Pacific railroad 
was shelved for another four years. Nevertheless, many saw the wagon road 
not as a substitute for the railroad but as a precursor. In this context, Judah 
published his Practical Plan for Building the Pacific Railroad, the crux of which 
was to build "a wagon or stage road upon the route of [the] Railroad" first, 
and the railroad would necessarily follow. 27 Suddenly, the prospective route 
of the wagon road becanle as con tentious as that of the Pacific railroad, though 
on a 10callevel. At least the wagon road debate was free from the constraints 
ill1posed by the slavery issue. 

While the general line of the California Trail was not debated, a heated rivalry 
developed over the national wagon road's western terll1inus. In those days, the 
federal government would not spend money on improvements outside of terri
tory it administered. Thus, with federal involvenlent stopping at the California 
state line, it would be up to the state itself to improve any road west of that 
point. Sacramento and Placerville wanted the road to end in adjacent Carson 
Valley, reducing the alnount of road they would have to build, and better serving 
those population centers. But those who wanted the national road to 111ark the 
course for the Pacific railroad insisted that the road lead to Honey Lake, which 
marked the Nobles route's entry into California. Three of those advocating this 
plan were Congresslnan Denver and lobbyists Judah and Willianl Nobles- the 
sa111e Willianl Nobles who had found Nobles Pass six years before, and who 
was now in Washington lobbying for Minnesota Territory's interests . 

. As originally introduced, the wagon-road bill called for a road from Missouri 
to Carson Valley- essentially the California Trail. However, by the time lalne
duck president Franklin Pierce signed the bill into law in February 1857, the 
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route had been changed to run frOln Fort Ridgely, Minnesota to Honey Lake. 
Obviously, a con1promise had been worked out behind the scenes. It appears 
that Denver, Nobles, and Judah got the location they wanted (Fort Rjdgely 
having been advocated by Nobles), but Placerville contractor John Kirk and 
engineer Francis A. Bishop received the contracts for the South Pass and Honey 
Lake Wagon Road portion of the nationa1 road.28 

In anticipation of the development of the wagon road via Honey Lake, the 
California Stage Company relocated its headquarters from Sacralnento to 
Marysvi1le. A road across the mountains via Orovi1le, Hlllnbug Valley, and Big 
Meadow (site of tnodern Lake Aln1anor) was already planned, and a stagecoach 
excursion was run in late May-early June 1857- the first stagecoach ever taken 
across the Sierra Nevada. 

Another iIulnediate response to the selection of Honey Lake as the tenninus 
of the wagon road was the revival of the original plan of the Sacramento Val
ley Railroad- as a railroad to the head of the valley. Unsurprisingly, Charles 
Lincoln Wilson was the luan behind the schelne. He had lost his influence with 
the Sacran1ento Valley Railroad when it ran out of n10ney in 1855, but he was 
still trying to develop his real estate at Deer Creek. The new company, the Cali
fornia Central Railroad, was organized in the spring of 1857. Its chief engineer, 
Willianl S. Watson, had been one of Judah' s assistants on the Sacramento Valley 
road. At about the same time, the old Marysville and Benicia project was re
vived as the San Francisco and Marysvil1e. It eventually was reorganized as the 
California Pacific, which finally completed its railroad into Marysville in 1868. 
After nearly two years in the east, Judah returned to California in the spring of 
1858, and replaced Watson as chief engineer of the California Central. Watson 
inlmediately went to work for the California Northern/ which was intended to 
extend the line of railroads on fron1 Marysvj11e to Oroville and Red Bluff. 

A 11 of this illustrates tha t, following Beckwith's survey and report, there was 
widespread expectation that the Pacific railroad would one day enter the state 
at the north end of the Sierra. With Honey Lake selected as the tenllinus of the 
wagon road and the further development of Beckwith's route assured, wagon 
roads and railroads oriented toward Nobles Pass were organized and built. 
Judah himself comluitted to that ideal as the direction for the Pacific railroad. 
While working for Wilson and the California Central between April 1858 and 
the fall of 1859, he located the railroad's right-of-way, designed its American 
River bridge, and wrote reports to help Wilson attract investors. Judah also took 
on an odd little project that shows that, at the time, he had no expectation of a 
railroad ever crossing the central Sierra Nevada. 

In late 1858, the town of Auburn hired Judah to locate a railroad cOllilection. 
Accordingly, Judah sllfveyed three routes from various points on the yet-to-be
built California Central to Auburn. Two were relatively practical, but one up 
Auburn Ravine from the projected location of the town of Lincoln definitely was 
not. A little investigation convinced Judah that a railroad on this route could 
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not reach Auburn at all because of the increasing steepness of the terrain east of 
Gold Hill- about halfway to Auburn. Judah seized upon this as an opportunity 
to engage in real estate speculation. Precisely because the railroad could not be 
extended into the lTI.ountains, its eastern ten11inus would, if the railroad actually 
were built, become the conl1nercial hub of Placer County. Keeping the project 
secret as long as possible, Judah bought four hundred and eighty acres at the 
terminus and organized the California Eastern Extension Railroad to connect 
it with the California Central, seven and one-half ll1iles away. Judah named 
the proposed railhead CentraJia and intended to nlake his fortune subdivid
ing his property and se11ing lots. By the end of the year, a turnpike was under 
construction fron1 the Centralia site to the Auburn-Nevada City road/ and by 
the spring of 1860 lllost of the railroad was graded. It seems unlikely that Judah 
had considered a railroad rUIUling across the Sierra when his attention was 
devoted to a railroad project that could not even reach Auburn. 

After the Democratic victory in the election of 1856 and the attention to 
the national wagon road, the issue of the Pacific railroad remained relatively 
dormant until 1859/ when the candidates began wanning up for the following 
year's election. Horace Greeley, editor of the influential New York Trilnfne, made 
a much-publicized overland trip to California that SUllllner, promoting himself 
and the Pacific railroad. On cue, the excitement generated another Pacific rail
road convention, which convened in San Francisco in September. Judah, who 
was a delegate, soon was appointed to be the convention's agent in Washington, 
where by now he had contacts and experience. He sailed east in October. The 
convention itself carefully avoided the issue of the Pacific railroad's route- at 
least in its public pronouncen1.ents. Judah, however, had his own opinions: He 
was stiU devoted to the idea of a Pacific railroad entering the state at the north. 
This becanle clear in his subsequent report of his activities in Washington dur
ing the winter of 1859-60. In it, Judah revealed that he had designated Red 
Blu ff as the official terminus of his Pacific railroad because it Inade his route 
the shortest of those then being considered by Congress.29 Red Bluff- in the 
far northern Sacramento Va11ey- makes sense only for a railroad entering the 
state via the Nobles-Beckwith route. 

While Judah was still committed to a northern route, the perception of the 
Sierra Nevada as a barrier had begun to change over time under the weight of 
reports published by variOllS civil engineers. David B. ScottI engineer for the 
San Francisco and Marysville, pronounced Heluless Pass suitable for a railroad 
in 1855. Shernlan Day, Wi 11 ianl J. Lewis (of the Marysville and Benicia and also 
of the San Francisco and San Joset and Francis Bishop (of the South Pass and 
Honey Lake Wagon Road) all had identified the Johnson Pass route (essentially 
that of modern Highway 50) as suitable. Isaac E. Janles, later engineer of the 
Virginia and Truckee, proposed a railroad across the Sierra from Downieville 
by way of Yuba Pass l Sierra Valley, and Beckwourth Pass (discovered by James 
Beckwourth in 1851). Even Judah's former assistant, Watson (then connected 
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with the California Northern), explored and reported favorably on a railroad 
route between the northern Sacramento Valley and Susanville via Big M adow 
and Fredonyer Pass- the route taken by the first stage coach across the Sierra, 
in 1858. What these engineers had discovered was that the Sierra Nevada did 
not pose the insurn10untable technological barrier that had been supposed only 
a few years before. However, the nl0untains still posed a significant financial 
obstacle to railroad construction. 

The solution to that financial challenge turned out to be the Comstock Lode, 
word of which was carried back across the Sierra to Sacramento and San Fran
cisco in the early days of 1860. As the nlsh to Washoe intensified with the spring 
and the opening of the mountain passes, it becanle apparent tha t there would 
be big ITIOney in establishing and controlling the transportation routes directly 
across the Sierra. With the passing of the season/ the orientation of California 
transportation changed: Honey Lake was now the wrong direction. 

Even before the discovery of the Comstock, the Sacramento, Placer and Ne
vada Railroad was making the effort to build into the Sierra foothills. By the 
spring of 1860, the conlpany had run three full surveys frOln Folsom to Auburn 
and had run a preliminary survey on to Nevada City. As yet, they had no rails 
to lay anywhere. But Henness Pass, a relatively low pass that led to the Little 
Truckee River, and had been pronounced suitable for a railroad, was directly 
east of Nevada City. With the nlsh to Washoe, the company announced that 
they would build to Nevada City. Clearly the company's eyes were on Hen
ness Pass. The Nevada City newspaper carried the enthusiasnl a little further, 
predicting that jn tinle the Sacramento, Placer and Nevada would "form a 
portion of the great railway that must sooner or later unite ... the Mississippi 
and the Pacific Ocean.//30 

At the time, though, the Johnson Pass road was the principal trans-Sierra 
wagon road. Stagecoaches had been running regularly between Placerville and 
Carson Valley on that route since the days when Kirk and Bishop had quietly 
tried to divert the national wagon road toward Carson Vaney. The Johnson Pass 
road was the most direct route between the railhead at Folsonl and Virginia 
City. While there had been talk of a railroad to Placerville for years, Placerville 
was doing just fine £rOIn the lucrative trade of the existing wagon and stage 
road, but the projected Sacralnento, Placer and Nevada caused concern. If a 
railroad extended to Auburn, Placerville's windfall from the Comstock might 
just dry up. AccordinglYt Placerville sent engineers into the field to locate its 
own rail connection with the SaCfmnento Valley Railroad at Folsom. In tiIne, 
this work fell to Francis A. Bishop, fornlerly of the South Pass and Honey Lake 
Wagon Road. But the Johnson Pass road was not the only way to Virginia City. 
Downieville had a road across Yuba and Beckwourth Passes, Nevada City 
connected over Heluless Pass, Auburn's Placer County Emigrant Road ran via 
Forest Hill and Squaw VaHey, Georgetown was connected to the Johnson Pass 
road, and Jackson had a road over Carson Pass. These were all old emigrant 
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roads, but now they were ad vertised as routes to Washoe. Meanwhile, the very 
first trans-Sierra wagon road, the old road over Donner Pass, was hardly being 
used at all. DOIUler was a difficult pass, steep and rocky, and never recovered 
frOll1 the reputation gi.ven it by the luckless Donner Party. 

The busineSSll1,en of Dutch Flat, high on the Auburn divide, found this 
intolerable. As early as March 1860, they began casting about for a way to 
develop the old Donner road above Dutch Flat into a highway to Washoe that 
would bring thein SOine of the lucrative C0111stock busincss. Soon a collection 
was taken and they contracted with Placer County Surveyor Simon C. Elliott 
to see 'whether the route fr0111 Dutch Flat to the Truckee River was suitable for 
development. While he was at it, they instructed him to consider the route's 
practicality for a railroadJI Elliott made his examination in July 1860, and he 
reported it was favorable for either a wagon road or a railroad. But he did not 
tell this to anyone for a while; in August he was trying to sell his services in 
North San Juan to survey the divide above their town for a connection with 
Henness Pass. 

Ironically, Judah was missing all of this as he was still in Washington lobbying 
for the Pacific railroad on bchalf of the previous year's San Francisco conven
tion. Finally, in July, while Elliott was surveying Donner Pass, Judah returned 
to California. The changes he saw 11lUSt have been flabbergasting. Flushed with 
the Washoe excitenlent, the Sacranlento, Placer and Nevada was selling stock. 
Engineers were in high dem.and developing rival road and railroad projects 
toward Virginia City. In the East, all of Judah's activities had been predicated 
on the belief that no railroad would cross the central Sierra. Not only had he 
designated Red Bluff as the end of the Pacific railroad, he had also ordered 
550 tons of rail for his dead-end California Eastern. Once back in California, 
howevel~ and confronted with the ncw reality, Judah abandoned his railroad 
project, and left the rail rusting on the dock in San Francisco. Soon enough, 
those rails were laid on the Sacranlcnto, Placer and Nevada. 

Another irony is that the Sacranlcnto Valley Railroad happened to be right 
in the ll1iddle of all this excitenlent. Its tracks between Sacramento and Folsom, 
the bare trunk of the line they had once hoped to build to the head of the valley, 
fortuitously turned out to be on the busiest route between San Francisco and 
Virginia City, the convenient cOIUlection between the riverboats and the John
son Pass wagon road. Unfortunately, its mere twenty-two l11iles of track saved 
barely enough tin1e to justify the cost of transferring freight between wagons 
and railroad cars at Folsonl. The Sacramento Valley was 111akjng money, but 
watching a lot of it pass it by. The cOll1pany's officers knew that the situation 
would hnprove as the connecting Sacrmnento, Placer and Nevada extended into 
the mountains, but recognized that they could skiIn even 1110re revenue from 
the traffic with a toll road of their own across the Sierra. Toward this end, they 
rehired Judah, who w'as then back in town and, having recognized the futility 
of his California Eastern, happened to be out of work.32 
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By late 1860, the central Sierra were sufficiently well known that Judah did 
not have to go exploring to find a route for the railroad's projected wagon road. 
Rather, he merely visited various foothill towns seeking infonnation about old 
roads, looking for one that could be improved and licensed as a toll road. He 
visited local editors, who reported his mission in their papers, and he found 
advocates of local roads to guide his search. In early October 1860, he was 
given a buggy tour of the Henness Pass road all the way to the Truckee River. 
Although it was a good road, other hlfnpike conlpanies had already laid c1ainl 
to it. Later that 111onth, Judah explored the old Placer Elnigrant Road above 
Georgetown, but it Inerely led back to the Johnson Pass road. Meanwhile, at 
Dutch Flat, promoters of the local route were growing impatient with Elliott, 
who had failed to publish his report. Druggist Daniel Strong read in the papers 
of Judah's explorations and invited hinl to Dutch Flat for a visit. 

In late October, Judah took the stagecoach from Folsoln to Dutch Flat, whence 
he was conducted on a horseback investigation of the old emigrant trail to the 
sununit. From there they looked down upon Truckee Lake (as Donner Lake 
was then called) and the country beyond. All the while/ stornl clouds gathered. 
They awoke in the ll1iddle of the night to a blanket of snow, and, recalling the 
fate of the Donners at that very pass a mere fourteen years before, they packed 
up and trotted back to Dutch Flat in snow and rain. That was the extent of 
Judah's" discovery" of Donner Pass. Though undoubtedly cold and wet, Judah 
nevertheless was excited beyond Ineasure. The morning after his return to 
Dutch Flat, he drew up articles of incorporation for the Central Pacific Railroad, 
though only he and Strong were there to sign.33 

Clearly Judah was in a hurry. He knew the Sacramento/ Placer and Nevada 
group was working actively on its railroad and that they hoped to extend it to 
Washoe. He also knew of the talk all10ng the Placerville people about a railroad, 
and that 111any passes were already encumbered with wagon-road franchises. With 
their papers drawn and dleir signahlres hardly dry, Judah and Strong hurried off to 
solicit subscribers. In Sacramento, Judah talked with newspaper editors and had 
a panlphlet and broadside printed, extolling the virtues of the Dutch Flat route.34 

Why Judah did not wait to talk to the principals of the Sacramento Valley 
Railroad before instigating an entirely new enterprise is anybody's guess. They 
were, after all, paying for his services. Unsurprisingly, they fired hhn, though 
that hardly made a difference.35 Judah's precipitous action may represent noth
ing more than his inability to resist taking hold of a pronlising opportunity. But 
Judah was fanatical about the Pacific railroad. The speed with which Judah 
formed the cOlnpany and published announcements suggests that he was hur
rying to get infornlation about the Dutch Flat route into West Coast lawnlakers' 
hands before they returned to Washington for the cOlning session. According to 
one report, Judah was rushing back to Washington, though apparently he did 
not do SO.36 Judah 111ay have been positioning himself to control any franchise 
Congress might award for a Pacific railroad.37 
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Judah's new scheme left the SaCfmnento Valley Railroad undeterred. Execu
tives continued supporting the Sacrmnento, Placer arld Nevada/s slow advance 
into the lnountains. In July 1862, eight Iniles of the new line opened beyond Fol
son1, with another six miles placed in operation two nl0nths later, putting them 
two thirds of the way to Auburn. The next spring/ the Sacramento Valley began 
work on its tunlpike between Dutch Flat and the HetUless Pass road by way of 
Bear Valley and the town of Bowman. This was apparently the road that became 
the Pacific Turnpike, cOlulecting Dutch Flat with the Henness Pass road. 

But long before any of this was accomplished/ Judah had found supporters in 
Sacrarnento to finance a full instnllnent survey of the Dutch Flat route, in order 
to confirm his hasty evaluation that a railroad could be built that way to the 
Truckee River. They included merchants Collis P. Huntington, Mark Hopkins, 
Leland Stanford, Charles Crocker/ and Crocker's brother, Edwin B. Crockel~ an 
attorney. With their backing, Judah conlmenced his survey in early March 1861. 
Three months later, the Central Pacific Railroad filed incorporation papers with 
the state. hat faIt Judah returned to Washington yet again where, despi te the 
fact that he was merely a civilian lobbyist, he was appointed secretary to both 
the Senate and House committees considering Pacific railroad legislation. The 
southern states had seceded by this date/ and there was no one to advocate a 
southern route; in July 1862, Abraham Lincoln signed the bill granting to the 
Central Pacific the franchise to build a segment of the Pacific railroad. 

The company broke groluld on the riverbank in Sacramento on January 8 
1863. Clearly, they had a long way to go to catch up with the Sacrmnento, Placer 
and Nevada, which had been in operation almost to Auburn for three months. 
However, the Central Pacific was highly motivated/ and construction across the 
flat valley floor was relatively inexpensive. In April 1864/ they crossed the tracks 
of the California Central, which had been operating to Lincoln/ California, since 
October 1861, at IIJunction" (today's Roseville). In June, the Central Pacific reached 
Newcastle, which was close enough to Auburn to outflank the Sacramento, Placer 
and Nevada, and that company threw in the towel. 

By this timet the Sacralnento Va lley conlpany had begun to assist the Placerville 
and Sacramento Valley Railroad (which filed its organization papers in 1861) in 
building toward Placerville. Grading was we]] advanced, so, with the Sacramento, 
Placer and Nevada/s demise/ its rails were salvaged to be relaid on the Placerville 
line. These rails, w'hich Judah had originally ordered for his Ca 11 fonlia Eastern/ 
were Anlerican made, and were highly coveted by the Central Pacific, which was 
required by law to use only Anlerican-rolled iron. The Central Pacific induced 
the local militia, the Auburn Grays, to resist the salvage effort and a nlinor war 
ensued with much bluster, a little gunfire and bloodshed/ and the Placer County 
sheriff snlashing all the chairs in his office in frustration at a restraining order 
frOln the court. It was all for naught. The rail was soon in place on the Placerville 
railroad, and in August 1864 the Placerville and Sacralnento Val1ey Railroad was 
opened to Latrobe. It reached Shingle Springs the following June. 
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Judah's route for the Central Pacific Railroad through the central Sierra Nevada. 
(Nevada HistoricaL Society) 
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The turning point for the Central Pacific canle in March 1865/ when it quali
fied for the first of its federal bonds. These were soon sold/ at considerable 
discount, with the t110ney protnptly used to buy control of the Sacranlento 
Valley Railroad. The Placerville railroad was not involved in the transaction, 
but had clearly lost its rnotivation to push on into the Inountains. That line 
fell to the principals of the Central Pacific jn 1871; it was not extended beyond 
Shingle Springs for another fifteen years. 

Clearly, from. 1863 on, the Sacralnento Valley Railroad had been trying to 
outflank the Central Pacific to prevent it frOl1l cutting into their profits frOl1l 
the Comstock traffic. Just what the Central Pacific's directors were trying to 
accomplish is less clear. Were they really trying to build a Pacific railroad, or 
was their objective the Comstock Lode? 
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The association that initially bound these nlen was political- they were the 
founders of California's Republican Party and had worked together toward 
party objectives since the 1856 election. In June 1861, they fonnally organized 
themselves as the Central Pacific Railroad. But at that date, Judah had barely 
commenced his instnnnent survey, and they really did not even know whether 
they had a viable route across the Sierra. Were they committed already to a 
Pacific railroad? Or, was their nlotive then to elect Stanford governor, using 
their public interest in the Paci fic railroad as an appeal to California voters? 

When the Central Pacific's principal directors built a turnpike from Dutch 
Flat to Donner Lake in 1863 and 1864, opponents charged that the company 
intended to extend their railroad only to Dutch Flat, labeling the whole proj
ect the Dutch Flat Swindle. When the railroad was eventually completed, in 
1869, publicists said their ultimate success proved that a connection with the 
Union Pacific had always been their goaL But the fact of their ultinlate arrival 
at Promontory proves nothing of their earliest motivations. 

In 1887, when Congress was investigating the Pacific railroad, Leland Stan
ford recounted a fascinating meJTIory of his first visit to Donner Summit, which 
suggests that the directors' initial interests were then directed primarily to the 
Conlstock. He related that in October 1862, the first tinle that he, Huntington, 
and Charles Crocker went into the nlountains to view the route that Judah had 
proposed, they were aghast at the ruggedness of the country and the difficulties 
of the project they had already publicly embraced. Stanford said that as he and 
his parblers gazed at the obstacles they would have to overCOlne, they discussed 
the chances of success or failure for their enterprise. Obscured in his statement 
is the identity of their goaL Stanford said that they concluded: 

That if there was a way by which a vessel could start from San Francisco 
or from New York, and sail around Cape Horn, in behind those mountains, 
we could not afford to cOlllpete .... If this could not be done, however, and 
if we had only the ox and nlU le teams to conlpete with, we saw that we could 
obtain such a rate for carrying freight and passengers that we could afford 
to build the road with the prospect of further developments in Nevada.38 

Obviously, these nien went ahead with their plans for the railroad, so it must 
have been that a vessel could not get to wherever it was that they wanted to go. 
Virginia City was the one place east of the Sierra worth going to in 186t where 
a vessel could not go. If Stanford's recollection is correct, their objective must 
have been the Conlstock. 

Undoubtedly, the specific goals of the directors of the Central Pacific changed 
with time and cirClunstances. They needed as much revenue from the CCHll

stock traffic as possible to help pay for the work. Whether they initially hoped 
to someday have a Pacific railroad or not, the Conlstock provided the hope of 
lucrative local traffic that would help to offset some of their costs. Had the 
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cOlupany failed to cross the Sierral its railroad would never have nlade it to 
Prolllontory. In the eventl the Central Pacific carried little of the Comstock 
traffic before reaching Cisco in the fall of 1868. The old road across Johnson 
Pass was just too well established, with imlS and blacksnliths along the way 
catering to the teamsters.39 

Furthermorel it is easy to overlook that in the early days of the Central 
Pacific, no one knew how far east the railroad would have to build in order to 
meet the Union Pacific. The initial Pacific Railroad Act authorized Central Pa
cific construction only to the Nevada borderl and it seelns only slowly to have 
dawned on company officials that they would even have the opportunity to 
build on toward Salt Lake. Seen from this perspective, it is understandable that 
the COlllStock loomed so large in their plans. 

The Central Pacific reached Reno in May 1868. That was as close to the 
COlllstock as they went, but it was close enough to finally eclipse the wagon 
traffic on the Johnson Pass road, and in little nlore than four years the Virginia 
and Truckee was to close the gap between Reno and Virginia City. With the 
relatively open country of Nevada stretching in front them and the Union Pa
cific then barely across the continental divide at Sherman Sunllnit, the Central 
Pacific's owners now had every reason to concentrate on pushing their track 
as far east as possible. Every mile laid before nleeting the Union Pacific would 
net them additional land and bonds, and if they could reach the Mornlon 
settlelllents of Utah, they would command that traffic, too. While it had taken 
five difficult years to cover the 150 lnountain miles between Sacranlento and 
Reno, the Central Pacific broke all records building across Nevada, reaching its 
connectjon with the Union Pacific at Proll1ontory Summitl Utahl just one year 
after they passed through Reno. 

Though generally overshadowed by the ultiInate achievement of constnlct
ing the Pacific railroad, the ilnportance of the Conlstock to the history and 
eventual route of the Pacific railroad cmIDot be overstated. It hlrned the various 
California railroad conipanies from their slow approach toward Honey Lake 
into a race directly across the Sierra. Responding to the economic attraction 
of the Comstock, Theodore Judah located the railroad on the Truckeel rather 
than on Beckwith's route farther north.40 Nevertheless, Judah/s diversion of 
the Central Pacific toward the Comstock involved only a portion of the entire 
route: At Winnenlucca the railroad was back on the line Beckwith had recom
ll1ended along the HUlnboldt River. 

By the salne token, there was really nothing wrong with the Spanish Trail 
as a route for a railroad; it Sill1ply did not Inake sense as long as San Francisco 
was the hub of California's population. The Mornlons never lost interest in 
the routel and the southern California boom in the 1880s gave strong impetus 
to efforts to connect Salt Lake City with Los Angeles by rail. The San Pedro, 
Los Angeles and Salt Lake was completed along the Spanish Trail in 19051 with 
tracks from Utah and California joining a few lniles west of Las Vegas. 
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Likewise, Edward Beckwith's route was too good to ignore. The Western 
Pacific Railway followed it closely south of the Great Sa It Lake, down the Hum
boldt River to Lassen's Meadow, and directly west through the Black Rock and 
Smoke Creek deserts to Honey Lake. FrOln there it diverged fr0111 Beckwith's 
specific survey to pass close to Quincy. The Western Pacific was cOlnpleted to 
Oakland in 1909.4J 

Thus, all of the routes considered for the central Pacific railroad evenhtally 
brought railroads to Nevada. The San Pedro, Los Angeles and Salt Lake followed 
Benton's direction along the Spanish Trail to Las Vegas. The Western Pacific was 
built along the Nobles-Beckwith path. And the Central Pacific followed Judah's 
route tow'ard the Comstock. Today all of these railroads have been absorbed 
into the Union Pacific, and all continue to carry the nation's comnlerce. 

The Central Pacific and the Union Pacific were joined at PrOl110ntory Summit, Utah 
on 10 May 1969. (Nevada Historical Society) . 
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NO'TES 

lMany early railroad companies spelled the word as it appeared in their corporate names: Rail 
Road. For simplicity, I have elected to use the modern form, letting it serve for both the company 
name as well as the railroad it operated. The reader will notice that the word Railroad, in Pacific 
Railroad is sometimes capitalized and sometimes not. When it is capitalized, I am referring 
specifically to the Saint Louis-based company with that particul8r corporate name. When it is not, 
1 am referring to the generic concept of a railroad to the Pacific. 

21n his arulUal message to Congress, President Jackson wrote: "and in the COlistruction of 
railroads, and the application of steam powell we have a reasonable prospect that the extreme 
parts of our country will be so much approximated, and those most isolated by the obstacles of 
n()ture, rendered so accessible, as to remove an apprehension some times entertained, that the 
great extent of the Union should endanger its permanent existence." Senate Journal, 22nd Cong., 
] st Sess., 6 December '1831-

JO ne question 1 have never SE.en adequately explored concerns the extent to which the desire 
for additional routes for a Padfic r8i.Jroad drove the politics and diplomacy th(.1t led to the Mexican 
War. A southern route was proposed by Colonel James Gadsden (subsequently associated with the 
Gadsden Purchase) at a Memphis railroad convention in November 1845, apparently in response 
to Asa Whitney's plan. This was after Texas had been mmexed, but well before the United States 
act1.H.1lly possessed the territory to be crossed by such a route. 

4LeRoy R. Hafen and Ann W, Hafen, Old Spanish Trail; Santa Fe to Los Angeles (Glendale: Arthur 
H. Clark Company, 1954, 19(0), ]()9-·129. 
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of Nebraska Press, 1979), 109-208. 
7David Haward Bain, Etnpire Express: Building the First Transcontinental Railroad (New York: 

Viking, '1999), 5'1-53. 
tiThe first expedition mounted for the examination of Benton'S route, that of Edward F. Beale, 

actually preceded the Army expedition. It W()s reported by Gwinn Harris He()p in Central Route to 
the Pac~fic (Philadelphia: Lippincott, Grambo, and Co., 1854; reprint Glendale: The Arthur H. Clark 
Co., -1957). The second was Jolul C. Premont's expedition, which traced Benton's route the following 
winter. It was reported by Solo111on Nunes Carvalho in incidents (~l Travel and Adventu,re in the Far 
West 'with Col. Frbnont's Last Expedition (New York: Derby and Jackson, H~57; reprint Phil(]delphia: 
The Jewish Publication Society of America,1954). 

'lThomas H. Benton, LeUer from Col. Be11ton to the People ojMiss(}'uri (reproduced with Heap, Central 
Route to the Pacific, 48-49); the letter also appeared in the Sacramento Union (28 !\ pril -1853). 

IOEdward G. Beckwith, Report of Exploration near the 38th and 39th Parallels (Washington, D. c.: 
A. O. P. Nicholson, 1855), 11-12; and Goetzmann, 283-7. For Benton's expectation that the Pacific 
railroad would run vi(l Walker's Pass see Sacramento Union, 30 April and 18 June 1853. 

llJohn W. Gunnison, The Mormons, or Latter-Day Saints, in the Valley (~f the Great Salt Lake {New 
York: Lippincott, 1860; reprint Brooklin~., MClSS.: Paradigm Publications, J 993t '152-53. 

12From '1851 until the winter of 1853-54 the Mormons got their mail from California via the 
Humboldt. Howevel~ starting in the spring of 1H54 that mute W()s abandoned in favor of the 
Spanish Trail. 
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Washington, D. c.: Smithsonian, 1988), 217-67. 
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1st sess., H. Ex. Doc. 129, 113~14. 

IIiThe story that Lassen went all the way to Missouri in 1847 has been contested ever since H. H. 
Bnncroft (History ofCali:fornia, IV, 708) expressed doubt about it, maintaining that Lassen only went 
as f8r e()st as Fort Hall, and that in 1848. Apparently on Bancroft's authority, this view was repeated 
by GeOl'ge StewZlrt (California Trail [New York: McGraw-Hili, 1962], 197) and Thomas Frederick 
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Howard (Sierra Crossing: First Roads to California [Berkeley: University of California, 1998], 72). 
However, the story of Lassen going all the way to Missouri in 1847 with Stockton was promulgated 
in Lassen's lifetime (Red Bluff Beacon, reprinted in Hutching 's Cal~fornia Magazine [May 1859],512) 
and was accepted by Georgia Williss Read and Ruth Gaines in their meticulously documented 
"Critical Notes/' to J. Goldsborough Bruff's journals (Cold Rush [New York: Columbia University 
Press, 1944], 545, 1071). The issue is finally settled to my satisfaction by the report of Lassen's arrival 
in Missou,ri with Stockton in the Bnmswicker (Brunswick, Missouri) of 4 Novembcr 1R47. 

The opinion that thc combination of the Applcgate road and the Pit River trail offered the 
best route into northern California is expressed in Myer's letter of 13 February 1849 to the War 
Department, and is itself reprinted in Read and Gaines, "Critical Note," 1201-2. 

l7R. S. Williamson, II Captain W. H. Warner's Route through the Sierra Nevada," 14 February 
1850 (reprinted from an uncited source in Mae Helene Bacon Boggs, lvfy Playhouse Was a Concord 
Coach [Oakland: Howell-North, 1942],42-45); William T. Sherman, Menwirs of Gen. W. T. Sherman 
(New York: Charles L. Webster and Co., 1892), I, 107. 

lX"Speech of Hon. Wm. H. Nobles" (Saint Paul: Olmsted and Brown, 1854), 5. Nobles specified 
the northern extent of his exploration as being within "one hundred rniles of thl;', pass through 
which Cov. Stevens has located his nJlJtc." 

WThat Lassen had been Nobles's guide on at least the Big Meadow-to-Honey Lake portion of 
his route is the stated opinion of Lassen acquaintances as cited in Hutching's CalUbntia Magazine 
(June 1857)1 537, The account of Nobles's late '1851 visit to Lassen's l'anch and the initial attempt to 
interest people there in thE~ n.ew routE~ comes from the depOSitions for Wilson and Wilson vs. Lassen. 
and Gerke preserved in the Californja ShHe Archivesl S(.lcramento. 

Nobles's Pass itsl~ lf was never well defined. Thc name is commem.orated with a "Nobles Pass" on 
the northcast conlcr of Lassen Peak, and the Susan River (after which Susanville is named) is named 
for William Nobles/s wife, Sus"'H11 who was left behind in Mirulesota (W.N. Davis, The Nanling of the 
Susan River: Susan Nobles - Honey Lake Valley's First Susan [Sacramento: private printing, 2002]). 

With Nobles/s discovery it was realized that the mountains east of Goose Lake that were 
crossed first by the Applegates and then by Lassen were not part of the Sierra Nevada at Ell!. They 
were su,bsequently named the Wal1ler Mountains after William Wan'icr, who was killed on his 
expedition. 
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by Buchanan governor of Kansas Territory, and Denver CitYI Kansas Territory (now Colorado), 
was named in his honor. 

Kirk and Bishop attempted to locate the national wagon road well south of its intended course/ 
bringing it as close to Carson Valley as possible before rUluling it north to Honey Lake. The 
controversy resulted in Kirk's resignation and the rO<.1d was completed on its intended course by 
Frederick W. Lander (after whom Lander County, Nevada is named) . Mavis Shahrani, "Wagon 
Roads- 18S8 Season," in Frederick West Lander: A Biographical Sketch 1822-1862, Joy Leland, ed. 
(Reno: Desert Research Institute, 1993), 103; Alice Baldrica "Lander and the Settlement of the 
Pyramid Lake War," in Frederick West Lander: A Biographical Sketch 1822-1862, Joy Leland/ ed./ 15". 
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jackson, Wagon Roads West (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1964), 168, 175, 176/ 179. 

2'1J udah, Pacific Railroad. Report of Theodore n. Judah/ Accredited Agent/ Pacific Railroad Convention, 
upon his Operations in tlte Atlantic States (San l'rancisco: 1860; reprinted in the Sacramento Union, 
25 ju ly 1860). 
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Strong to U. S. P8cific Railway Commission, Serial 50th Cong., 1st sess., 1887-88. S. Ex. Doc., 2959. 
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1860 (broadside, publisher unknown). 

J51'Evidence of L. L. Robinson," 205. 
:l1:>[Placerville] Mountain Den'lOcrat (1 December 1860). 
:'l7Judah's dedsion to form <.111 indl:.pend(mt railroad for the Donner Pass route/ rather than to 

help develop the route for the Sacramento Valley Railroad, is one of those fateft.ll turning points 
in history. The antagonism~ between the Central Pacific and the Sacramento Valley cost both 
companies dearly. Conceivably, Judah could have lobbied Congress for a Pacific railroad franchise 
for the Sacramento Valley Railroad, as he did for the Central Pacific. Many things would have been 
different. Ultimately, JUdah's course of action probably turned on issues of personalities. Judah 
had a strong character, as did Lester and James P. Robinson, the contractors Silas Seymour sent 
out to build the road and who subsequently managed it. Perhaps their relationshi.p was set by 
their earlier relationship in connection with the construction of the Sacramento Valley Railroad in 
1854 and. 1855. Perhaps, as was hinted by Charles Crocker, Judah believed that Robinson had not 
helped his brother fully in a Florida railroad scheme yE.ars before. 

38Testimony of Leland Stanford to U.s. Pacific Railway Commission/50th Cong., 1st sess., 
'1887-88, 2618. 

J<jMark Hopkins to Collis P. Huntington, 16 february 1866. 
4°The lure of the Comstock may also have diverted the Central Pacific from what may ultimately 

have been the better route- the path via Honey Lake. Driving directly into lhe Sierra, the Central 
Pacific incurred the opposition of everyone already engaged- and invested- in the Virginhl City 
trade. That opposition cost the Central Pacific dearly in litigation over contested local bonds during 
these critical/ formative y(;~',11"s . Whil E~ the path 1..1p the vc.1l1ey and around the Sierra to Honey Lake 
may have been a few miles longer, the cost of construction- and eventual cost of operation-would 
have been less. furthermore, those extra miles would have earned additional federal bonds. Too, 
they would have carried more Idaho-bound freight, which was the bulk of their business before they 
reached Reno. The finished railroad would have served Oregon bettel~ and would have madc the 
eventual Modoc cutoff unneCE~SSc.1ry. Beyond that is pure specu lation. But/ h(.ld the Central Pacific 
built toward Honey Lake, they likely would have been cast of the Sierra a year or two sooner. Had 
that hC1ppened, they wotlld probably have been carrying Comstock commerce sooner, and they 
may well have met the Union Pacific smnewhere in Wyoming. 
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41The Western Pacific fulfilled the ambition of the original Pacific Railroad that had broken 
ground at Saint Louis in 1851. The Pacific Railroad was reorganized as the Missouri Pacific in 1872, 
and reached Pueblo, Colorado, in 1887, where it connected with the D(;.nver and Rio Grm.,de. That 
narrow-gauge line had been built across Marshall Pass (a short distance north of Cochetopa Pass) 
in 1880, and extended westward by way of the GUlUuson River to a connection with the Denver 
and Rio Grande Western (nnd Salt Lake City) in 1883. The Denver and Rio Grande's standard
gauge cOlUlection between Pueblo and Salt Lake City via TelUlessee Pass was completed in 1890. 
Both the Missouri Pacific and the Denver and Rio Grande were controlled by Jay Gould, whose 
son George financed the constttlction of the Western Pacific. Thus, in time, the railroad that had 
hoped to become Lhe first transcontinental tailroad became the last. 



Building the Virginia and Truckee Railroad 

RICHARD PITTER 

Ten years after the 1859 discovery of silver ore at Virginia City, after roughly 
two and a half tnillion tons of ore had been processed and nluch n10re waste 
rock and low-grade ore had accumulated on the dun1ps above ground, and 
after ninety 1'ni11ion dollars in bullion had been produced from Comstock ore, 
the Virginia and Truckee Railroad was built to serve the n1ining district.1 How 
was that railroad built? This article reviews the region's efforts to obtain less 
expensive and nlore reliable transportation; it includes the early attempts to 
organize railroad cOJl1panics to serve the Comstock, the founding of the Bank 
of California in 1864, the events that led to the formation of the Virginia and 
Truckee Railroad, and the construction phase of the railroad. My understanding 
is based on documents and newspaper articles, along with my conjectures on 
how the 111issing pieces fit together. Of course, this is incomplete and subject 
to challenge and revision. That is the way of research. 

As built/ the Virginia and Truckee Railroad was an offspring, of sorts, of the 
Bank of California. The railroad's president, William Sharon, was the bank's 
agent in charge of Comstock operations. Two other shareholders of the railroad 
company were Darius O. Mills and William C. Ralston, who were president and 
cashier, respectively, the two top officers of the Bank of California. The story 
of how the railroad was built is convoluted. Attempts to sinlplify the story in 
print have led to Illisinterpretation and fiction. Three exanlples suffice here. 

First, there is the story of Willian1 Sharon's fall fro III riches to rags and his 
en1ployment on the Conlstock by the Bank of California. Irving Stone's Men 
To Match My Mountains describes this: 

Richard Pitter has published articles about the Virginia and Truckee Railroad and the 
Con1stock era. The Lake Tahoe Historical Society published Dr. Pitter's book about Hank 
Monk, the famous stagecoach driver. Dr. Pitter received his Ph.D. in Meteorology fro111, 
UCLA and was an associate research professor in Atmospheric Sciences at the Desert Re
search Institute, Reno, NY frOll1 1981 to '1994. He teaches math and science at Wentworth 
Institute of Teclulology, Boston and Maimonides High School, Brooklinet Massachusetts. 
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Now in the sumlner of 1864, nettled by the "chanlbermaids and ex-sheriffs 
soaring to dizzy heights in the financial firn1ament," he [Sharon] studied the 
Comstock situation, decided he would plunge his $150,000 to gain control of North 
American, of which he already owned a thousand shares, because he believed 
that pending lawsuits would be settled in North Alnerican's favor: the Overman 
mine was in bonanza; the vein should run slantwise through North American; 
he would make n1illions. 

Instead, a group of unscrupulous brokers dealt hirn from the bottom of the 
deck, something no poker shark had been able to do, reselling him his own stock 
at a considerably increased price. He lost his $-150,000, his beautiful home on 
Stockton Street, the last of his resources, and was obliged to ask his friend, Colonel 
John D. Fry, to take hirn to Ralston's office in the Bank of California and plead 
for a job. Sharon did not take the loss with good grace. Being the laughingstock 
of San Francisco made hinl a cold, embittered lnan ... looking for an opportunity to 
wreak vengeance. 

It was the worst possible lTIoment to ask Billy Ralston for anything; reliable 
lniners had just reported to him that the Comstock was flooded, fini.shed, that it 
was impossible to go below the five-hundred-foot depth at which all mining had 
stopped. ~1 hough a last few of Diedesheimer's pUlllpS were groaning valiantly, 
the nlining shafts were sumps of scalding-hot water that came rushing into the 
nlines fron1 underground volcanic rivers. 

Con1stock stocks on the San Francisco Stock and Exchange went crashing; Could 
and Curry, which had been paying a dividend of $125 a share, fell fronl $6,300 to 
$2,400 to $900 a share; Ophir dropped fronl $1,580 to $300. Most of the newly n1ade 
San Francisco fortunes ran out the same hole they had corne in. 

Not only did Ra lston have $3,000,000 of the Bank of California money invested in 
the Conlstock n1ines, and more millions in the San Francisco factories and foundries 
supplying the Comstock, but the Bank of California correspondents in Virginia City, 
acting as a collecting and lending agency, withdrew their account and vanished. 

The job that Willian1 Sharon wanted was lnanager of the Bank's accounts in 
Virginia City. Ralston was convinced that the Mount Davidson mines were not 
through, but he was by no Ineans convinced that the cold, bittel~ defeated Inan 
standing before him was the right one to bring the Comstock back. To oblige 
Colonel Fry, his father-in-law, he gave Sharon a try, persuading his reluctant board 
by bringing evidence to bear that Sharon had been an incon1parable poker player, 

and that a good poker player was precisely what was needed in the Washoe.2 

For the second example, Dan De Quille's The Big Bonanza describes how 
Willianl Sharon, who is called the father of the Virginia and Truckee Railroad, 
built the road: 

In building this road Mr. Sharon secured a subsidy of $500,000 from the people 
of Washoe in aid of the project, constructed as lnuch of the road as the sum would 
build, then lnortgaged the whole road for the amount of Inoney required for its 
cOlnpletion. In this way he built the road without putting his hand into his own 

pocket for a cent and he still owns half the road.3 
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The third exmnple is an often-repeated account of an early 1869 nleeting 
between Sharon and Isaac E. James, who surveyed the Virginia and Truckee 
Railroad. According to Charles Howard Shinn's The Story of the Mine: 

... Sharon, a man of affairs, sent for the best mining surveyor on the Com
stock. This was Superintendent James, of the Sierra Nevada Mining Company. 
The conversation that follows is from his own statenlent. Sharply, and without 
a word of explanation, Sharon said: 

"James, can you run a railroad from Virginia City to the Carson River?" 
"Yes." 

"Do itt at once." 

The next day a party of surveyors were in the field along the mountain trails 
and highways. Tn a month the twenty-one ll1iles of route were 11lapped out, grad
ing had been already comnlencedt and the rails had been ordered frOln England. 
Sharon himself had not been idle. He had fonned his cOlnpany, had bought out 
the necessary rights of those who had several moribund charters, and had obtained 
from the legislature a new charter. More than this, he had secured legislative 
c1uthority for the issuance of $500,000 in bonds from the counties of Storey and 
Ormsby as a free gift to the railroad. It is needless to add that the counties duly 
issued the bonds withoutnlaking any conditions whatever. The lnining companies 
on the lode subscribed $700,000. Rather a busy thirty days this, and well worth 

noting as an instance of COll1Stock energy.1 

This example is found with small variations in Lucius Beebe and Charles 
Clcgg's Virginia a1'l,d Truckee5 and in Gilbert H. Knciss's Bonanza Railroads.6 

Although most of the above-nientioncd books were written for public con
slunption rather than for historical accuracYt the stories have become the de 
facto story of the railroad's financing and construction. The story of how the 
railroad was built is more complicated, but nlore enlightening. 

Under Utah territorial1aw, the county court granted franchises for toll roads, 
bridges, and other public works. A franchise permitted the petitioners to claim 
the land, build the road or bridge, and then collect tolls for their services. 

Shortly after the Comstock Lode w'as discovered, Lconard L. Tread well 
acquired several hundred acres of tin1ber in the foothills west of Carson City. 
About thc sanlC tinlc, AbrahalTI Curry, Henry DeGroot, and James M. Thomp
son planned to harness the Carson River near China Town (Dayton) and to 
develop water-powered mills. Those lnen fonned a conlpany with David B. 
Milnc, Jonathan Willianls, Sidncy H. Marlette, and Wellington Stewart, and 
collectively they sought a franchise. 

On October 4, 1860, the Carson County Court of Utah Territory awarded a 
franchise that authorized the group to build a 'Irail-road" frOln Carson City to 
Virginia City and thence to China Town by the bcst route. The franchise also 
granted the company four rniles of land along thc Carson River at China Town 



Virginia City as depicted by lithographer Grafton Bro\vn in 1861. (Library of Congress) 
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and permission to build dams and flumes to power Inachinery, provided they 
spend five hundred dollars on the railroad and two hundred and fifty dollars 
on harnessing the river within the next twelve months. The franchise did not 
specify the use of steall1 power on this railroad; it 111ay have been planned as a 
wagon road.? 

On October 24, 1860, the Carson County Court approved a petition by E. 
Conan and J. Fullock to build a canal from below Dutch Nick's (Empire) to 
Gold Cail.on near John Town, and thence down the canyon to the vicinity of 
China Town. It also permitted them to build a Ilrail track or rail road" fron1 
Virginia City to China Town by way of Gold Hilt Silver City, and John Town. 
The petition did not specify steam power, but it ll1entioned the need for side 
tracks, outlets, buildings, and n1achinery on the rail road. The rail road would 
convey ore, timber, rock matter, freight, and passengers. From the description, 
it may have been plalu1ed as a stean1-powered railroad.s 

Neither railroad was built. Construction costs were prohibitively high in 
1860. Either venhtre would have required Inonths of work to level the grade. 
If the con1pany desired steam power, the rail, locomotives, and rolling stock 
wouJd need to be shipped around the Horn and hauled by wagon over the 
Sierra. A Inodest steanl-powered railroad could have cost a 111i11ion and a half 
dollars or more to build and put into operation. Even a road of wooden rails for 
freight wagons would have been expensive to build. To put the finances into 
perspective, a steam railroad that charged two dollars per ton of ore and five 
dollars per cord of wood, tariffs later used by the Virginia and Truckee, could 
not have paid the interest on its capital, even if it hauled all of the wood and 
ore to and from the COlnstock in 1861. In 1860, economics did not favor build
ing a steam railroad to the Comstock. Capital costs and interest rates were too 
high, transportation of the 111aterials to the COlTIstock was prohibitively high, 
and investors could spend their nioney elsewhere for better return. 

If a local railroad to the C0111stock was impractical in 1860, a railroad over the 
Sierra Nevada was sheer folly. A newspaper correspondent at Genoa wrote! lIlt 
is ... regretted that railroad communication is impracticable between us and 
California, but T would say to those gentlemen who wish to elevate themselves 
upon the politicalladder by the advocacy of such a n1easure, that they remind 
me of the bull upon the track, valiantly facing the engine. T adlnire their spunk, 
but their judgement [sid I conden1n."lJ 

President James Buchanan signed the Organic Act into law during the final 
days of his administration in 1861, creating Nevada Territory. Nevada residents 
favored a transcontinental railroad with service to the Conlstock. They also 
desired better wagon roads and reliable municipal services. The first Territorial 
legislature encouraged those developnlents by granting franchises similar to 
those granted by the Utah county courts, designed to safeguard investn1ents. 

The legislators, incidentally, rode to and from the meeting place on a railroad 
that was built without the benefit of a franchise. Carson Ci ty lacked a Ineeting 
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house suitable for the legislature, so Abrahalu Curry donated the use of a large 
stone building located a mile or so east of town. A horse-drawn car ran on 
wooden rails along east Fifth Street to ferry delegates between town and work. 
The rails were torn up within a year; by 1862 the legislature was meeting in 
town and did not require the railroad. The railroad appears on DeGroot's 1862 
Map of Nevada Territory. A reporter for the 1861 legislature noted, "Today J 
visited the Capitol that is to be. It is located in the upper story of a lonely stone 
building, nearly two tuiles east of Carson City and on the opposi te side of the 
narrow alkali plain on which the city is built. A horse railroad will take the 
I assembled wisdonl' from the city to the Capitol, the railroad track being made 
of plank set up edgeways. II 10 

The Centra 1 Pacific Railroad was formed under a California legislative fran
chise, which let the company build the railroad by the best practicable route 
within that state. Projected expenses far exceeded the cOlnpany's abilities, and 
the conlpany sought federal subsidies. 

Leland Stanford and Charles Crocker of the Central Pacific Railroad visited 
the Nevada Territorial Legislature on October 24, 1861, to request a franchise for 
the portion of the Central Pacific Railroad through Nevada. Their high-handed 
presentation greatly irritated the legislators, but the delegates recognized the 
railroad's importance to Nevada, and on November 25, 186t they passed the 
Nevada Railroad Act.n The act advanced the Central Pacific's endeavor by 
showing that both California and Nevada supported the venture. With that 
legislation in hand, Charles Crocker went to Washington, D.C., and obtained 
the first federal legislation in support of the transcontinental railroad. 

The 1861 Nevada Territorial Legislature passed two other railroad acts. One, 
promoted by Henry A. Cheever, Ophir Mill superintendent of Washoe ValleYt 
proposed building a railroad from Virginia City to Washoe City. The railroad 
would transport ore from the Ophir Mine at Virginia City to its olill, and haul 
timber back up the grade. The route crossed the Ophir Grade, which was a 
toll road that ran around the southern flank of Mount Davidson. A mile-long 
wooden causeway crossed a marshy area north of Washoe Lake. The railroad 
would extend beyond the Ophir Mill to Manuel Penrod's sawmill and Captain 
Dall's quartz lnill (Franktown), he act specified five hundred thousand dollars 
of capital stock in the company.12 That anlount was inadequate and another 
act was passed in 1862, raising the figure to a Jnillion and a half dollars,13 but 
even so, the railroad was not built. As Inentioned earliel~ the Ophir Mill was 
expensive to operate and by 1862 nlore efficient mills were operating. The Ophir 
Mine shipped lower-grade ore to other mills, retaining only a small an10unt of 
its richest ore for its n1ill. But in 1863, the Ophir Mine ran out of high-grade 
ore, so the railroad project was set aside and never again picked up. 

Another railroad venture obtained a franchise from the 18611egislature. The 
Virginia, Carson, and Truckee Railroad Company, a venture by several mill 
men and lumber nlen, was granted a franchise provided that the company had 
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three miles of railroad in operating condition within eighteen 1110nths. That 
proposed road was to run from Virginia City and Gold Hill to a point near the 
New York House (Mound House), and thence to Carson City and back north
ward to the Truckee River. The railroad franchise contained optjons to build a 
branch to Dayton and extend the line along the Carson River to serve the mills 
in that vicinity, and to extend its tracks along the Truckee River as far west as 
the California state line.14 In 1861, ll1any quartz n1i11s on the Carson River were 
located in the vicinity of Dayton, and several people had proposed building 
mills at the rnouth of the Truckee River Canyon, where an1ple water power was 
available. The Virginia, Carson, and Truckee Railroad was not built. It was a 
speculative venture, its franchise obtained with hopes of selling to an eastern 
financier. Eastern investors, howevel~ were not interested. 

The Nevada Territorial Legislature rnet again in late 1862. In addition to 
an1cnding the Virgjnia City and Washoe Railroad Act of the previous session, it 
approved three railroad franchises that affected the COll1stoCk. The Virginia City 
and Silver City Railroad wou ld lun between those towns with service to Cold Hill. 
It was intended to haul ore to the 111ills in lower Gold Hi11 and Gold Caflon. The 
legislature gave the company two and a half years to cOll1plete the line and to put 
the road into operation.15 The railroad's projectors included several pron1inent 
ll1en who owned reduction luills along the route. Thjs modest railroad, however, 
proved to be more expensive than local financing could afford. 

A group of investors, including several men involved with the previous 
Virginia, Carson, and Truckee Railroad COll1pany, obtained a franchise in 1862 
for the Virginia and Truckee Railroad Conlpany. The route was similar to the 
previous route, but it nall1ed the Half-Way House as the hub for four branches 
of the railroad. One branch would run to Gold Hill and Virginia City, another 
to Carson, a third to Dayton, and the fourth through Washoe City to the Truckee 
River. IG The group was unsuccessful in securing financing. 

The third franchise granted by the 1862 legislature was awarded to the Lake 
Bigler and Virginia Railroad Conlpany. The nlain line was to run fronl the 
California state line at the south shore of Lake Bigler (Lake Tc.1.hoe) to Virginia 
City by the best practicablc route, with a branch line to Carson City and the 
option of extending another branch line through Washoe City to the Truckee 
River.17 At the tinle, a California group was organizing the San Francisco and 
Washoe Rajlroad, and was interested in building a railroad through Placerville, 
California, to Virginia City.18 The joint venture failed to obtain sufficient fund
ing for construction. 

The Nevada Territorial Legislature's third session, which nlet early in J 864, 
extended the tin1e provided for the Central Pacific Railroad to build into Nevada, 
but otherwise passed no railroad acts. The public was aware that railroad fran
chises were often used for speculation rather than as railroad-building ventures. 
The speculators, franchjse in hand, sought financial ll1agnates who could buy 
the rights and then build the railroad. Three nleJnbers of the first two territorial 
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legislatures had been named as incorporators of railroad companies. Theodore 
Winters, a lnelllber of the 1862 House, was named in the 1862 legislation granting 
a franchise for the Virginia and Truckee Railroad Con1pany. Willialn Stewart, 
nlen1ber of the 1861 Council and the 1864 House, and Abraham Curry, melnber 
of the 1.862 House, appeared in the 1.862 legislation granting franchise to the 
Lake Bigler and Virginia Railroad Company. 

On October 31/ 1864, President Abraham Lincoln/ granted authority by the 
United States Congress, created the state of Nevada. The first Nevada State 
Legislature nlet in early 1865. It passed two railroad franchise acts and a railroad 
incorporation act. The most important railroad legislation of that session was 
the railroad incorporation act, which established procedures for a con1pany to 
form a railroad corporation, the rules the corporation would abide by, and the 
benefits that such corporation could then enjoy. The act/ passed on March 22, 
1865, stated that the con1pany had to file with the secretary of state, listing its 
principal terlllini, the length of its line and the amount of its capital stock, and 
ten investors who had pledged, muong thenl, one thousand dollars for each 
mile of route/ haVing already deposited 10 percent of the pledged an10unt with 
an officer of the conlpany.·19 

Prior to 1865/ railroad companies desiring to serve the Comstock had to obtain 
a chartel~ granted by the county under Utah Territory law until 1861, and then 
by the legislahtre under Nevada Territory Jaw. The Nevada State Legislature 
changed the rules. No longer would the legislahue spend time receiving and 
arguing the merits of specific railroad charters. Any con1pany could form and 
file its articles of incorporation. Prior to passing the railroad incorporation act, 
however, the legislature granted two railroad charters. 

On March 2/ 1865/ the legislature approved a bill to charter a railroad to run 
frOlll Virginia City to the Truckee River. On September I, 1865, the san1e group 
who had received the charter on March 2, filed Articles of Incorporation to form 
the Virginia and Truckee River Railroad Con1pany. The route, surveyed by Isaac 
E. Jan1es, ran fron1 Virginia City and Gold Hill eastward across American Flat 
to the sumn1it between Eagle and Washoe valleys, with a four-mile branch line 
to Carson City. The main line then continued north through Washoe City and 
Steanlboat Springs to the Truckee River at a point called Fuller's Crossing (then 
owned by Myron Lake). According to the legislative charter, that company had 
exclusive rights to that route/ provided it constructed and put into operation a 
railroad within three years of the legislation that granted the charter.2o By 1867, 
newspapers suggested that the charter was not worth a dollar, but the exclusive 
clause nlay have prevented other railroad ventures. 

On March 9, 1865, the legislature approved a bill to charter a railroad froIll 
Virginia City to Dayton. A C01l1pany of mill men sought this franchise, which 
permitted the railroad to run from Virginia City through Cold Hill and Silver 
City to Dayton. The franchise required the railroad to be placed in operation 
within two years?1 
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Born near Plymouth, Ohio on January 12, 1826, Willianl C. Ralston grew up 
there and near Wellsville, Virginia (now West Virginia) before he began work
ing on Mississippi riverboats. He headed for California in 1849, but a bank
ing business offer at Panama City that also developed into shipping interests, 
proved lnore attractive than lllining. After moving to San Francisco in 1855, he 
and associated fornled Garrison, Morgan, Ralston, and Fretz, a San Francisco 
banking cOlllpany, with seven hundred thousand dollars in capital. In 1857, 
the two senior parties withdrew their interest in the firm, and Fretz and Ralston 
opened a new finn, with only fifty thousand dollars in capital, at Washington 
and Battery streets in San Francisco. The bank, although short on capital, sup
ported California venhues at a time when hard money was precious in the 
Golden State.22 

Fretz and Ralston reorganized in late 1860 as Donohoe, Ralston and COln
pany. When news of the COlllStock discoveries spread across the Sierra Nevada, 
Ralston personally invested in the new mining cOlnpanies. Ralston was the 
first treasurer of the Ophir Silver Mining Company, which incorporated in 1860, 
and the first treasurer of the Gould and Curry Silver Mining COlnpany, which 
incorporated the next year.23 

In early 1864, Ralston invited a score of businesslnen to join him in a banking 
venture. Some of the business111en were his Mississippi friends who had been 
successful on the Coast, some he knew from his Pananla and San Francisco 
shipping businesses, and SOlll.e were already involved in Conlstock venhues. 
To unite the group, Ralston invited Darius O. Mills to serve as the new bank's 
president, while Ralston himself served as its cashier, the second in command 
and superintendent of day-to-day operations. On July 5, the Bank of California 
was established with two million dollars in capital stock. 

The charter directors of the bank included some of the West Coast's leading 
businessmen. Janlcs Whitney, Jr. and William Norris were the president and 
secretary of the California Steam Navigation Company; Jacob Kanlm, who 
worked with Ralston during his Mississippi riverboat days, was a Portland 
shipbuilder and m.ajor owner of the Oregon Steanl and Navigation COlnpany; 
Louis McLane was oV\'ner of the Pioneer Stage COlnpany; which later became 
part of the Wells Fargo and COlnpany system of transportation and banking; 
John O. Earl (early purchaser of the pioneering COlTIstock claim) was president 
of the Could and Curry Mine, where Ralston was treasurer; A. J. Pope was a 
lumber lTIerchant; William Barron (also with the Potosi Mine) and Tho1l1as 
Bell were cinnabar (nlercury) lnining magnates; Alvinza Hayward was a mine 
owner and pioneering nlill man on the COlnstock, and . W. Carpentier was 
an owner of the Ca li fornia State Telegraph Company. 

Most banks on the West Coast relied on good relations with other banks in 
eastern and foreign cities for cashing their banknotes, but the rise of San Fran
cisco created a vigorous new shipping market along the Pacific coast and with 
the Orient. A businessman's banknote when conveyed to shippers in faraway 
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places might be subject to a hefty discount-if accepted at all. To facilitate com
merce and industry, the Bank of California was established to Ilreceive deposits, 
attend to the collection of paper, draw exchange by telegraph or otherwise on 
New York, London, Dublin, etc., on the most favorable terms."24 The bank inl-
1nediately distributed a large part of its capital elsewhere for the redelnption of 
its banknotes. On July 13, it sent more than $263,000 in gold and silver to New 
York via Panama. On July 23, it sent another $647,000 in gold and silver to the 
East Coast and major cities in Europe. The bank advertised that it issued letters 
of credit that could be immediately redeemed at full value throughout the United 
States, Europe, India, China, Japan, and Australia.25 Accordingly, the Bank of 
California grew rapidly. At the stockholders' n1eeting in 1867, the bank reported 
doing sixty-two n1i11ion dollars in business during the previous year.2ii 

Why would a group of business1nen, especially Mills, who was a1nong Cal
ifornia's lnost conservative bankers, invest in the C01nstock region at all? The 
bank's principal business was in foreign COln1nerce and trade. It held deposits, 
principally by businesses, providing security for liquid assets. It also extended 
loans to businesses in San Francisco, elsewhere in California, neighboring states 
and territories, and Mexico.27 The Comstock was not the only mining district 
where it opened offices, but it maintained its branch office in Virginia City for 
fifty-three years. The bank offered loans at a favorable 2 percent monthly inter
est rate, considerably lower than the 5 percent 1110nth1y interest rate that was 
COn11110np1ace on the Conlstock. 

In the 1860s, the Bank of California had a strong, conservative basis of op
erations that provided consistent dividends to its shareholders and amassed 
increasing capital for its operations. But the bank also gambled on mining 
districts. Something lllust have motivated the directors to accept this risk. 
Perhaps, it was an altruistic gesture: Mining had attracted people to Califor
nia, so nlining cou1d provide other immense opportunities for developlnent 
and prosperity. Perhaps it was a way to use the bank's position for the per
sonal benefit of some of its directors. Mining-stock speculation was a curious 
phenomenon at that time. Businesslnen and individual fortune seekers alike 
could risk their 1110ney on mining stock. Each incorporated mine consisted of 
a fixed number of feet on the lode. The mines issued certificates of Ii undivided 
feet/' and later issued certificates of shares, with each share equal to a fraction 
(typically 1/4 to 1/20) of one of those undivided feet. Shares were traded at 
exchanges on Market Street in San Francisco and on C or D street in Virginia 
City.28 Gentlemen's clubs accommodated members who wished to be informed 
of the latest 1n1ning conditions and perhaps to trade shares. 

Beginning wHh the Ophir Silver Mining Company's incorporation in 1860, 
COlnstock lnine stocks were publicly traded. When the Bank of California 
formed, a dozen Comstock mining companies issued stock. Most people who 
played the mining-stock market held stock on a short-term basis for speculative 
purposes, and stock values fluctuated widely, sOlnetimes increasing in value by 
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100 percent or more within a few days. When they won, they often won big; 
when they lost, they often lost their entire wager, nlltch like today's lotteries in 
some states. 

As treasurer of the Ophir, Ralston had first access to and analysis of the 
mine's finances. His recolnnlendations were delivered to the meetings of the 
company directors and were used to deternline whether assessments or divi
dends should be declared. A nnouncenlents of dividends drove up the price of 
the conlpany's stock. Assessments, based on the anl0unt of stock owned and 
used to raise funds to cover expenses, drove the prices down. Announcement 
of no dividend at a time when the public expected one would also drive the 
price down. When a mining company levied an assessment, each shareholder 
was responsible for paying the assessnlent to the company by a certain date, 
failure to pay meant forfeiting the stock entirely. This enabled speculators to 
buy the stocks at discount, even considering the asseSSlnent paynlents. Banks 
or their agents could assist people by purchasing, at discount, shares that owed 
assessments. 

Consequently, knowledge of a lnining cOlnpany's financial position, even 
before the mine's directors received the infornlation at their Ineeting, could be 
used to advantage. Buy or sell suggestions could be telegraphed by the trea
surer to colleagues in tinle for them to act, purchasing stocks that would likely 
be increasing in value or selling those for which a decrease was probable. The 
schenle was legal at the tilne, but it was not foolproof. There was a chance of 
discovery of a rich ore body, or a fire or flood in the luines. Such chance oc
currences were relatively infrequent and would break about evenly between 
detrinlent and benefit to those acting on inside in fornlatjon. 

This plan did not require n1ajority ownership of the mines throughout the 
year. Majority ownership was important only at the anlluallneeting, when each 
shareholder or his proxy voted for directors, who in turn voted for the treasurer 
of the company. As agent for speculators who bought stocks on margin, the 
Bank of California held those stock.e; as collateral and exercised voting privileges 
at the annuallneetings. With this leverage to influence the election of mjning 
company directors, and as the principal banking institution on the Conlstock, 
the Bank of California was well positioned to be elected treasurer. Although 
anecdotal stories relate this and other n1ethods of "stock jobbing," and although 
Adolph Sutro published accusations of the Bank Ring engaging in such activi
ties, no evidence has been found- or is expected to be found-to suggest that 
Sharon or Bank of California directors did this. If it was done, it provides a 
reason why the bank might have invested in risky Inining ventures. 

The Bank of California opened its doors in San Francisco on Iu ly 5, 1864/ in 
offices of Garrison/ Morgan, Fretz, and Ralston, at the corner of Washington 
and Battery streets. On December 13, 1864, the bank purchased property on 
the corner of California and Sansome streets. The existing structure was n10ved 
and a new building was erected.2

t) On the Comstock/ the Bank purchased the 
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offices of Arnold and Blauvelt, at the corner of C and Taylor streets in Virginia 
City, and remodeled it, making it burglar and fire proof.3D The Virginia City 
office opened that October 30. Its branch agent was William Sharon and its 
cashier was James A. Ralston, one of W. C. Ralston's younger brothers.31 An
other branch office opened at Gold Hil1 in May 1865, in a building formerly 
operated by Almerin B. Paul's bank.32 By the tilne the bank opened its offices 
in Virginia City, it already had the majority of its capital distributed to Eastern 
and foreign cities. As businessmen obtained and redeemed its banknotes, ad
ditional gold and silver shipments were sent to those cities. It appears that the 
bank allocated less than one million dollars as initially available for business 
loans. It is unlikely that the Comstock received a large portion of that amount 
for loans. 

In 1864, when the Bank of California was fornlcd, the Comstock was not yet 
ripe for monopoly. A dO:len major Inines on the lode were incorporated; most 
were valued at one hundred to one Inillion dollars. If the court upheld the mul
tiple-ledge concept, dozens of other mining companies would be involved with 
ore production. More than a hundred mills reduced Comstock ore to bullion. 

eamsters were as numerous as ID_osquitoes on the river in July, and notoriously 
independent. Rival stagecoach and fast-freight companies existed between 
all well-traveled points. Numerous timber suppliers served the C0111stock. A 

n1onopo1y in mines, mills, transportation, or timber would have been expensive 
to acquire and impossible to maintain. The on"ly corner the Bank of California 
had in 1864 was its instant reputation as the leading financia 1 institution on the 
Comstock, and with that edge it sou.ght appointment of itself as treasurer of . .... . 
major mInIng companles. 

Comstock Inining activity peaked in mid 1864. The Mexican and Ophir 
bonanzas were over. The G01.1ld and Curry bonanza was waning. The Sav
age, Chollar, and Potosi were shipping ore. The Little Gold Hill mines were 
producing. The Yellow Jacket and Crown Point (which soon named the bank 
as their treasurers) were just coming into good ore. According to one account, 
the Comstock lnines produced more than 680 thousand tons of pay ore in 1864, 
their all-tin1e high tonnage.33 

When shareholders faced assessments, they often unloaded their shares for 
"pennies on the dollar" rather than face total forfei t to the mining company. 
When agents purchased shares at discount, they presumed that they could find 
buyers and still profit. This did not work when nlonthly assessments became 
COJnlnon. Stateler and Arrington, a banking and stockbrokerage company at 
Virginia City, failed during July 1864. Wi1lian1 Arrington, N. O. Arrington, and 
Stateler and Arrington owed asseSSlnents on Ovennan, Omega, Keystone, and 
Croesus mining stockS.34 Tn mjd August, all the officers of the brokerage left 
the region. Other bankers were also affected by the stock-market decline. 

Donohoe, Ralston, and Company held shares of North American and Golden 
Swan stock as collateral when assessments were levied, and Willian1 Sharon held 
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twenty shares of North A111erican for which four-hundred-dollar assessrnents 
(per share) had been levied.:)~ This is a much tanler picture of Sharon's plight 
than Irving Stone painted. George Lyman relates a sim.ilar story of Sharon's 
stock-market loss shortly before joining the Bank of Callfornia,16 but it lacks 
credibility on several points, even though it was taken from Sharon's own ac
count, given near the end of his life in J 881. Sutro offered a more reasonable 
alternative,17 is more reasonable: Sharon's alleged stock-111arket losses were 
related to his actions as a bank agent, in which he purchased stocks facing 
asseSSlllents at deep discounts. e did not arrive on the COlnstock deeply in 
debt, but rather with money to invest. 

Sharon oversaw the bank's portfolio of loans and deposits, along with its 
issuance of letters of credit and banknotes. Loans made up a slllall part of the 
banking business. Where he Inade loans is unknown, except that the bank fore
closed on several silver rnills a few years later. Some accounts state that Sharon 
quickly gained control of the Yellow Jacket and Crown Point mines, but, based 
on the stock values of those mines, it appears that he was merely able to parley a 
tenlporary majority of votes at the tilne of the alu1ual meeting through a conlbina
tion of the shares he owned, those he held for clients while acting as their agent, 
and proxies, possibly from other bank directors. The Bank of California's risk in 
investing on the C0111stock was rewarded when the Yellow Jacket discovered a 
bonanza and other Gold Hill mines struck pay ore soon after.38 

In May 1867, nuning was active on the Comstock. Severallnines were haul
ing between two hundred and five hundred tons of ore to mills daily. But during 
October, the ore shipments were only one third of that level?:l Mines that shipped 
pay ore were working previously discovered ore bodies. Whether new ore bodies 
would be found when those were exhausted was anyone's guess. The bank had 
foreclosed on several silver mills that were out of business because of linlited ore 
for processing.4() Many workers on the Comstock were unemployed.41 When out 
of use, no property deteriorates more rapidly than a silver mill. During 1866-67, a 
nwnber of S111a11 mill operators separately and independently decided to abandon 
their Jllills rather than face the aCCltmulating debt caused by the paucity of ore 
being shipped for processing. Eliot Lord writes that the bank's operators wanted 
the mills to continue in operation under their owners, and would have extended 
its accommodation to any reasonable point to this end. Nevertheless, seven mills 
fell into the bank's hands because of foredosure.42 Sharon sold one null for about 5 
percent of the debt. 

Despite the decline in mining production, mining stocks remained highly 
volatile in 1867. There are indications (as shown below in the mining-company 
support of the Virginia and Truckee Railroad) that many of the mine owners 
and superintendents worked with the bank. Perhaps, the Hale and Norcross 
Mine was an exception, or perhaps another motive was th.e reason. Nonetheless, 
Sharon worked di)jgently, with apparently no heed to cost, in order to acquire 
a stockholder majority at the annual meeting of the Hale and Norcross Mine, 
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a foolhardy n10ve for a mine that was shipping ore but not in bonanzal unless 
an inlperative need existed for control of the mine. 

John P. Jones and Alvinza Hayward had recently undermined Sharon to gain 
control of the Crown Point Mine. Hayward, a director of the Bank of California, 
may not have been perceived as a threat until after he gained control. Even 
after the COUPI Jones and Hayward worked with the bank, although it is pos
sible that the Crown Point Mine appointed a different treasurer. If SOl losing 
one mine could have led to a desire to control another one. 

But Sharon's expense to acquire the Hale and Norcross is legendary. Elias 
Jackson "Lucky" Baldwin sold one "foof' of stock to Sharon for twelve thou
sand dollars. The price had been less than five hundred dollars when Baldwin 
had left on a safari. He instructed his broker to sell shares if the price rose suf
ficiently. However, he inadvertently took the safe key with hin11 so the broker 
was obliged to wait for Baldwin's return.4J 

The Bank of California was a first-class business operation. The timing 
between Sharon's purchase of n1ajority voting rights for the aIulual meeting 
of the Hale and Norcross Mine and the arrival of Mills and Ralston in Virginia 
City specifically to meet with Sharon suggests that they were not pleased with 
his specific actions. The n1ining district of the C0l11stock was depressed at the 
time, but not so utterly despondent that it would cause any panic. 

The general story about the n1eeting is that Mills and Ralston agreed to 
Sharon/s plan to build a railroad and to develop a ctnnpany to operate silver 
mills as a Ineans for protecting the bankl s investlllent in the Con1stock. From 
the docunlents available, it appears that Sharon assuaged any panic that Ralston 
and Mills may have had as a result of the Hale and Norcross acquisition. He 
also persuaded thelTI to support the fornlatjon of U-nion Milling and Mining 
COlllpany/ which would oversee the nlil1s that the bank had foreclosed uponl 
while Sharon would independently work with a group of C0l11stock business
men to form a railroad to deliver ore to the 1.11ills. 

Union Milling and Mining Company was formed in June 1867. Its char
ter members were D. O. Mills! Willianl Sharon! Alvinza Hayward, Thomas 
Sunderland, W. C. Ralston/ Charles Bonner! Thon1as Bell, and William E. Bar
ron- except for Sharon/ Bonner, and Sunderland, it was composed of Bank of 
California directors. More ilTIportant, Lord 111entions that its stockholders were 
the principal owners of the COlnstock Lodes Inost productive mines. Over 
the next two years, Union Milling and Mining COll1pany acquired n10re Inills, 
including several large water-powered mills on the Carson River.44 

On May 8, 1867, the Virginia and Truckee Railroad filed its Articles of As
sociation with the state of Nevada. Ten incorporators, who subscribed to 
twenty-one thousand dollars in shares, with 10 percent down! were nan1ed in 
the filing. They were Alexander W. Baldwin, Frederick A. Tritle, Willimn Sun
derland, Willian1 Sharon, William S. Wood, Janles Wilson/ W. E. F. Deal, Charles 
Bonner, W. H. Lowell, and J. B. Stevenson.45 None of the Bank of California 
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The Virginia and Truckee Railroad's round-about route between Virginia City and 
Reno n1et the railroad's objectives to connect the COlnstock with both the wood yards 
and water-powered TIlills along the Carson River and the transcontinental Central 
Pacific railroad. at Reno. The route was also influenced by managernent's pursuit of 
other people's nloney. (Map by Wendell W. Hujlnum) 
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directors was named as an incorporator of the Virginia and Truckee Railroad 
Company. Sharon, Sunderland, and BOJlller were nlen1bers of both the railroad 
and the mining companies. Sharon was the treasurer and Sunderland, an at
torney, the company president until 1868 when Sharon succeeded hiIn. Two 
separate groups developed the two companies in tandenl to provide cheap 
transportation of ore to the silver nli11s. They envisioned that the Bank of 
Ca lifornia and Bolton, Barron and Conlpany, another COlll.stock bank, would 
jointly cover capital costs. 

The immense waste rock piles around Virginia City and Gold Hill contained 
a vast anlount of low-grade ore. It could not be profitably reduced to bullion 
in 1867, principally because of the cost of transportation by mule teatn to the 
silver 111il1s. Rail service would reduce the cost of transportation significantly. 
In addition, most silver mills at the tinle were snla11 operations. Larger mills 
reduced the processing cost. The railroad and the milling cOlnpanies together 
could make profitable processing of the waste piles a reality. Their separate 
incorporators anticipated a decade or nl0re of ore hauling and processing, based 
on the size of the waste rock piles on the surface. However rich the ore was, 
the railroad and the nli11s would both charge by the ton. 

Virginia and Truckee Railroad COlnpany, as incorporated in 1867, was pro
jected entirely through Storey County, and estimated to be twenty-one miles 
in length. The c0111pany's anticipated capital stock was $1.2 million. As the 
Articles of Association specified/ liThe contemplated railroad is to be constructed 
fron1 a point near the south line of the town of Gold Hill by the nearest and 
nlost practicable route in a northerly direction to a point upon the Truckee 
River which intersects the line of the Truckee River at or near the boundary 
line between sections 16 and 17, township 19 North, Range 21 East."46 

On May 14, 1867, Isaac E. Jalnes began to survey the route. It ran over Geiger 
Summit and down Lousetown Creek to the Truckee River near Sturtevant's 
Ranch, about six and a half nliles east of Stone and Gates Crossing. In Virginia 
City, the tracks were surveyed along D and G streets, and a branch line was 
surveyed to the eastern part of Gold Hill.47 

At the time, the Central Pacific Railroad was working its way east through 
the Sierra Nevada, on a route projected to run across Nevada along the Truckee 
River and then the Humboldt River. At the tinle, Reno did not exist. Securing 
a railroad link to the Central Pacific was sought as the ideal way to link remote 
Virginia City with the rest of the nation. As good as the idea of a railroad 
sounded, some people argued that the route ran through barren land, where 
there was no tinlber or watel~ no settlenlents, and consequently no benefits to 
the citizenry of the region. The arguments against the route also included the 
fact that no towns, except Virginia City and Gold Hill, would benefit fron1 the 
railroad. Residents of Carson City and Washoe City argued that such a route 
would bypass the state's existing Inilling and timber operations; California 
tinlber interests would gain conlpetitive advantage and new mills projected 
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on the Truckee River would profit at the expense of Inany silver n1ills already 
located in the region. 4Y 

Union Milling and Mining Company held seven mills spread widely through
out the region. Those mills could be gutted and the workings moved to a location 
on the Truckee River that the railroad would serve. One source estimated that 
there were htuldreds of thousands of tons of ore in the Comstock waste rock piles, 
with value of at least twelve dollars per ton in gold and silvel~ which could not be 
profitably reduced in the local steanl-powered mills adjacent to the Comstock.so 

Large water-powered mills could profitably process ore of value as poor as ten 
dollars per ton in gold and silver.51 

Why was the Virginia and Truckee Railroad not built in 1867? Construction 
funding was one obstacle. By July, newspapers were arguing against Governor 
Henry Blasdel's proposal for a Storey County mining tax designed to raise funds 
in support of the railroad project.52 When the legislature met in early 1869, the 
railroad funding situation had changed significantly, and no Jnining-tax bills 
were submitted . 

The high cost of transporting construction materials to the COlnstock also 
worked against the railroad. Although the Central Pacific was nlnning froll1 
Sacrmnento almost to the Sierra summit, the iron rail, locomotives, rolling stock, 
and other equipment would require hauling by wagon over the SUll1mit of the 
Sierra to the Virginia and Truckee's northern terminus on the Truckee River. 

The greatest obstacle to the railroad project was the use of the Truckee River 
as water power for new silver mills. The projectors envisioned completion of 
the railroad before the Central Pacific arrived, so they needed another revenue 
source. The only likely source was the shipping of ore to mills that were plmu1ed 
on the Truckee River. Careful examination of the river by engineers, howevel~ 
revealed that while it had sufficient flow to support lnills, it did not have suf
ficient drop below Crystal Peak (Verdi) to provide for the efficient construction 
of fJun1es or ditches for water power to mills. It is likely that Union Milling and 
Mining first realized this shortcoming and informed the Virginia and Truckee 
Railroad of the problem. When that inforn1ation was factored into the railroad 
plan, the projectors realized that a railroad from Virginia City to the Central 
Pacific had insufficient home traffic for success. Both ore and wood would also 
be shipped over the Central Pacific, and the larger railroad could adjust its rates 
to squeeze out the small local line. 

But a direct railroad to the Central Pacific would cost about $1.2 million to 
build, while an indirect route to the Central Pacific, one that served existing wood 
and milling operations in Nevada, would cost about $3 million. The Virginia and 
Tnlckee's directors considered the additional cost to be prohibitive, but the survey 
went on. It was completed shortly after filing its Articles of Association. News 
articles suggested immediate construction, but when no workers were sent into 
the field to level the grade, people becanle apprehensivc:'J:1 One correspondent 
reminded the newspaper that a perfectly good legislative charter existed, to run a 
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railroad from the Truckee River at Truckee Meadows through Steamboat Springs, 
Washoe City, and around the south side of Mount Davidson to the Comstock, 
with a short branch or two serving Carson City and the lumbering and milling 
interests along the Carson River.54 Indeed, that charter was in place, and although 
its projectors had no means of raising the capital required to build the railroad, 
they held exclusive rights to that route. 

Several Conlstock mines had previously pledged donations to Adolph 
Sutro's tunnel project that was inJended to provide much needed drainage 
for the underground lnines. In 1866, the lnines notified Sutro of their need to 
postpone donations. In January 1868, the major lllining companies all revoked 
their pledges.55 Sutro charged that the principal owners of those rnines were 
lllembers of the Bank Ring, but the superintendents included John P. Jones and 
Alvinza Hayward, who had wrested the Crown Point Mine from Sharon, and 
John W. Mackay, who was not associated with the Bank Ring, and would lead a 
group in acquiring the Hale and Norcross Mine from Sharon,leading to the Big 
Bonanza enjoyed by the Consolidated Virginia and California mines. Sutro's 
tunnel entitlen1ent held a bitter pill for n1ining cOlnpanies. It would assess all 
the lnines two dollars per ton of pay ore they excavated, regardless of how they 
transported it to lllills. The lllines were principally excavating "third grade" 
ores, which yielded about twenty-five dollars per ton in bullion. The net profit 
for mines shipping this ore was about five dollars per ton. Each superintendent 
saw Sutro's tunnel as a serious drain on his cOlllpany's revenues. 

On March 5, 1868, the Virginia and Truckee Railroad COlllpany reorganized. 
It intended to COIUlect the COlnstock to the Central Pacific Railroad by a route 
through Storey, Ornlsby, and Washoe counties.57 The company's capital value 
was $3 111i11ion. It received shareholder subscriptions to the anl0unt of $32,699, 
representing Inore than 10 percent of its capital stock. Its shareholders included 
Darius O. Mills, Willialll C. Ralston, Willialn Sharon, A1.vinza Hayward t Wil
liam E. Barron, Tholllas Sunderland, Tholllas Bell, Frederick A. Tritle, John B. 
Winters, Alex W. Baldwin, Charles Bonner, John P. Jones, John D. Fry, Tholnas 
H. Williallls, J. E. del a Montagnie, and Henry M. Yerington.58 The 1867 company 
expanded its list of shareholders, picking up several directors of the Bank of 
California and several prominent COlnstock 111ining superintendents. 

The company held public meetings in Carson City on Febnlary 28, 1868,59 and 
in Washoe City on March 5, 1868,60 to promote the idea that Onnsby and Washoe 
counties could become additional shareholders in the railroad in return for voter 
approval of two hundred thousand dollars and three hundred thousand dollars, 
respectively, of bonds to defray part of the cost of building the railroad. According 
to the petition, the counties would receive di vidends and each appoint a member 
to the Board of Directors, but would be exen1pt fronl assessnlents of the railroad. 
The petition circulated in both counties received strong support. 

The concept of counties becoluing shareholders was attractive, since nlany 
people believed that a railroad to the COlllstock would generate trenlendous 
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dividends that would enable cOlmties to reduce taxes significantly. SOTl1e people, 
however, saw problems with the plan. The combined county representation 
on the railroad company's Board of Directors would always be a lninority, and 
consequently without power. The directors could continually vote to spend 
profits rather than to award dividends, so there was no assurance that a profit
able venture would yield dividends. 

Worse, although nobody n1entioned it then, in order for counties to beconle 
involved as shareholders in private corporations, an amendment to the Nevada 
Constitution was necessary. The legislature would need to approve the change 
in its 1869 and 1871 sessions-a wait that made such a course impractical. If 
the railroad company knew this, and it should have, why did it promote the 
petitions? In addition to soliciting an overwhelming indication of support by 
the voters of those counties, the petition stated the intention of its signers, who 
"pledged thelnselves, without regard to party, to nominate for the Legislature 
no Ulan who would not give his promise to vote for the passage of a bill autho
rizing the County Ccnnn1issioners to issue the requisite bonds."n\ 

Later in the year, a petition was circulated in Storey County asking voters 
to approve a railroad bond of three hundred thousand dollars as a gift to the 
railroad company.62 That petition also received strong support. The backers 
argued that the railroad's economic benefits would exceed the increased taxes 
needed to cover the bonds, and that if the railroad was to be built, it needed to 
be done as quickly as possible. 

Tn addition, the Virginia and Truckee Railroad obtained fonna! conlmitments 
froID_ the C(Hnstock's Inost prolninent nlines. On Deceu1ber 28, the Alpha 
Mine, represented by John D. Fry (Sharon's father-in-law), COlnlnitted twenty
five thousand dollars. On Decen1ber 29, 1868, the Crown Point and Kentuck 
mines, both represented by Fry, cOlnmitted seventy-five thousand dollars each. 
On January 19, 1869, the Yellow Jacket Mine, represented by John B. Winters, 
committed one hundred and fifty thousand dollars. On March 20, 1869, the 
Overman Mine, represented by J. E. dela Montagnie, committed twenty-five 
thousand dollars. Other mines contributed as well. They subscribed an ag
gregate seven hundred and thirty-five thousand dollars to the Virginia and 
Truckee Railroad, to provide funds for construction that would be returned to 
the 111ining companies through reduced ore-hauling rates.6~ The payments by 
the mines were spread over several 1110nths in 1869, when the railroad needed 
the money to pay construction costs, so that the 11lines cou1d absorb the costs 
or, if necessary, levy asseSS111cnts to cover the paYlnents. 

When the biennia 1 legislature Jnet in 1869, the railroad's directors dislllissed 
the option of making counties shareholders- it would take votes froJl1 two 
consecutive legislatures to enact a constitutional amendment to do that. The 
railroad project could not wait that long. Two railroad-bond bills were submit
ted in the opening days. Delegates from Ormsby County submitted Senate Bill 
eleven, while Storey County legislators subnlitted Assenlbly Bill 5. 
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The two bills were similar. The Ormsby Cotmty bill directed the county com
missioners of that county to issue two hundred thousand dollars in bonds, at 7 
percent annual interest, and to deliver the Inoney to the Virginia and Truckee 
Railroad COInpany upon the company's completion of a first-class railroad 
fronl Carson City to Virginia City.64 The Storey County bond bill directed the 
county comnlissioners of that county to issue one hundred and fifty thousand 
dollars in bonds, also at 7 percent annual interest, and to deliver the money to 
the railroad company upon the completion of a grade that was ready to receive 
the rails, between Virginia City and Carson City, and to sinlilarly issue and 
deliver another one hundred and fifty thousand dollars upon cOlnpletion of 
the railroad along the same line. 65 

The railroad incorporators used the Bank of California to sweeten the pot. 
The bank agreed to subscribe to the Storey and Ormsby County railroad bonds 
at 7 percent interest per alUlum. The bank would buy the bonds and the coun
ties wou Id turn the rnoney over to the railroad company. Then the counties 
would payoff the bonds through increased taxes over the next several years. 
The Bank of California also agreed to redeelTI Nevada scrip at par, easing a 
difficult problem with legislators. During the early years of statehood, the 
Nevada treasury was chronically cash poor and the state occasional1y had 
to issue scrip in paylnent of its debts. It would have to do so again in 1869. 
The Bank of California not only offered to redeem scrip at par while other 
banks inlposed a discount, but it also extended a favorable interest rate-1.25 
percent per month-to the state. The Bank of California actions signaled the 
Virginja and Truckee Railroad COInpany's honorable intentions to build the 
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The bond bills faced more opposition froDl non-legislative forces than from 

the legislators then1selves. Some Ormsby County voters con1plained when 
they learned that the bonds would go to the railroad as gifts and they would 
not share in the dividends from the railroad. In 1868, they had signed a peti
tion for the county to beconle a shareholdel~ and they anticipated dividends to 
offset the additional taxes. Although Storey County voters had signed a petition 
supporting bonds as a gift to the railroad, some people protested that they had 
understood that the railroad would run through to the Central Pad fie, but the 
bill required only that the railroad to conlpleted as far as Carson City. 

For both issues, the argll1nents for passage were identical: If a railroad was 
to be built, it ID_ust be built at once, under whatever terms to which the railroad 
company would consent.67 After hearing petitioners, the respective chambers 
voted nearly unanimously for passage of the bills and forwarded them to the 
other for consideration.68 As the bills approached legislative passage, with 
Governor Blasdel's informal assurance that he would sign thenl, the Virginia 
and Truckee Railroad Company contracted an order for two thousand tons of 
iron rail fronl Sheffield, England. The rails were shipped from Liverpool in 
early March, and arrived in San Francisco in late sunlmer.69 
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The two county bond bills passed both houses of the legislature, and the 
governor signed thenl. But that was not the end of the session's interest in 
railroads. Lyon County delegates sublnitted a railroad-bond bill, styled after 
the others, directing its county cOllllnissioners to issue seventy-five thousand 
dollars in bonds and to deliver the money to the railroad upon its con1pletion 
to within twelve hundred feet of the Trench Mill in Silver City.70 A petition 
requesting the bond had received the signatures of 250 people, who owned 
more than half the taxable property in the county. Thus, the mill men in Lyon 
County were concerned with the location of the railroad, and they feared that 
their mills would be left out of the c0111ing prosperity. The decision to seek a 
railroad to Silver City, rather than to Dayton, was probably influenced by the 
lin1ited resources for repaying such a bond. The Lyon County railroad-bond 
bill passed the legislature and was signed into law. 

The Lyon County railroad-bond bill likely interested Sharon considerably. 
He had left practically no stone unhtrned in search for other people's lnoney 
for building the railroad, yet this bill represented money he had not sought. No 
newspaper accounts during 1868 or early 1869 ll1entioned Silvcr City or Dayton 
as possible termini of the railroad, and the Articles of Incorporation filed on 
March 5, 1869, mentioned Storey, Ornlsby, and Washoe counties, but not Lyon 
County. Thus, on the eve of construction, Sharon lnay have called James into 
his office and instructed hinl to relocate the route as necessary to achieve that 
end. Two days after Lyon County introduced its railroad-bond bill, the ·Union 
Milling and Mining Company purchased the Santiago Mill on the Carson River?] 
A railroad line that avoided Lyon County would have avoided the Santiago 
Milt so the tilning of its purchase indicates that the railroad company hastily 
changed the location of its lnain line between Carson and Virginia. 

The legislature also received and passed the Washoe County railroad-bond 
bill. It differed from the other county railroad-bond bills: Washoe County would 
issue bonds to any railroad that cOlmected the Central Paci.fic at the new town 
of Reno to the Virginia and Truckee at Carson, provided that the county vot
ers approved the amount of the bond requested by the raihoad conlpany after 
con1pletion of the road. Thus, the alnount and all ternlS of the bond were left 
for future determination, on approval by the voters.72 

Sharon understood that the bill was poison bait, daring the railroad C0111-
pany to build through Washoe County with hopes of obtaining lnoney after 
completion. The con1pany had held a public meeting in Washoe City on March 
5, 1868, addressing the railroad's desire for the voters of that county to support 
railroad construction. The 111ccting asked voters to sign a petition like the one 
proposed to Ormsby County, which would give the county partial ownership 
of the railroad in return for support of constnlction. But Washoe County was 
then undergoing a tremendous change- the Central Pa.cific Railroad was about 
to auction lots in a new township, Reno. A large portion of the county popula
tion relocated to Reno within months. 
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On February 18, 1869, Henry F. Yerington led the groundbreaking cerenlO
nies somewhere between E111pire and Cold Hill and telegraphed the fact to the 
Virginia and Tnlckee's treasurer, H. F. Rice. 73 The Union Milling and Mining 
Company had acquired Yerington and Rice's Merrimac Mill in 1868. When 
Yerington becanie associated with the railroad venture is uncertain, but he 
was a charter shareholder in the company and was present at the Washoe City 
111eeting. The groundbreaking was probably Yerington's first act as a railroad 
official. As constnlction began, Yerington was the superintendent and 1. E. James 
was the engineer of the railroad. Jules Holnles was in charge of the grading. 

In March, laborers at four camps were working on the line?4 For several 
months, the only work perfornied was the boring of huulels and the leveling · 
of the grade-· without power machinery. The railroad grade had been staked 
out, bu tit involved nunlerous cuts and fills and four tunnels. Grading was 
acconiplished without power machinery. To open a cut, a crew dug a hole and 
planted several kegs of black powder, which when detonated usually loosened 
the surrounding soil sufficiently so that it yielded to the shovel. The crew loaded 
horse-drawn carts and dumped the dirt and rocks where a fill was required. 
Boulders and large rocks required 1110re work. Two men drilled a line of holes 
with a sledgeha111mer and star drills, called double-nlucking, and then filled the 
two-inch-dian1eter ho"les with black powder. When sinlultaneously detonated, 
the force cleaved the rock along the line of the holes. 

Along the Carson River, between the Santiago and Vivian mills, the railroad 
initially intended to bore a tUlulel on a sharp curve between two fills. The 
earth, however, was not stable enough for a tunnet so a seventy-foot-high cut 
was necessary. The walls of the cut were initially very steep and rock slides 
or avalanches at that site plagued operations for several years. That cut was 
called the Vivian CUt.75 

In March 1869, disaster struck the Comstock Inining district. A fire broke 
out at the eight-hundred-foot level in the Yellow Jacket Mine on March 29. 
Twenty-six miners died fr(nn that blaze. Efforts to quench the fire continued 
for 1110re than two weeks, and with the Yellow Jacket no longer safe, it had to 
be sealed off. If the Virginia and Truckee Railroad had not already been under 
construction, that disaster would have severely weakened confidence in Coni
stock 111ining.76 

The transcontinental railroad was completed on May 10, 1869. Soon af
terward, 1110re than a thousand laborers from that project found work on the 
Virginia and Truckee Railroad. Newspapers reported an excess of sixteen 
hundred men at work on grading in thirty-eight camps along the line, with 
additional workers expected. Perhaps Inore than two thousand men worked 
on the railroad grading at a time, the majority being Chinese/7 at a ti111e when 
Virginia City's population was about ten thousand?H 

The location of the railroad tracks in Carson City waited until the company 
secured agreements to various tracts of property. Tn May 1869, almost a year after 
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The Virginia and Truckee's Crown Point Trestle. (Ne'lJada Historical Society) 

the preliminary surveys, I. E. Jalnes Inarked out the railroad route and locations 
of buildings through Carson City?9 When a group of Chinese laborers began 
work on the grading west of Carson City, on September 18, the farmer Samuel 
A. Nevers barred them from his land, c1aimjng that the railroad company had 
no business building across his land. A few days later, the company secured 
agreements with a neighbol~ Aaron D. Treadway, who pennitted the railroad 
to be built alongside his lane. Nevers procured a court order that required the 
railroad cotnpany to post a bond against damages if it desired to build on his 
land, but the railroad had no interest in building through Nevers's property.30 
In contrast, part of Treadway' s property becarne a favorite regional park and 
picnic ground for decades, readily accessible by rail. 

The line between Carson and Virginia required several wooden trestles. The most 
famous one was built over the Crown Point Ravine at Gold Hill. Amore spectacular 
location for a trestle 83 feet ta 11 and 350 feet long could hardly be imagined, for when 
built it framed the Kentuck Mine ill its Inonling shadow and the Crown Point and 
Yellow Jacket hOisting works in its afternoon shadow. The railroad honored the 
rights of way of several wagon roads under the trestle. One road passed diagonally 
under the trestle where a bent was to be located. A horizontal beam twenty feet 
above the groluld ten11inated the bent's two center posts, so the bottom story of the 
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bent provided clearance for wagons to operate on their original road. The right of 
way of a mine-cart railroad trestle to the Kentuck dwnp was also preserved. 

Construction began in early June on the Crown Point Trestle. J. W. Kelsey 
was the foreman in charge, starting with grading and laying mortar founda
tions, followed quickly by timbering crews.81 The timber consisted principally 
of twenty-foot long, fourteen-inch square timbers. Workers half-lapped tiJnbers 
end to end to nlake the tall posts for the bents. 

Several feahlres of the Crown Point Trestle added to its distinction and beau ty. 
The construction workers fastened stringers to beveled conLices set on the bents, 
and, instead of cross-bracing on the side faces, an appealing trapezoidal bracing 
was used, serving not only as cross-bracing from bent to bent, but also as additional 
support for the stringer. Each bent had sway bracing, and substantial horizontal 
longitudinal bracing was used. The Virginia and Truckee used similar h"apezoidal 
bracing on several other tinlber trestles it built in Virginia City during the 1870s.H2 

Warren Rose and A. C. Hay were foremen in charge of boring the Anlerican 
Flat TUlulel. Constnlction on that 570-foot long tunnel began in February. On 
May 25, tululeling began for the 450-foot-long Fort HOlnestead Tunnel in Gold 
Hilt under Jiln O'Donnel. The Fort Homestead Tunnel heading, being excavated 
fran' both ends, broke through on July 26. O'Donnelleft to beconle a foreman 
in the Yellow Jacket Mine, and A. C. Hay and William Lee became the foremen 
in charge of completing the Fort HOlnestead Tunne1.83 

The Virginia and Truckee also began two other tunnels between Virginia City 
and Gold Hill in late May. A Mr. Hinkley was foreman of the Straight or Yel
low Jacket TUlulel. It was 450 feet long. The last tunnel was short, 90 feet long, 
running through a ridge beneath a toll road to Dayton. At times, it was called 
the Ward or Julia Tunnel, after nearby mines. After it was bored through, the 
railroad conlpany suspended work on jt for a while, moving laborers to grading 
jobs that needed lnore immediate attention. J. Frank Church was the grading 
superintendent for the segment of the line north of the Overman Mine.84 

Accidents were common and frequently fatal in the Comstock Mining Dis
trict and railroad construction was no exception. Local newspapers reported 
three construction-related accidents. The articles noted that in each case the 
deceased person was responsible for the accident that cost his life. The first 
fatal accident occurred near the north face of the Anlerican Flat Tunnel. Wil
lianl Lynes, a Gold Hill resident and fornler miner, was busy with John Dennis 
filling a drill hole with powder. A rain shower hit, and most workers sought 
cover, bu t Lynes and Dennis hastened to finish their task. Dennis held the fuse 
while Lynes applied powder with an iron spoon. The spoon struck a spark on 
the rock. The blast caught Dennis in the hand and face, but the greatest force 
of the blast threw Lynes forty feet through the air. Dennis, in great pain, ran 
back to the shelter and called for help. The workers found Lynes still alive, but 
he lived for only a few moments. Later accounts reported that Dennis, though 
thoroughly scarred, appeared to be recovering.HS 
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The second fatal accident took place near the Vivian Cut, on the Carson River. 
When Charles Ban set off a blast it threw hinl one hundred fifty feet through the air 
and instantly killed hun.86 The third fatality occurred at the Crown Point Trestle. A 
few weeks before, a falling tinlber had stuck like an arrow in the grolu1d a few feet 
frolll a worker shoveling quartz on the Kentuck dUll1p, who was knocked down by 
the percussion of the tilllber. Edward Foley, a former seamaJl, was guiding a timber 
into place when a knot slipped on the hoist and the tlll1ber fell into the ravine, pull
ing the guide rope and Foley down on top of it, killing him instantly.87 

Another event could have been serious, but turned out otherwise. While 
blasting the approach to the north end of the Anlerican Flat Tunnet workmen 
used large quantities of powder. One particular blast threw up enough rock 
to ballast a ship, including a boulder the size of a d1..l1np cart. The boulder fell 
upon a two-story stone boarding house used by the railroad workers, falling 
through all the floors and cOIning to rest in the cellar. It delTIolished the din
ing table, demoralized the dishes, and greatly astonished the cook, who was 
fortunately out of the way, in the kitchen.HH 

From March through Au.gust, little was reported about the railroad except 
for the grading. In August, other supplies began to arrive in Carson, includ
ing two 10ctHTIotives that arrived on wagons and a string of iron dump cars. 
The railroad cOlllpany owned a sawmill and a fJunle in Ash Canyon, west of 
Carson City, and began producing cross ties for laying the track. Huge stacks 
of ties accumulated at the end of the flume, and SOlne were hauled to the site 
of the depot in Carson. The railroad company also contracted with sawll1ills 
and lumbenl1en for ties, cordwood, and lumber to be delivered to the line of the 
railroad by the end of the year. But no iron rails were to be seen.R9 Nevertheless, 
in early Septell1ber workers began setting up the two locolnotives from Booth 
Loconlotive Works in San Francisco. Engine No. 1 was the LYON and engine 
No.2 was the ORMSBY. Both were wood burners with 2-6-0 wheel arrange
ments and forty-inch drivers90 

In nlid September, the iron rails arrived in San Francisco. They were loaded 
on barges for transport to Sacramento, and fronl there they rode the Central 
Pacific Railroad to Reno. At Reno, the rails were hauled by teanlsters and rail
road-owned wagons to Carson City. The railroad company claimed they would 
haul a hundred tons of rail daily. After three weeks, they had hau led seventeen 
hundred tons to Carson City, and other wagon loads were en route. 91 

In late Septen1ber, about two hundred nliners from Gold Hill took exception 
to the railroad con1pany's practice of ell1ploying Chinese laborers and advanced 
on the gradjng crews working at American Flat causing the Chinese to flee into 
the hills for safety. Sharon met with the Gold Hill and Virginia City miners' 
unions to quell a riot and restore order so that the railroad might be con1pleted at 
a reasonable date. He and the Ininers' unions entered into a forma I agreenlent, 
stating that he had no jntention of ever introducing Chinese into the tnines on 
the C0111stock and that, thenceforth, Chinese laborers would not work north of 
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the North Anlerican Mine in Anlerican Flat. In return, the llliners agreed that 
they would not harass Chinese rai1road laborers. The Chinese returned to work 
about October 5, completing the grade below the North Anlerican Mine.92 

The first spike cerenlony was held at 7 a.m. on Septelnber 28, at the site of the 
depot in Carson City. Michael Sullivan was forelnan in charge of track laying.93 

The crews commenced laying rails ·westward from the depot, away from the 
COlnstock, up Treadway's lane toward the flunle in Ash Canyon. Thus, with 
rails arriving on the ground at the depot and ties available at the west end of 
the track, all the supplies for track laying could be loaded onto the ten platform 
cars, as flat cars were then called, and shunted to the advancing front. 94 

Track laying progressed at approXinlately half a nlile daily. Eight days after 
workers drove the first spike they had laid abou t four miles of track-two 
westward and two eastward from the depot. Whereas grading was slow work, 
track laying was worth watching. Engineers let people ride on the trains to the 
advancing end of the rails. News accounts mentioned ladies adorning the cow 
catcher and riding in the cab wi th the train crew, and other riders gracing the 
tender, greatly enjoying the sensation of traveling by rail, even if it was only a 
short trip back to town to pick up lllore construction supplies. When Yering
ton put a halt to carrying riders, the Territorial Enterprise complained that the 
superintendent had ruined the fun. 95 

The railroad company began business with no office buildings, shops, or 
depots. It acquired pernlission to use a large building of the Mexican Mill in 
Empire for its lllachine shops.96 The building was attractive, since the Mexican 
Mill used water power to run its tnachinery. However, there is no indication 
that the railroad actually occupied the Mexican Mill bUilding. Instead, the 
company constructed a car shop east of Virginia City's Chollar-Potosi Mine. 
The rails snaked their way past Enlpire and into the Carson River Canyon. 
After passing through the Vivian Cut and over a large fill, the rails followed 
the grade out of the canyon and onto the bench above the Carson Rivel~ at the 
Mound House. Although the grade past the Mound House was the heaviest 
grade on the line, it was the straightest stretch beyond Enlpire, and Yerington 
proposed that the railroad company would try to lay a illile and a half of rail in 
one day. It took two days to move ties and rails to the fore, in preparation for 
the herculean task. On the appointed day the track layers, under the command 
of Sullivan (who had previously supervised track laying on the Central Pacific 
Railroad), set to the task. At the end of the day, the exhausted crews had laid 
seventy-five hundred feet of track, within five hundred feet of their goa1.97 

Track laying was mostly restricted to the lllain line, except for passing tracks 
at Carson City and Mound House, and a few switches for loading rails and 
crossties. The initial order of rail, two thousand tons, was scarcely enough to 
complete the lnain line from Ash Canyon to Virginia City. The side tracks and 
the spur to Silver City were put aside until a second shiplnent of rails arrived. 
That shipment was at sea while the initial track laying proceeded. However, 
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there was a setback that the railroad had to accollllnodate. A barge carrying 
rails fronl San Francisco to Sacramento sank and the salvage operator stalled, 
trying to obtain a better price from either the insurance cOlnpany or another 
interested party. That barge load of rails was needed to complete the track to 
Vi rginia City. 98 

On Novenlber 2, the rails were laid through the tunnel at Anlerican Flat. 
When the LYON enlerged frOll1 the tUlmel, the engineer pulled her whistle cord, 
announcing arrival of the iron horse to within sight of Gold Hill. Irnmediately 
taking the cue, the mines and mills in Gold Hill responded, raising a dissonant 
chord of greeting. At Virginia City, the ceaseless din of whistles in Gold Hill 
signaled alarnl- there lnust be a fire. At once, the fire bells rang and the engine 
companies assenlbled and raced their pumpers and hose carts over the Divide. 
When they arri ved on the scene, they found nothing anliss, and it took some 
titne before the firefighters ascertained the cause of the uproar.99 

In October, three locomotives for the Virginia and Truckee Railroad arrived 
in Reno on the Central Pacific, two frOlll the Baldwin LOCOlnotive Works of 
Philadelphia, and one frotn the Booth Locomotive Works in California . The 
Baldwin IOCOnlotives were the CARSON, No.4, and the VIRGINIA, No.5. Both 
were 2-6-0 loconlotives with forty-eight-inch-diameter drivers. The Virginia 
and Truckee Railroad Conlpany planJled to put the locolnotives into operating 
condition at Virginial out of the way of the construction hubbub. Instead of be
ing disassembled into wagon loads, the locomotives 'were fitted with "wheels" 
to permit them to be drawn intact by oxen to Virginia City. 

The trek frolll Reno to Virginia started well, since the bridge over the Truckee 
River (Myr.on Lake's toll bridge) held the heavy locomotives, but they bogged 
down on the steep Geiger Toll Road when storms hit the region. The nlultiple 
teanlS of oxen succeeded in drawjng the VIRGINIA over the SUJnnlj t, and a few 
days later a tender, but the CARSON had to be disassenlbled and loaded into 
wagons. When its boiler was hauled through C Street of Virginia CitYI the bell 
rang all the way through town. lOO 

The locomotives were set up in the new car shops at the south end of town, 
and Jolul C. Meyers of the Baldwin Locomotive Works arrived to put theln into 
operating condition and instruct the Inechanics on proper nlaintenance. Isaac 
P. Lewis arrived to instruct engineers on proper operation of the locomotives. 
The VIRGINIA was operated on a short length of track in front of the shops 
before the rails reached Gold Hill. The CARSON was assembled and placed 
into operation just before the tracks of the nlain line reached the Virginia car 
shops.lol The Booth locolllotivel STOREY, No.3, was placed on wagons and 
hauled to Carson City. The SOREY was a 2-6-0 locomotive with forty-eight
inch-djalneter drivers.102 

The final ten days of construction, as the rails ringed Anlerican Flat and 
reached Gold Hilt were a scene of hasty fury on all fronts. Several parts of the 
grade were still not quite ready to receive the rails, so graders toiled late into 
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the evenings under the superintendence of J. J. Holmes and his foremen. On 
the heels of the graders, the track layers, commanded by Sullivant worked as 
energetically as possible to advance the rails. One newspaper commented on 
the excitelnent and l11.entioned that the track layers sought to finish their task 
before the graders did. 10:) 

On the morning of Nove111.ber 12, the rails were reported to be within thirty
eight hundred feet of Gold Hill- seven-tenths of a lni]e. The railroad company 
anticipated cornpletion of the railroad into Gold Hill, that is, over the immense 
Crown Point Trestle, and phmned for a short cere111.0ny COlllnelTIOrating the event. 
By 3 p.m., when the Gold Hill Evening News was put to bed, the rails were just 
about onto the trestle itself, and shortly after 5 p.111.. the crews finished their task, 
having laid the rails over the bridge and another few hundred feet beyond. 

Crowds were gathering before the rails reached the trestle, and by 5 p.nl. 
a trelnendous horde waited. People crowded the hillsides by the North Yel
low Jacket works, the bluff by the Be1cherHoisting Works, the hillsides by the 
Little Gold Hill l1lines, the promontory where Fort HOlnestead and its shiny 
calUlon was prepared for its greeting, the Crown Point and South Yellow Jacket 
works, and elsewhere within that topographically irregular town of Gold Hill. 
Alnerican flags fluttered in the cold afternoon air and balU1.erS and streaJllers 
decorated stores, u1.ines, and mills alike, as though the end of the war had fallen 
on the Fourth of July and there was great cause for celebration. The crowd was 
probably the largest assembled up to that tinle in Gold Hin, and probably one of 
the three largest ever in that town, the arrivals of Generals Philip Sheridan and 
Ulysses S.Grant during the 1870s being the only other serious contenders. 

Shortly after 5 p.m., the crowd heard a shrill whistle and the LYON appeared 
round the bend pulling a flatcar bearing several prolninent citizens and the Gold 
Hill Brass Band. IInnlediately, all the stealll. whistles in Gold Hill resounded to 
greet the train. Along the Divide, the Challenge, E111.pire, Confidence, Impe
rial, Alpha, Exchequer, and Bullion Inines hailed the 10COlllotive. In the ravine 
itselft the Yellow Jacket, Kentuck and Crown Point 111.ines added to the hellish 
din. In lower Gold Hill and Silver City, Dlore than a dozen quartz ll1.ills added 
their whistles to the cacophony, and to the north in Virginia City, the Chollar
Potosi, Savage, Hale and Norcross and Gould and Curry Inines also sounded 
their whistles to contribute to the celebration. 

Sharon rode in the cab of the locolnotive, and Yerington sat on its roof as 
the engine glided smoothly across the wooden trestle, sounding its whistle the 
whole way. The Gold Hi]] Brass Band played a lively hlne, but nobody could 
hear the horns over the din of stea111. whistles; only the big bass dru111. was 
audible. From Fort HOlnestealt on a knoll above Gold Hill, the twelve-pound 
camlon- the GEN'ERAL GRANT- boo111.ed forth greetings to the railroad. 

Throughout the display, a nUlnber of n1en stood, hats off, for they understood 
the inlplications of the railroad to the C0111stock. For a fu 11 decade, cheap and 
reliable transportation had been recognized as an essential elelnent for the per-
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Virginia and Truckee Railroad trestle and track between Washoe City and Pleasant 
Valley. (Nevada Historical Society) 

manence of the region. Unlike their friends "Old Virginny," Henry Comstock/ 
Sandy Bowers, and dozens of others who had participated in the excitement 
of discovering the 1l1ining district, these gentlemen had stayed and survived 
long enough to witness the arrival of the iron horse. 

The LYON gently eased her way through the parting crowd and stopped at 
the end of the track, venting pressure/ and the ilnportant citizens disembarked, 
heading for the chall1pagne tables. But as the djn began to slacken and the dig
ni taries approached the tables of lager and champagne/ another shrill whistle 
blew and the ORMSBY came into view around the bend. The 111jnes and 111ills 
reSllll1ed their shrieking as the ORMSBY, pulling one car loaded with railroad 
iron and another with wood for a local mine, rolled effortlessly across the bridge 
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The Virginia and Truckee's YON. The first engine to nln on V & T track. Built by Booth 
and Co., 1869, at a cost of $"16,500. Carson City, Ca. 1900. (Nevada Historical Society) 

and stopped behind the LYON. Sharon invited the dignitaries to champagne 
and then directed the other well-wishers to help themselves to drinks. The 
crowd edged forward, timidly at first but then with such vigor that the lager 
was consumed in less tinle than it took one news reporter to write about it. 

Using the tender of the LYON as a podium/ Crown Point superintendent 
John P. Jones offered a few words to the crowd. He noted the opposition to 
the railroad bonds/ but stated that the savings on just one cord of wood a year 
would pay for the additional taxes. Then Sharon spoke, mentioning that all 
great achievenlents in history were won over significant opposition. He un
derstood why people objected to the bank and to the railroad, but asserted that 
the railroad was the begiluling of an era of widespread prosperity in the region. 
The crowd cheered James/ Yerington, Holmes, and Sullivan. 

As a Washoe zephyr blew in and the telnperahlre of that dreary Novelnber 
evening fell to the bone-chilling point, Mayor Gibson of Gold Hill coyly suggested 
that those interested in continuing the conversation could do so at the Cross and 
Gibson Saloon, just up the street. With that, the crowd disassenlbled.104 

Upon completion of the tracks as far as Gold Hilt the Virginia City news
papers proudly proclaimed that the "last spike/' of beautifully polished silver, 
would be driven with a silver sledge, weighing fifty ounces. The crew at the 
car shops at the south end of town denlanded that the last tie of the railroad 
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that connected with their tracks should be bound with silver and that the last 
tie be of goldl but they settled for a pine tie and an iron spike on November 
19, when the line was connected and their cooped-up locomotives were able 
to roalll the whole line . lOS 

By Decenlber 7, 1869, the Virginia City tern1inal was located near the Gould and 
Curry hoisting works at the south end of town. The cOlllpany was still working 
on grading on the final leg of the line. On January 251 1870, the Gold Hill Evening 
News reported that the grading was nearly completed to the depot site. lOCi 

The last portion of grading was a cut by the Hale and Norcross dumpi which 
was finished on January 27, 1870. At noon on January 28, the track was laid past 
the Savage works and was c0111pleted to the depot late that afternoon. The first 
train to the Virginia depot was the early train on Saturda)", January 291 which 
came up from Carson. The E'uening News reported: liThe locomotive kept up a 
fierce tooting as it passed triulnphantly into the heart of the dty, responded to in 
like lllanner by the Gould and Curry whistle. Many of the natives ran frOln all 
directions, thinking it was fire l and were considerably disappointed to find that 
it was only Jolu1 Jan1es and a few other passengers arriving frOlll Carson." 107 

Before the n1ain line was con1pleted to Virginia City, the Silver City branch 
line was well under way. That branch line, constructed to qualify for $75,000 
secured by a bond issue in Lyon County, would serve the Trenchl Bacon, Pioneer, 
and Devil's Gate mills in Silver City. Grading neared completion on February 
61 1870. Carpenters were already at work on the high trestle and dumps on the 
side of Grizzly Hill, above Silver City. The track laying began during the first 
week of February and was con1pleted on Febnlary 12.'OH 

This trestle was a magnificent structure. Between its bents, eight ore bays were 
constructed to accept ore directly from the railroad company's bottom-dun1p 
iron-ore cars. A track at the base of the trestle, and luruung parallel to it, extended 
from the ore bays to a hoist house several hundred feet down the hill. A pulley 
systelll and counterweight lllade it possible to operate a large two-bay dump car. 
A conductor rode the car and operated a brake. Gravity from chutes at the trestle 
loaded the Car and gravi ty un loaded it into slnal1er iron-ore carts on another track 
that ran down a trestle frOlll the hoist house to the tnills. Four smaller ore carts 
served the n1i11s. The five ore carts were built at Haskins' blacksDlith shop in 
Virgilua City. The Silver City branch was reported completed by March 6, and 
on Saturday, March 12, a fonnal inspection of the branch and ore-handling facil
ity was conducted by con1missioners and officers of Lyon, Ormsb)", and Storey 
counties. Everyone present agreed that it was of first-class workmanship and 
adequately served the needs of the lllills that lay below it in Gold Canyon. When 
the inspection was complete, refreshments were served. The officials of the rail
road company believed that they had satisfied all the requirelnents for obtaitung 
the seventy-five thousand dollars in railroad bonds frOln Lyon County.109 

After formally it1specting the branch, the county COllllllissioners rejected the 
Virginia and Tnlckee's request for the n1oney, saying that the railroad had not met 
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the tenns specified by law, namely, that the railroad tracks come to within 800 feet 
of the Trench Mill. Although ore was gravitationally transferred from railroad ore 
car to the n1ill by way of the two intennediate iron-ore carts, the railroad tracks 
thelTIselves only approached within 1,200 feet of the Inill. The railroad company 
protested that judgluent and the case was heard by the Nevada Supreme Court, 
which decided that the ternlS of the act had not been Inet as specified, and that 
the county was not required to give $75,000 to the railroad. no 

The Virginia and Truckee's next major branch connected the dumps below 
the Crown Point Trestle with the rnain line. A. C. Hay served as grading fore-
111 an. Grading cOlunlenced on January 31, 1870. The branch served dumps 
of the Ovennan and Belcher mines, and ternlinated where the dtunps of the 
Crown Point, Yellow Jacket, and Kentuck 111ines canle together. It left the main 
line near the office of the Overman Mine and descended down a grade of 90 
feet to the mile. Although that grade was less than the 116 feet to the n1ile of 
the main line, the heavy loaded ore cars had to be pulled up the branch line. 
That test of hauling strength led to several claims of the "biggest 10ad yet" by 
railroad crews. lll 

What about the story that Willian1 Sharon was financially ruined just prior to 
joining the Bank of California as its agent in Virginia City and Gold Hill? The 
records do not support Irving Stone's account, even though Sharon provided 
the story himself. Sharon had not lost one hundred a.nd fi fty thousand dollars 
plus his /'thousand shares" of North Anlerican stock. His stock aSSeSS111ents 
were snl.all and expected in the course of business. Sharon's background in 
law and banking, rather than his poker aCUlnen, was suitable for the Bank of 
California. 

Dan De Quille's account, which stated that Sharon secured a subsidy and 
built what he could, then n10rtgaged the road to finish it is technically correct, 
although Sharon did subscribe to stock with /'his own pocket." The pro111ise 
of county ownership of the railroad lnisled the public. Had the meetings in 
Carson City and Washoe City specified subsidies rather than ownership, the 
petitions probably would have gained little support. When the Virginia and 
Truckee Railroad first began operations in late 1869, it ow-ed over $700,000 in 
indentures to various mining c0111panies, to be repaid through lower ore-hauling 
costs. It also owed money to wood cOinpanies and team.sters. They had agreed 
to work for the Virginia and Truckee Railroad on the basis that they would be 
paid half on cOlnpletion and half at an unspecified later dateY2 

The threat of c0111petition in the fonn of a narrow-gauge railroad, proposed 
in 1871 to run from Reno to Virginia City by a direct route, led the Virginia 
and Truckee Railroad to immediately take steps to secure its nlonopoly on rail 
transportation to the C0I11stock. Supplies it shipped to Reno, and the road was 
in operation to SteaJnboat Springs in late 1871; it was con1pleted to Carson City 
in 1872. The first passenger train fro In Reno to Virginia City ran on October 
I, 1872. The need for construction capital, at a tin1e when the railroad was 
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increasing its locomotive power and rolling stock, as well as building facili ties 
on its original line, required mortgaging, which was paid off in 1874. 

Charles H. Shinn's story about the short conversation between Sharon and 
James, quoted above, fits well with Sharon's surprise at the Lyon County rail
road bill, but not in the context that Shinn presented it. Sharon had worked 
for nearly two years to get a railroad built to the COlnstock. James had already 
surveyed the route from Carson City to Virginia City. Such a meeting between 
Sharon and Janles indicates that the railroad company shifted its route just 
a few weeks before construction began. As documents show, Sharon had 
planned the subsidies ten Inonths previously, and had already secured the 
nlining industry's participation. 

If anything, Sharon's focus on the railroad project caused him to put the 
Hale and Norcross annuallneeting on a back burner. It was at that time that 
John Mackay, Jalnes Fair, Janles Flood, and Williani O'Brien gained control of 
the Hale and Norcross and started the association that led to the Big Bonanza 
five years later. 

Over the years, the Virginia and Truckee Railroad made various changes. 
Tn 1905, it reincorporated as the Virginia and Truckee Railway and in 1906 it 
began operations on a fifteen-ll1ile line south from Carson City to Minden. 
The Minden branch line served the agricultural region's needs. The railroad 
hauled low-grade ore fron1 the Conlstock to water-powered Inills until close to 
the turn of the twentieth century. Thus, the projectors were right- the railroad 
was sustained by the ore dun1ps, regardless of the fate of below ground ll1ining 
on the Comstock. 

Over the years, new industries fonned in the region and used the railroad 
as their principal hauler. The railroad company posted profits alulually until 
the mid 1920s, when paved highways and truck transport eroded its hauling 
monopoly to the region. The Virginia and Truckee abandoned its lines to Vir
ginia City in 1938. Its nlain line then ran from Reno to Minden until the end of 
its operations, on May 31, 1950. Many resources present the colorful history of 
the railroad and docunlent its contributions to the economy of the region.n3 



Locomotive No. 17 leaving Reno, about 1905. The Virginia and Truckee's Reno engine house is on the right. This 
\vas during the Tonopah boom 'when the railroad \vas experiencing heavy traffic. (Nevada State Railroad 1\1useum) 
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Riding the Red Dragon 
McKeen Motorcar No. 70 and the Virginia 

and Truckee Railway 

MICHAEL A. /lBERT/! BEDEAU 

The Virginia and Tnlckee Railroad--renalned the Virginia and Truckee Railway 
following bankruptcy reorganization in 1904--i~ perhaps the most fan10us and 
mythologized ~hort-line railroad in the United States. Its n10st eloquent chronicler, 
the late Luciu~ Beebe, wrote: liThe legend of thi~ sparkling railroad to Golconda 
has so often been invoked by tnle believers in the faith of stearn loco1110tion that 
there are those who itnagine it to be a railroad of elfland, one with Babe the blue 
ox and the Big Rock Candy Mountain of the drifters and bindle stiffs."l From the 
beginning, mining on the Clllnstock Lode in what is now Storey County, Nevada, 
meant that logistics and transportation were of paranlount concern. The mines 
were primarily located in Virginia City and Gold Hill, precariously perched on 
the treeless slopes of bone-dry Mount Davidson at an elevation of more than six 
thousand feet above sea level. The milling of raw ore into relatively pure gold 
or silver ingots required a substantial and steady water source, which was not 
available on the lode. Thus, 111ills were established along the Carson River, fifteen 
Iniles south of, and twelve hundred feet lower than, the Con1stock region. As the 
Inines exhausted surface diggings and went underground, an enormous amount 
of timber was needed to shore up the workings. Again, there was no timber avail
ab1e on the Comstock, and wood had to be cut and hauled up the hill.2 

Michael A. "Bert" Bedeau is the djstrict administrator for the Comstock Historic Dis
trict Comnlission and the Comstock History Center in Virginia City, Nevada. He holds a 
bachelor of arts degree in history from Occidental College in Los Angeles and a master's 
in historic preservation studies from Boston University. He has been a rail fan since 1965 
when, at the age of tlu-ee, he boarded the eastbound California Zephyr at Herlong, Cali
fonua, and was loftily infonned by the conductor that the train was safe enough that it 
did not need seat belts. 
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Transportation in the 1860s in Nevada relied on horse, mule, and ox power, 
all expensive and of lilllited capacity. This Ineant that the costs of extracting 
ore from ever-deeper 11lines were high- so 11luch so that by the mid 1860s the 
Comstock mines entered their first serious downturn or borrasca. At this time, 
the Bank of California began to consolidate its holdings on the Comstock. Under 
the direction of William Sharon and the bank, the Union Milling and Mining 
Conlpany took control of most of the mines and mills on the 10de.3 Along with 
consolidation the Bank Crowd, as they were known, began to consider the need 
for less expensive and more reliable transportation. If the cost of hauling till'tber 
and supplies uphill and the cost of hauling ore downhill could be reduced, profits 
might rise dramatically. Sharon and his financial partners deternlined that the 
only viable solution to the transportation problen1 was a steam railway linking 
the mines in Virginia City and Gold Hill with Carson City and the nulls along 
the Carson River, where logging flumes brought timber down out of the Sierra 
Nevada.4 The first rail for the Virginia and Truckee Railroad was spiked down 
in September of 1869. By this time, the scope of the enterprise had expanded 
to linking Virginia City with the newly completed transcontinental railroad at 
Reno. The line was completed fron1 Carson City to Gold Hill on Noven1ber 29, 
1869, and to Virginia City on January 29, 1870. The line from Carson to Reno 
was completed in 1872.5 

The reduction in transportation costs had the desired effect, and the 11lines 
returned to high production and profitability. By 1873, the Virginia and Truckee 
was eanung more than a hundred thousand dollars in profit per Inonth.6 Virginia 
City and the Comstock lnines continued to prosper during the 1870s. By 1880, 
however, n1ining on the lode had begun to decline. The ore quality became too 
low to lnill profitably, particularly with the expense of maintaining a mining 
infrastnlChtre that in SOlne cases reached more than three thousand feet below 
the surface? 

T HE VTR(-;TNTA AND TRUCKEE TN THE EARLY TWENfIETH CENTURY 

Variolls attenlpts to revive the COlnstock nlines in the latter part of the lune
teenth century came to naught, and by 1900 the Virginia and Truckee found itself 
with only a fraction of its forDler inCOlne. Bad luck also dogged the con1pany. 
Tn 1900, it sold the Carson and Colorado! its subsidiary narrow-gauge line. In 
the 1880s, the cODlpany had constructed the Carson and Colorado, also known 
as The Slim Princess, to serve various short-lived mining COllllllunities in central 
Nevada. The subsidiary was never a paying proposition, and when asked about 
its prospects, the Virginia and Truckee's president, D. O. Mills, stated, lIeither 
we have built the railroad three hundred miles too long or three hundred years 
too soon."8 The Virginia and Truckee was thus grateful to sell its Carson and 
Colorado to the Southern Pacific. One month later, the next Big Bonanza (for 
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which Can.;on and Colorado had been built in hope of exploiting) materialized 
in the fornl of Jinl Butler1s legendary gold strike at Tonopah. This set off the last 
great Alnerican mineral rushl one that in turn Inade the Carson and Colorado 
a paying proposition for its new owners. The Virginia and Truckee did reap a 
bit of revenue fronl interchange traffic with its former subsidiary. It was soon 
bypassedl howevel~ when a new line built by the Southern Pacific connected its 
Inain line with the Carson and Colorado.9 

Revenues continued to decline for the Virginia and Tnlckee and in 1904 it was 
forced into ban knlptcy reorganization. The railroad's directors realized that a new 
source of traffic was needed in order to return the line to profitability. In 1905, the 
decision was nlade to build a new line cOlulecting Carson City with the growing 
and prosperous agricu lhual region to the south. The Virginia and Tnlckee platted 
a new town, Minden, for the line/s ternlinus, and construction began in earnest 
in the spring of 1906. The first train into Minden arrived on August I, 1906, and 
the new line quickly becanle the d0111inant revenue producer for the company.l0 
This new line also required a n~asseSSlnent of equipment. In 1901, all of the 
railroad's locomotives were at least twenty-five years old. They consisted mainly 
of 4-4-0 (American) and 2-6-0 (Mogul) locornotives having whatl by the tunl of 
the century,. would be considered relatively low maximunl speeds and hauling 
capacities. The new Minden line had cornparatively few sharp curves and much 
easier grades than the Virginia City line. Beginning in 1905, therefore, the Virginia 
and Truckee opted to purchase new and more efficient equipnlent.ll 

By 1909, the new Minden branch had produced substantial revenue for the 
Virginia and Truckee. For the fiscal year ending June 30 of that year, the Minden 
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branch accounted for 9,084 paying passenger tickets with operating revenue of 
$10,262.20. 12 Initially, the C0111pany operated a single daily stealn-powered pas
senger train on the Minden line. The Inanagenlent concluded that supplelllenta] 
passenger service on this line could be profitable if costs could be kept down. 
Sonl.e lllanner of the new-to-the-market self-propelled motorcar seenled to be the 
answer. Motorcars of the titne required less fuel cost per passenger nlile than 
a standard stealll train. In addition, a motorcar required only a two-lnan cre'~ 

thereby saving half of the labor costs of a traditional steanl train. 13 

E. H. HARRIMAN, W. R. McKERN, JR., AND THE McKEEN MOTOR CAR COMPANY 

The McKeen Motor Car COlnpany resulted from the convergence of two ex
traordinary figures in American railroad history: Edward Henry Harriman and 
William Riley McKeen, Jr. Of the two, Harrilnan is better known. He was born 
in 1848 into a family that had been in the lllercantile business in and around New 
York City for three generations. 14 Like many in his fanlily, Harrilnanhad a talent 
for figures and the hardboiled business dealings typical of Al11erica in the nlid 
njneteenth cenhlry. His financial career began at the tender age of fourteen, when 
he served as a nlessenger aJld order taker in the wide-open Wa 11 Street during the 
Civil War years.15 Harriman quickly rose to prolllinence, beconiing a member of 
the New York Stock Exchange in '1870. 16 Over the next several decades, Harriman 
came to an.1ass a substantial fortune and to place himself, both through shrewd 
business aClunen aJld fatnity ties to most of the New York business elite, at the 
very center of AJnerican industry and finance. He developed an aptihlde for 
taking troubled conlpanies and returning thelTI to robust financial health through 
ilu10vation, investnlent, and scrupulous cost control. This was particu larly true 
of railroad cOJnpanies. 17 

In 1898, Harrinlan undertook his greatest corporate rejuvenation in the form 
of the financially prostrate Union Pacific Railroad. One of the original cODlpanies 
involved in building the first transcontinental railroad in the 1860s, by the 1890s 
the Union Pacific was in dire financial straits and was considered by lllany on 
Wall Street and in the railroad industry to be a lost cause. Scandal-ridden and 
undercapitalized alnlost frOITI its inception, the Union Pacific had lapsed into 
bankruptcy during the Panic of 1893 and still had not emerged five years later. 
The railroad was in deplorable physical condition, its equipment outmoded and 
competitors on all sides waiting for what seelned to be the inevitable fire sale. Is 

Harriman took it on and subjected every aspect of its operation and financial 
stnlcture to close aJld unbiased scrutiny. He lllounted a tnassive capital ilnprove
ment calnpaign and began to question every expense and 111eans of conducting 
business in a nleticulous search of 111aximum cost efficiency.19 By 1901, Harrilllan 
was in a position to add the Southern Pacific Railroad to his holdingsl creating a 
rail empire second to none in the United States.20 
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Tn obtaining the Union Pacific, Harriman also acquired the services of an 
extraordinary engineer. Willialn Riley McKeen, Jr., born in 1869, had literally 
grown up in the railroad business. His father had been a well-known Indiana 
banker and president of the Terre Haute and Indianapolis Railroad. McKeen was 
graduated frOlll the Rose Polytechnic Institute in Terre Haute, Indiana, in 1889. 
He then went on to do graduate work in mechanical and electrical engineering at 
the Jo1ms Hopkins University in Baltilnore, and at the Charlottenburg Poly tech
nikum in Berlin. McKeen began his railroad career in 1891 in Colunlbus, Ohio, 
and was soon after appointed 111aster car builder and genera] forelllan of the Terre 
Haute and Indianapolis Railroad's car and loconlotive shops. SubsequentlY" he 
returned to Rose Polytechnic and earned a master of science degree in 1896 and a 
master of engineering degree in 1898. That same yeal~ he moved to North Platte, 
Nebraska, to work as district foreman for the Union Pacific. By 1901, McKeen 
was a 111aster lllechanic for that railroad's operations at Cheyenne, Wyoming, 
and in June 1902 he became superintendent of motive power and machinery at 
Union Pacific's massive nlain shop complex in Omaha, Nebraska?1 

Where the initial inspiration for the McKeen car caIne froln is unclear. Some 
sources attribute it to developments in Inarinc architecture and engineering,22 
Others say that Harriman drew inspiration following an automobile tour during 
a 1903 trip to Europe.23 Clearly, however, experinlents with self-propelled rail
cars had been undertaken prior to the developlnent of the McKeen car.24 Also, 
E. H. Harrinlan lllade a financial success of his business ventures by examining 
every aspect of corporate operation and mercilessly hunting for efficiency and 
ways to cut costs. One of the costs that Harriman wished to cut at Union Pacific 
was the expense of branch-line passenger operations. To generate freight rev
enue, particularly fron1 agricultural products, tnany railroads in the West and 
Midwest had constructed webs of branch lines to serve lightly populated rural 
areas. Union Pacific had many such lines, especially in Nebraska. Passenger 
operations on many of these lines were unprofitable and a drain on the corporate 
bottom line. Harriman detern1ined that finding a low-cost substitute for steam 
passenger trains on these lines was an important part of his effort to Inaintain a 
resuscitated Union Pad fiC.25 

In 1903, Harrilnan turned this idea over to his chief mechanical officer, McK
een, who illllllediately set to work to design an efficient self-propelled railcar that 
would 111eet the needs of branch-line passengers, while reducing operating costs. 
McKeen fixed his attention on the internal combustion engine as the most efficient 
and reliable means of propulsion. Requiring only a two-person crew, a railcar 
would reduce by half the labor cost of a traditional steam train. His prototype 
car, a thirty-one-foot-long wooden version of the later steel car, was completed in 
early 1905 and dubbed Union Pacific M-l. The M-1 was gasoline powered and 
exhibited the same aerodynamic design that came to typify a McKeen car. 

Company officials immediately dispatched the M-1 on a publicity tour of the 
Union Pacific system from Otnaha to Portland, Oregon, and back. Following this 
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journey, the M-] was placed in revenue service on a branch line between Kearny 
and Calloway, Nebraska. The tour generated significant interest in the odd-look
ing car- sufficient to encourage additional work at Union Pacific's Olnaha shops. 
The M-2, McKeen's first fifty-five-foot-long car, featured all steel construction and 
elnerged in 1905. The M-7 of 1906 was the first McKeen to have the signature 
porthole windows and depressed center entry doors. Response to these efforts 
was positive enough that Union Pacific established a subsidiary cOlnpany, with 
McKeen as president to produce gasoline-powered railway lnotorcars. The McK
een Motor Car CC)1npany occupied a series of buildings at the north end of the 
Inassive Union Pacific shop c0111plex in Omaha.26 

Between 1908 and 1920, the McKeen Motor Car Company produced ap
proxilnately 160 railway motorcars that were used across the United States, 
and in Mexico and Australia.27 The distinctive vehicle designed by WiJIia111 R. 
McKeen incorporated several irulovations to railroad engineering and design, 
irulovations that presaged more widespread changes that were to revolutionize 
rail transportation in the twentieth century, and also contribute to the ultimate 
decline of rnost rail passenger operations. 

TNTF.RNAL COMBUSTION PROPULSION 

Perhaps the most inlportant innovation associated with the McKeen car is the 
application of a new power source-the intenlal conlbustion engine. Ahnost 
fronl the beginning, railroad companies sought less expensive ways to provjde 
transportation service. They had experimented with the concept of a self-pro
pelled railcar, as opposed to a car pulled by a separate locomotive, as early as the 
late 1850s. Throughout the nineteenth centur~ they applied a variety of power 
sources to rail equipment in a search for a less costly altenlative to the traditional 
steam train. Perhaps the best success along these lines came frOln street railways 
or trolleys that, using electric powel~ rapidly becaJ.ne the prinlary rnode of urban 
public transportation. Indeed, by 1900, interurban electric cars had 1l1ade steady 
inroads into traditional steanl railroad territory and profits.28 

Electrification, however, required substantial investment in new infrastruc
ture, in addition to new rolling stock. As such it was not cost effective in lightly 
populated nlarkets. SinlilarlYt self-propelled steanl cars never provided sufficient 
results to encourage nlass production.29 It was the developlnent of the internal 
combustion cngine powered by petroleum distillates such as diesel and gasoline 
that provided the nlost hope for hue innovation and cost savings. As early as the 
1880s, experiments with prinlitive gasoline engines affixed thenl to a variety of 
carriages, horse cars, and rail equipnlent. Early trials were conducted by a nlllnbcr 
of cOlnpanies, none of which resulted in anything Inore than unique experinlents. 
The only car even tested by a railroad COlnpany was the Eureka-a gasoline car 
built by the colorfully named Vimohlm Hydrocarbon Car Conlpany of Chicago. 
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Despite tests by both the New York Central and Pennsylvania railroads in 1899, 
the Eureka did not perf OrIn well enough to interest either compLmy and Vimotum 
quickly disappeared.30 

By the tinle Willianl McKeen began plmuling his car in 1903 and 1904, however, 
developlnents in engine design and increasing power production by gasoline 
lnotors induced him to select a two-hundred-horsepower gasoline engiJle for 
his power plant. While large engines of this sort had been installed in water
craft, McKeen's was the first practical application of this new teclmology in 
rail transport.31 Other companies quickly followed the McKeen lead. General 
Electric began working on gasoline-electric motorcars and began production for 
sale in 1909.32 Other C0111panies that produced nlotorcars prior to World War I 
included the Kuhlman Car Company of Cleveland, the Strang Gas Electric Car 
Company of New York, and the Hall-Scott Company of Berkele~ California.33 

In all, more than 250 gasoline Inotorcars had been put in operation between 1905 
and 1917-approxilltately 160 of theln built by McKeen.34 

S n{£i\MLlNING 

The slow speed of early trains did not nlake air resistance a worthy con
sideration in railroad design. As train speeds increased in the mid nineteenth 
centur~ howevel~ air resistance was identified as a clear obstacle to operation 
at high speeds. S. R. Calthrop patented an early design for a streamlined train 
on August 8, 1865. This train bore a striking sin1ilarity to the McKeen. It had a 
pointed nose, an arched roof, and was covered with an uninternlpted outer skin 
to reduce drag. Although Calthrop's train was never produced, it did embody 
both the detail and the concept of reducing air resistance, as understood in the 
nineteenth cenhlry. This early design luay have given inspiration to another and 
more tangible attenlpt at streanllined design-· the Adalns Wind splitter. Begin
ning in the late 1880s, F. U. Adams, an engineer associated with the Baltinlore 
and Ohio Railroad, began to research the concept of wind resistance and design 
as applied to rail transportation. He published a book in 1892 on the subject titled 
Atmospheric Resistance irl Its Relation to the Speed (if Trains, in which he proposed a 
plan for an aerodynan1ic train that incorporated many features of the Ca Ithrop 
design. In 1899, he constructed an experimental set of cars that becalne known 
as the Adams Wind splitter. The Baltimore and Ohio conducted tests in 1900 us
ing this train set. The results, howevel~ could not justify the construction of new 
cars for the line l s passenger operations and the experimental cars were quickly 
disnlantled.35 

Tn the fall of 1903, a series of high-speed rail tests were conducted on a specially 
constructed line nanling between Berlin and Zossen in the Gennan state of Prus
sia. The Studierengesellschaft, a. cooperative venture between German industry 
and the Imperial govenunent, conducted these tests. All aspects of high-speed 
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electric rail transport were examined and tested, including rudimentary experi-
111ents involving air resistance and wind. Experimental railcars were fitted with 
both rounded and pointed ends in an attempt to increase efficiency.36 

For each design, prhnitive experinlents ll1easured the anlount of air resistance 
generated froIn 50 to 200 kilolneters per hour; the results were cOll1pared to those 
from a traditional blunt-ended car. The report concluded that Uthe pointed noses 
diminish the air resistance very considerably- for instance, at a speed of 200 
kmph [124 mph] it is reduced about 8 percent. If from the start, in constructing 
the cal~ the most favorable form for overcoJning the air resistance is used, the air 
resistance can be still further diminished."37 

There is a striking similarity between the modified car design used in these 
tests and the design that McKeen used for his railcars. The Gernlan tests were 
published in the United States in 1905/ the sanle year that McKeen designed the 
M-1, his first railcar for Union Pacific. McKeen cited the 1903 Berlin-Zossen tests 
and an experimental electric car delnonstrated at the 1904 Saint Louis World's 
Fair as the genesis of his pointed front and rounded rear.38 Given that efficiency 
was a mania with his backer, E. H. Harrilnan, and that the entire purpose of 
self-propelled railcars was cost savings, jt is not surprising that even a 1110dest 
8 percent reduction in wind resistance would be Inore than sufficient reason for 
McKeen to adopt this earliest mass-produced exalnple of what came later to be 
known as streamlined design. 

It is also ilnportant to note that McKeen was a consummate showman and 
promoter. It is just as bkely that the desire to make a bold and attention-grabbing 
visual irnpact with his new car played an inlportant role in his decision to utilize 
these sources for his lnotorcar design.39 Other C01111nentators have renlarked on 
the nautical character of the McKeen-- described as an uupside down boat" or a 
"submarine on rails."40 As with the gas engine, McKeen took experinlental ele
ments and applied thenl for the first tinle to a production rail vehicle. The result 
was visually imposing and unusual, if not particularly sound frolll a rnodern 
aerod ynamic perspective. 

STEEL CONSTRUCTION OF RAILROAD CAI\s 

McKeen was not the first railroad engineer to employ steel construction. 
Indeed, fire had been a major problem with wooden cars for many decades, 
and the use of iron, steel, and other fireproof materials had been examined and 
experimented with often during the latter half of the nineteenth centuryY Rail
roads resisted the introduction of steel cars as being too costly to construct and, 
as they were heavier than wooden cars, less cost efficient to operate. Indeed, steel 
cars were first produced for electrified subway trains. In 1902, the Interborough 
Rapid Transit Company selected all-steel cars for New York's first subway line. 
Following a horrific fire in the Paris subway, the added safety of a steel car was a 
key factor in enticing a skeptical New York public to ride on the new subway.42 
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McKeen had similar concerns about safety and marketability for his motorcar. 
As in the case of the underground railways/ gasoline engines were new to the 
traveling public in 1905. Moreovel~ early gasoline engines were prone to fire. 
The loss of the wooden M-1 to fire only reinforced the need for steel construction 
if the McKeen car was to achieve wide acceptance.43 McKeen also wrestled with 
the need for keeping the car body as light as possible. While steel was durable 
and fire resistant, it was also heavy. McKeen devised a unique construction 
design based on arched steel trusses. This, con1bined with a stressed-steel skin 
and round windows, allowed the shell of the car's body to serve as a cOll1bina
tion plate and trussed girder. The result was a highly innovative, lightweight 
car body with exceptional strength. This design would not be used again in rail 
transportation until the early 1930s, when lightweight strealnlined passenger 
units were deve1oped.44 

T HE RISE AND DEMISE OF THE McKEEN MOTOR CAR COMPANY AND 

LATER D EVELOPMENTS IN AMERICAN RAILROADING 

The McKeen Motor Car Company lnet with initial success. Their motorcars 
were innovative and striking, receiving much attention in the press. Since Har
riman and the Union Pacific owned a large interest in the McKeen company,. it 
was logical for the Union Pacific, Southern Pacific, and other HarriInan-affiliated 
roads to buy a large nUlllber of McKeen cars. Indeed, thirty-two of thirty-eight 
cars produced by McKeen between 1905 and 1909 went to Harrilllan c0111panies. 
However, other railroads also took an interest, including the Virgil1ia and Truckee 
Railway;. wInch purchased McKeen Motorcar No. 70 in 1910. By 1912, one htmdred 
twenty-five McKeen cars were in service and uitilllately fifty different railroads 
would operate McKeen equipment.45 

Success, howevel~ was short lived. Beginning in 1913, sales of McKeen cars 
began to fall. With All1erican involvement in World War I in 1917, 11laterials 
for new railcars disappeared, and operations at the McKeen shops were halted. 
SCHlle have claimed that difficulties with McKeen's mechanical transmission/ 
which was balky and primitive, were responsible for declining sales.46 It is more 
likely;. however, that the gasoline 111otorcar fell victim to other changes in the 
Alnerican economy. This is borne ou t by the fact that General Electric and other 
manufacturers that did not rely on a mechanical tratlSnlission also experienced 
a steep decline in sales in the years immediately prior to World War 1. Certainly, 
the meteoric rise and popu larity of the automobile was a factor in tllis downward 
trend. In 1905, the automobile was an ulu"eliable toy for the very wealthy. By 
19171 it had beCOnl€ a fixture on the American scene. Given the inlprovement in 
auton1obiles (and trucks) and highways during this period, it is not surprising 
that the delnand for railcars/ always used and D1arketed for short-haul operations, 
should decline. Moreover, it is likely that there were only a limited nunlber of 
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rail operations that were suitable for gasoline nl0torcars. By the mid 1910s, it is 
probable that the n1.arket had been sahuated.47 

Whatever the reason for the McKeen Motor Car COlnpany's decline, very few 
cars were ordered after 1917. Following the end of World War I; the United States 
entered a recession with rural areas hit particularly hard. In 1920, the McKeen 
Motor Car COlllpany was liquidated, and Willianl McKeen retired to an avocado 
ranch in Montecito, California, where he lived until his death, in 1946.48 Despite 
the closure of the McKeen operation, the gasoline n1.otorcar continued on. In the 
1920s, raHroads faced increased competition froIll autos and trucks in addition to 
increasing costs. A second generation of self-propel1ed railcars emerged during 
this period, bu t these relied on electric rather than mechanica I transmissions. The 
tnle vindication of McKeen's radical ideas did not fully enlerge on the Anlerican 
scene until the advent of the streamliners.49 

By the early 1930s, AInerica was in the depths of the Great Depression. The 
economic downturn that began with the 1929 stock-nlarket crash sent the already 
shaky railroads reeling. Revenues and passenger ridership pltllnmeted. Many 
branch-line operations were terminated. Howevel~ new tedulo]ogy made the 
innovations first introduced by McKeen in 1905 worth another look, not for low
capacity branch-line service, but rather for new high-speed intercity passenger 
trains. It is no coincidence that the first streamlined train to be introduced was 
built at the direction of W. Averell Harrirnan, E. H. Harrinlan's son, for the Union 
Pacific Railroad. W. B. Stout designed the M-10,OOO, and Harrinlat1. ordered it froln 
the Pullman Con1.pany in 1933. It incorporated internal conlbustion propulsion, 
aerodynalnic design, and lightweight Inetal construction, all innovations utilized 
by McKeen thirty years before. When the three-car articulated train, named City of 
Salina, debuted in early 1934 it caused a national sensation Over the next twenty 
years, virtually every major railroad in America converted to diesel-powered 
streamlined passenger equipnlent. By the 1950s, intenlal combustion had taken 
over freight operations as well. By 1960, steam-operated trains were a novelty.51 
McKeen was indeed thirty years ahead of his tinle, and his Inotorcar showed the 
way for the developmen t of rail transportation in the twentieth century. 

McKEEN MOTORCAR No. 70 (VIRGINIA AND TRUCKEE MOTORCAR No. 22) 

The first indication of the Virginia and Truckee's interest in a McKeen car is to be 
f01U1.d in the private files of Henry M. Yerington, the railroad's general manager and 
vice-president. Yerington apparently began to exanune the question of a motorcar 
for the Virginia and Truckee in early 1909. His nlotorcar filet now preserved in the 
Special Collections Departnient at the library of the Uluversity of Nevada, contains 
a trade clipping dated Jlme 24, 1909; that shows a :fifty-five-foot McKeen car.52 

By Septeniber of that year, the railroad's president, D. O. Mills, had received 
correspondence fron1. William R. McKeen regarding the purchase of a McKeen 
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car. Mills was already familiar with the nlotorcar because the Bellingham Bay 
and British Colun1bia Railroad, which the Mills family owned, had purchased 
and operated a seventy-foot McKeen car. Mills sent McKeen's letter, presum
ably with his endorsenlent, to Yerington in Carson City. On September 9, 1909, 
a front-page story in the Carson Appeal indicated Yerington's interest in a McK
een motorcar for the line's Minden branch. Two days later, Yerington wrote to 
McKeen requesting a draft contract and price for a seventy~foot McKeen car.53 
By October 6, 1909, final details had been agreed upon, and the order for the 
McKeen car was placed. The fina 1 price for a seventy-foot, eighty-four-passenger 
car, complete with extra-wide baggage doors, was $22,000 f.o .b. Omaha, to be 
delivered by March 20, 1910.54 

McKeen Motorcar No. 70, painted dark red, and with "VIRGINIA AND 
TRUCKEE RAILWAY" and the numeral 22 in gold, was completed by the 
agreed-upon date, March 20, 1910. The next month, the Virginia and Truckee 
dispatched a ll1achinist, Ed Peterson, to On1aha to receive training in the opera~ 

lion and nlaintenance of the new n1otorcar and to bring it to its new home in 
western Nevada.EiEi Peterson took numerous photos during his tin1e in On1aha 
and on the journey back to Nevada; these have been preserved by the Nevada 
State Railroad MuseUln. 

Thus it was that, beginning in the sun1lner of 1910, passengers between 
Minden and Carson City were often h'eated to a ride in the Red Dragon, as the 
McKeen car CaIne to be known. She n1ust surely have presented an odd--even 
Jules Vernc-esque-sight to the bystander of that day wHh her pointed prow, 

McKeen Motor Car No. 70 as a nlail car, July 1938. (Nevada State Railroad Museunz) 
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porthole windows, and lack of stean1 power. The McKeen was also a son1ewhat 
temperamenta 1 piece of equipment, requiring a significant amount of 111echanical 
finesse to operate even under ideal conditions. Typically,. the company did not 
even attempt to operate the car during the cold Nevada winters.56 

The Virginia and Truckee continued to post modest profits through the 
1910s and into the early 1920s. By the mid 1920s, however, improvelnents 
in roads and motor trantiportation began to eat into both the freight and pati
senger revenue on the line. Ati a result, the company potited a loss in 1924.57 

McKeen Motorcar No. 70 continued in regular service as the fortunes of the 
Virginia and Truckee dwindled through the 1920s and 1930s. But when the 
Great Depression began in 1929, the C01l'lpany scaled back passenger operation 
and took McKeen Car No. 70 out of regular service. For the next two years, it 
was used only for specials and extras while the management worked to win 
governmental approval to convert the car for use as a Railway Post Office and 
Railway Express handler. Intervention by United States Postn1aster General 
Walter Folger Brown, at the behest of Odgen Livingston Mills, secretary of the 
treasury and son of the railroad's late president, D. O. Mills, resulted in Post 
Office approval for conversion in the spring of 1932. The conversion work 
consisted of turning the smoking cOlllparhnent into a Railway POtit Office and 
placing a new partition in the main cOlnpartment. The rear of the car had two 
new freight doors added and was used for the Railway Expretit; operation. 
The center of the car retained seating for twenty-four passengert;. McKeen 
Motorcar No. 70 operated fairly consititently in this configuration for an ad
ditional thirteen years.5H 

Virginia and Truckee operations during the 1930s continued to lose n10ney. 
With the death of O. L. Mills in 19371 the management could no longer avoid 
dealing with the persistent lot;ses. The cOlnpany entered receivership in 1938, 
and it was quickly announced that the Virginia City-to-Carson City portion of 
the Hne would be abandoned.59 World War II brought a reprieve for the Virginia 
and Truckee as restrictions on gasoline and rubber use increased dClnand for 
both freight and passenger t;ervice. FolIo-wing the war, the railroad once again 
was faced with severe losses and lack of demand for tierviceti. In addition, the 
equipn1ent was aging to the point where n1aintenance and repair costs greatly 
increased operating expent;et;.60 At this point, the management decided that 
it was time to retire McKeen Car No. 70 after thirty-five years of service. The 
latit revenue run was on October 31, 1945-N evada Admission Day. In her tin1e 
with the Virginia and Truckee, the McKeen car traveled more than a half a lnil
lion miles on her original engine and served many thousands of passengert;- a 
truly remarkable record. til 

In 1946, the COlnpany ren10ved the engine and trucks frolTI McKeen Car 
No. 70 and sold the car body for local use as a restaurant. Known variously as 
Denny's Dinel~ the Virginia and Truckee Dinel~ and the Super Chief Diner, the 
car body occupied several locations in Carson City. In 1955, it was lnoved to 
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McKeen Motor Car N. 70 as the Super Chief Diner, ca. 1950. 
(Nevada State Railroad Museunl) 
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1400 South Carson Street, where it renlained until 1995. From 1962 until 1995, 
the McKeen car was part of AI's Plun1bing, and was used to house storage and 
offices for the enterprise. In 1995, Al Bernhard and his farnily generously do
nated McKeen Motorcar No. 70 to the Nevada State Railroad Museum.62 The 
car body was moved to the museum in 1996, where it has been in the process 
of restoration ever since. 

As part of the rehabilitation study for McKeen Motorcar No. 70, the Nevada 
State Railroad Museun1. compiled a list of all known McKeen manufactured 
equiplnent still in existence. It identified only four motorcars. Of the other 
McKeen products still in exjstence, none even approxiInates No. 70's state of 
preservation. It is one of two seventy-foot car-bodies relnaining. The other was 
rebuilt with significant nlodifications to the car body and tnade into a diesel 
electric switcher. As of 1997/ it was located at the Kettle Moraine Railway in 
North Lake, Wisconsin. Two other lllotorcar bodies (a fifty-foot and a fifty
eight-foot) also ren1ain. Each has been radically modified, one converted to a 
passenger car and one cut in half and used for a storage shed.63 The fifty-foot 
car body was in private ownership in Fairbanks, Alaska, and the two pieces 
of the fifty-eight-foot body were in private ownership in Price, Utah.64 Of the 
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four, McKeen Motorcar No. 70 clearly retains the 11l0st physical integrity. In 
all other cases, the car body has been significantly altered and in all cases the 
power plant removed.65 

Underscoring the importance of the McKeen car No. 70, the railroad history 
expert Stephen Drew c0111mented, 

One of approximately two hlll1dred motorcars and trailers produced fron1 
1905 until the McKeen Motor Car Company dissolved in 1920, the Virginia 
and Truckee McKeen car is the best survivor of this revolutionary stremn
lined Nebraska builder .... As both a rare surviving product of the highly 
regarded McKeen COlnpany and a half~Inillion-lnile veteran of Nevada's 
famous Virginia and Truckee Railway [it] is a national treasure.o6 

McKeen Motor Car No. 70 as Al's Plunlbing and Heating, April 12, 19R1. 
(Nevada State Railroad Museum) 
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The McKeen Carl s interior restored smoking conlparhncnt, May 261 2005. 
(Nevada State Railroad Museum) 

The Virginia and Truckee's McKeen Car under rcstoration, May 2005. 
(Nevada State Railroad Museurn) 
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In Memoriam 
HAL ROTHMAN 

1958~2007 

Perhaps no historian ever n1ade a bigger splash on Nevada history in a 
shorter tin1e than Hal Rothlnan. Sadly, his time proved far too short: he died 
on February 25, 2007, of Anlyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis, commonly known as 
Lou Gehrig/s disease. He was 48. 

Rothnlan was born on August 11, 1958, in Ba ton Rouge, Louisiana, to a lllath 
professor and a political science professor. Naturally, he had no intention of 
following then1 into the acadelny and briefly left school to work as a roadie for 
rock in' roll bands. He returned to Illinois to cOlnplete a B. A. in history and 
later earned his advanced degrees froll1 the University of Texas at Austin. In 
1987, he joined the faculty of Wichita State University, where he taught for five 
years and ran the public history progranl. He Inerged that field with his work 
in environlnental history, producing several histories of national parks and 
1110numents for the federal government while spending a decade as editor of 
Environmental History RevieuJ, which becalue En.vironmentai History during his 
tenure. There he did a great deal to shape how and what other scholars read 
about that growing and in1portant field, and he wrote several in1portant books 
on the subject. 

But if western historians knew Hal early on for his work in environn1ental 
history, lllore of thenl and many outside of academe would get to know hin1 for 
his work as a history professor atUNLV. Hired in 1992, and evenhlally rising to 
distinguished professor of history, he iInlnersed hilnself in studying Las Vegas, 
talking and writing about it in scholarly and public forums, locally, nationally 
and internationa ny. In 1998, his award-winning De'virs Bargains: Tourism in the 
TUJentieth Century West analyzed the role of tourism in shaping Las Vegas and 
other western COllllllunities- and how those con1n1uluties shaped both touriS1U 
and then1selves. He co-edited a collection of impressionistic articles on Las Ve
gas, The Grit Beneath the Glitter, and, in 2001, published Ius own analysis, Neon. 
Metropolis: Hcnu Las Vegas Started the T'lDenty-First Century. His connection to 
state historical activities included service on this journal's editorial board and 
an article, IIParb1ers in the Park: Navajo People and Navajo National Monu-
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111ent," published in the Fa111993 issue/ as well as membership on the State of 
Nevada Historical Records Advisory Board. 

Hal wrote ten books and six edited volumes/ in addition to numerous articles 
and presentations/ and at least two more books are in the pipeline on a variety 
of western and environmental topics. He also contributed op-ed CollUllns and 
essays to a variety of local/ regional and national publications. He became a 
weekly colunlnist for the Las Vegas Sun and won two Nevada State Press As
sociation Award 6 for his work. 

Hal also became known as a "quote machine" because he becmne a popu
lar lnedia presence. Tn 1996, the Arts & Entertainment cable network aired a 
four-hour docuDlentary on Las Vegas whose guiding creative force was Susan 
Bernlan/ the au thor of a book about her life as the daughter of 1110bster Davie 
Bennan. Rothnlan served as the leading on-camera historical voice, beginning 
a decade in which he frequently offered his views on a wide variety of issues 
affecting the city. He appeared everywhere fro)n docu111entaries on The Travel 
Channel to colUlnns by George Will and news stories on CNN. 

Hal's walls and 111antelpiece becanl.e crowded with awards and honors. In 
2004/ he wa6 inducted into the N-evada Writer '6 Hall of Falne and received the 
Harry Reid Silver Sta te Research Award/ the highest honor for scholarship at 
UN LV/ where he a160 held the title of distinguished professor ofhi6tory and won 
the Alumni A66ociation Distinguished Faculty Award and becmne a Marjorie 
Barrick Distingui6hed Scholar. 

Through all of his scholarly work, he was devoted to his family. Indeed, it was 
when he was bringing his fanuly honle fronl an overseas vacation that he detected 
the signs of what the Mayo Clinic later diagnosed asALS. He was devoted to his 
wife Lauralce; his daughter/ Talia; hiD 6011, Brent; his parents, Neal and Rozann 
RothInan; and his sisters/ Elaine Rothman-Tang and Ann Wise. They returned 
that love, caring for hitn as he lost the ability to move and speak. 

I cannot pretend to have been a close friend. I was part of a vast circle of 
people he knew. We saw each other now and then at Cashnlan Field/ where 
he would take his son to see the minor league Las Vegas 51 s play baseball and 
marvel that I, a Dodger fan, at least had the good 6en6e to marry a Giants fan/ 
or at the Thonla6 & Mack, where Hal was a regular as faculty representative 
to the NCAA and as a diehard Rebels fan. After watching him one night, I 
once suggested that he would beconle the first fan the referees ever ca 11ed for 
a technical foul. He was not terribly amu6ed, nlostly because/ as he explained, 
he was right and the referee6 were wrong. 

This article nl.ight nlake you think that Hal was hardly the typical 6cholar. 
You would be right. If you though t of professors as qUiet pipe smoker6 who 
wear tweed jackets with elbow patche6, Hal was glad to stand that impression 
on its head. He was a physical fitness fanatic who de6cribed history as a Ilcon

tact sport/' and loved to argue and laugh/ whether talking abou t Las Vegas or 
explaining his use of the "post-nlodern salute/' as he drove to and fn)nl his of-
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fiee. His displeasure was that others were slowing him down because he had 
a lot that he wanted to do and say. Only his illness slowed him down, but his 
influence will long survive. 

As Hal's colleague David Wrobel wrote, "Hars brave struggle with this 
terrible disease was also an enormously expensive one." Contributions can 
be lnade to the Hal Rothman Family ALS Fight Fund, Account # 81005997, 
Silver State Bank, 8901 W. Sahara Avenue, Las Vegas, NY 89117. Hal's family 
requests donations to the ALS Foundation or Henderson's Midbar Kodesh 
Temple, which he co-founded. UNLV has established a Hal Rothman Tribute 
Fund for HistorYi please send donations to UNLV Foundation, Box 451006, 4505 
S. Maryland Parkway~ Las Vegas, NV 89154. 

Michael Green 
Edi tor-in-Chief 



Book Reviews 

A World of Tts Own: Race, Labor, and Citrus in the Making of Greater Los Angeles, 
1900-1970. By Matt Garcia (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina 
Press, 2001) 

A volu1ne in the University of North Carolina's distinguished series II Stud
ies in Rural Culture," A World of Its Own investigates the social and cultural 
experiences of Mexicans and Mexican Anlericans working in and around orange 
groves of the San Gabriel and P0J110na valleys of the Los Angeles basin. The 
title pays h0l11age to Carey McWillianls, who observed in 1946, "This citrus 
belt of peoples, institutions, and relationships has no parallel in rural life in 
Alnerica .... It is a world of its own." While McWilliams/s brief analysis of the 
citrus belt is enduringly brilliant, Garcia's book provides a full-scale portrait 
of the "peoples, institutions, and relationships" of this world. In doing so, A 
World of Its OU.lJ"Z enriches the historiographies on citrus, Mexican Americans, 
and race relations- all fields to which McWilliams nlade early and lasting 
contributions. 

The historiography on California citrus per se is surprisingly sparse, with 
only two nlonographs in recent years. One is a history of the science of grow
ing oranges while the other, Gilbert Gonzalez's superb Labor and Cornmunity, 
is closely related to Garcia's book. Gonzalez also focuses on Mexican conl
nlunities or colonias surrounding the groves, though his study looks at Orange 
County. For Chicano history, Labor and Conzrm.fnity represents a shift in focus 
to a rural rather than urban setting. While accepting that Orange County fits 
the rural rubric, Garcia distinguishes his study by noting that the San Gabriel 
Valley was an urban-rural hybrid. But the most significant differences between 
the two books reside not in the varied geographies of the colonias each author 
studies but in the way each author studies then1. Garcia; s attention to space, 
the construction of race, and the cultural expression of resistance and identity 
distinguish his book fr0111 Gonzalez's more traditional conl1nunity study. 

Garcia's first two chapters, taking up the development of the citrus industry 
and the fornlation of the colonias, set the scene. In doing so, Garcia does not 
simply offer up the setting as background. Influenced by geographers such as 
Edward Soja as well as new historical work on racial fornlation, Garcia reveals 
how the shaping of space in the valleys was intertwined with the making of 
race. While the physical environnlent took on a new look as citrus groves were 
planted in the region, so did the social and cultural environment. Literal and 
figurative borders were established. In these chapters, Garcia puts spatial theory 
to good use in mapping the region in a way that at once delineates the exclu-
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sionary practices of the dominant Anglo class and the ways in which Mexican 
and Mexican An1ericans made the most of the spaces they jJlhabited. Garcia 
sees "comn1unity space as a site of conflict and resistance" (p. 50). Though 
white refonners and growers sought to shape the living space and therefore 
the lives of citrus workers, Garcia convincingly argues that residents were able 
to Ilrepel white efforts to control and manipulate Mexican worker COInlnuni
tiesll (p. 73), Later chapters look at the Ilcalulery culture'l of female packers, 
labor in the groves, the inlpact of braceros on the colon-ias, the development of 
civil-rights activisln in the postwar era, and the role of 1l1usic and dance halls 
as sites of intercultural conflict and exchange. Anlbitious both in conception 
and in scopel Garcia's book creates a full portrait of the agency and creativity 
of his historical actors even as the lines of power and dOll1ination are brought 
into focus. Particularly valuable is Carcia's nuanced treahl1ent of intercultural 
cooperation and tension as well as divisions w'ithin the colonias. 

Garda's analysis and prose are lucid, even if discussions of theorjsts and ac
knowledgments of the work of other historians fill the narrative. Modest in tone, 
Garcia gives credit constantly, not only to other scholars but also to the people 
who shared their lllell10ries with him. He shows great respect for his historical 
subjects. Not all of thenl fully come to life on the page, but Garcia's approach 
allows us to see theln as flesh-and-blood people, not nan1eless infonnants. For 
his lnore sympathetic actors, such as the brilliant and cnlsading Ignacio Lopez, 
Garcia sho·ws Lopez's limitations and how not only some whites but other Mexi
can Americans contested his views and strategies. Garcia strives to understand 
fully the context in whjch each actor thought and workedl even when he is not 
syn1pathetic to thenl. In his fascinating chapter on the Pudua Hills theater, which 
hired Y01U1g n1en and WOIn.en fr0111 the colonias to perfon11 plays that rOlnanticized 
Spanish Californja, Garcia uncovers the stereotypes held by the theater' s o·wn~ 

ers and patrons, who thought of themselves as "friends of the Mexican." When 
quoting one who attributed the II naiVe naturalness" of the theater's Mexican 
performers to the way" old timers teach it to new ones just like young 1110nkeys 
are taught to hang by the tail,/! Garcia shows restraint. Acknowledging that 
this person was trying to praise the actors, Garcia notes that her words "denied 
the perfon11ers recognition as creative artists, and had the unfortunate effect of 
denigrating and belittling all Mexican people l

' (p. 143). Though he could have 
closed his analysis of the theater by exposing this fonn of racisml Garcia does 
not take this easy exit. He wants to reconstruct the power plays going on in and 
around the actual plays on the stage. Bu t to do SOl he has to find a way to see, 
and see through, the various and changing masks his actors put on. Eric Lott's 
work, wluch has done this for blackface 111instreisYI gives hiln son1e leads. In the 
end, Garcia lnakes an intriguing, if not fully realizedl case for seeing the Mexican 
players as what Gayatri Spivak calls strategic essentialists (p. 152). 

SOlne readers nlight wish for a sparer narrative. Each chapter is lanlinated: 
it has history of institutions, testilnonies of people involved, and cultural theory 
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applied to the situations. SOllle readers will appreciate nlost the recounting 
of the experiences of ordinary denizens, who are nlade real with their own 
words (Garcia Inakes excellent use of scores of interviews, lllany of which he 
conducted). Others may be drawn more to how Garcia situates his work in 
relation to cultural theory and racial identity. But if Garcia had chosen to lop 
off or condense one side of this history, he would have lost its strongest clainl to 
broad significance. By grounding cultural history and cultural studies in social 
history/ A World of Its Own presents a prolllising way of delivering a history 
fronl the bottonl up that also pays attention to the expressions the historical 
actors wore on their faces. 

Years ago/ McWillia111S, in searingly clear prose and analysis, showed us 
how the interdynanllcs of race, space, and labor shaped life in this separate 
world. Though Carcia cannot match McWillia111S'S taut verbal brilliance, his 
book- rigorous, intellectually probing, and deeply concerned with social 
justice- honors the master interpreter of California not only with its title but 
also with its valuable contribution to several historical fields that McWillianlS 
first surveyed. 

Douglas Cazaux Sackman 
University of Puget Sound 

The Hurnan Traditio·n ifl the American. West. Edited by Benson Tong and Regan 
A. Lutz (Wilnlington, Del.: Scholarly Resources, Inc., 2002) 

The readings asselllbled in The Human Tradition. in. the American West make up 
a collection that is, like nearly all anthologies, lmeven in its execution, the clarity 
of its writing/ and the relevance of its various argunlents for the book's central 
thesis: That the history of the American West is best told through examining the 
nlosaic of the lives of 111 any people- "high and low/ powerful and weak, known 
and unknown .. . each contributing in a large or S111al1 way to the unfolding 
of the hUlnan tradition." The editors of the work clailTI that this approach sets 
thenl squarely into the tradition of the New Western History as represented in 
the works of Patricia Lilnerick, Richard White/ and others. At the saIne time, 
they note that their lllulticultural approach is not nlutually exclusive with the 
Turnerian thesis of the West as cultural region. The editors further note that the 
boundaries of the region they call the West were not naturally deternlined but 
were set by social and political factors. Herein, they demonstrate a renlarkable 
lack of understanding as to the origins and genesis of regions, for human factors 
deternline regional boundaries everywhere in the world far more than natural 
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ones. The West is no exception and should not be treated exceptionally- as 
historians persist in doing- as a region shaped not by terrain or c1ilnate or soil 
or vegetation but by people. IIRegion// is always expressed in a culhtral context 
and is a cultural description/ and one suspects that, if historians delved into the 
literature of geography a bit n10re deeply/ some of their pronouncements about 
what is and is not a region might not sound- to a geographer, at least- quite 
so nai·ve. 

That said, the introductory essay by the editors and the thirteen essays (all of 
theln in the nahrre of brief biographies) that follnw offer some fulfillment of the 
editors' objective of getting at the story of the West through explication of the lives 
of I/normal people./I I an1 not exactly certain how one defines nor111a1, but in aln10st 
any definition/ I an1 reasonably certain that anl0ng those profiled in the book, SOlne 
would hardly fall into the linornlal" category. We do not find in the collection biog
raphies of a Texas oilfield rouglmeck, a Wyorning cowboy, a Califonlia fishen11an, 
or a Nevada nuner. But we do find biographies of people who, if not 111easuring 
up to the standards of Thon1as Carlyle (who clainled that lithe history of the world 
is but the biography of great 111en//) were nevertheless significant actors on stages 
of differing levels of iInporta11ce: S0J11eOne like Suprelne Court Justice William O. 
Douglas might be considered as Ii great" while SOlneone like the lnissionalY wife 
Eliza Spaulding nught not. But none of the subjects of the essays are the nan1eless 
and faceless persons who make up the vast nlajority of any popUlation. So, at the 
very outset1 the goal of interpreting the West by exa11lining both "lugh ru1d low" or 
/Ipowerful ~md weak" teeters on the brink of sel f-destnlction. 

None of this should be taken to Inean that the work is flawed to the point that 
reading it is not instructive. As well known as people like Spaulding or Douglas may 
have been (ru1d/ to an extent still aret other figures in the book con1e closer to the 
ideal of just plain folks: Joseph Brown and Robert Burnette--Alllerican Indian activ
ists; Francisco Javier Clavijero and Maria An1paro Ruis Burton- Hispanic writers, 
the fonner an eighteenth-century Jesuit priest whose descriptions of the Alnerican 
Soudlwest would influence von HUl11boldt, and the latter a native Californio who 
lived through the A11lerican takeover of her COW1tty i.U1d wrote a novel SPaIuling 
InaI1Y ofdle important historical events of the nuddle yei.u·s of the nineteenth cenhrry; 
WillimnJefferson Hardin, a black Wyonring legislator/ i.u1d Henry Ossian Flipper, the 
first black graduate of the United States Military Acaden1Y at West Point aIld first 
black cOlrunissioned officer in the United States Anny; Harvey Milk/ the gay activ
ist and politician of San FraIlcisco; white "b00I11erS" Henry de Groot/ who alrnost 
single-hru1dedly started the Arizona gold nlsh of the 1860s, and Eugene Pulliam/ a 
newspaperman partly responsible for the expansion of Phoenix and the Valley of 
the Stm; fen1ale professionals/ teacher Clara Tnle and physician Margaret Chtmg. 
Reading their stories is worthwhile and interesting; I relnalll unconvinced, howevert 

that J know 1110re about the An1erican West for having read them. 
John L. Allen 

Uni'uersity of Wyorning 
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Water in. the West: A High Country N'ews Reader. Edited by Char Miller (Corvallis: 
Oregon State University Press, 2000) 

On occasion, the nation's leading environlnental newspaper, High Country 
Ne'U)s, asseJllbles a series of articles on a key topic and publishes either a spe
cial issue or an anthology. Tn 1987, this Paonia, Colorado biweekly published 
Western Water Made Simple (Island Press) in an attenlpt to explain the historical 
and legal intricacies behind the West's rnost scarce and precious substance. 
Tha t book continues to be an often-consulted primer on the topic. Water in the 
West continues this tradition by including son1e of the most important articles 
the newspaper published on modern water issues during the 1980s and 1990s. 
The result is a superb introduction to an issue that continues to perplex and 
divide westerners in the early twenty-first century. 

Several years of drought/ shifting demographic patterns/ a burgeoning west
ern urban population, new fiscal realities, and den1ands fr01n Native-American 
groups allinake the West's water environrnent especially volatile today. In 
addition/ politicians, some interest groups, and others hope to reopen con
sideration of apparently long-dead water projects, submit revisions of others, 
or push stalled ones to completion. In this milieu, Water in the West contains 
sOlnething for aln10st everyone interested in the region's water problerns. 
Editor Char Miller has divided the book into topics ranging from the sahnon 
issue, Glen Canyon Dam, the Central Utah Project and Central Arizona Project, 
through urban water issues, Las Vegas, and watershed restoration, to a tinlely 
consideration of Native-American water problems. 

The volume contains more than forty articles, so finding common threads 
alnong theIll is difficult. As Ed Marston adtnits in his afterword, all of the 
pieces except one or two focus on local issues. Few big-picture observations 
are nlade. What eIllerges, though, is a portrait of the late twentieth-cenhtry 
Anlerican West's fraglllented water situation that illustrates the conlplexities 
in dealing with the region's hydraulic future. 

The late Marc Reisner (author of the contelnporary classic Cadillac Desert) 
in a 1995 High Coun.try News article SUllln1arized some of western water's 1110st 
important shaping dynaTllics. The Bureau of ReclaTllation built the West's water 
systern mainly to serve a rural constihlency. Founded more than a hundred 
years ago, the Bureau has tried to perpetuate the agrarian ideal of nineteenth
century America in the arid West. As Reisner notes, the West's Ilpopulationhas 
become overwhelmingly urban" over the twentieth cenhuy (p. 30-31). Thus, 
the region will continue to witness struggles by cities to bend or alter existing 
water laws to more easily effect the transfer of water from the countryside to 
urban areas. Several other articles echo this then1e to varying degrees. 

Another provocative series of articles explores the Northwest's saln10n 
probleln, with support for danl breaching, a con1n10n theIne running through 
several authors' perspectives. Other sections analyze both the Central Arizona 
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Project and the Central Utah Project, noting that the former was approved and 
largely built during Iia time of boom, but carne to life during a tinle of bUSt'1 
(p. 152). Native-Anlerican water issues are discussed both in the context of the 
Central Utah Project and in a separate series. As many scholars have remarked, 
the West Ilfaces a tinle bomb" with Native-Anlcrican water clainls, many still 
unresolved and in various stages of the legal systern. Two of the book's most 
interesting portions examine the question of wa tershed restoration and water 
allocation and tnanagement. A fascinating article, "Raising a Ranch frOln the 
Dead" chronicles the story of the New Mexican Sid Goodloe's generations
long struggle to revive his rura] land by reshaping it to its condition of more 
than a century ago when native trees and grasses flourished and small streams 
abounded. Goodloe's modern, productive ranch is an exalnple of the benefits 
of restoring the land's watershed. 

Dan Luecke's 1990 article, "The Politics of Western Water Have Changed 
Forever," optimistically suggests that political trends frOln the 1970s through the 
defeat of Denver's platuled Two Forks Danl (1989) indicate that the West might 
be rnoving away fronl expanding its resource base through daJl1 constnlction. 
George Sibley's fine 1996 piece on Glen Canyon Dam echoes this optiulisnl, but 
adds a note of caution about the future of additional dam proposals. While the 
Bureau of Reclarnationhas created a nlore diverse bureaucratic culture, including 
nlore ecologists and biologists in what was fOIl11erly an engineering haven, "it 
would be naIve to think that the old-tinle religion [of datn advocacyl has simply 
disappeared, and isn't just lying low in pockets and enclaves, hoping for better 
times" (p. 120). Sibley seenlS to be correct. As the region's political reaction to 
the recent drought suggests, old scenarios and plans for augtnenting water sup
ply reln.ain in larger supply than the region's dwindling water. The first reflex 
of rnany politicians to severa 1 years of drought is usually to dust off and revise 
old reclarnation project proposals. 

Marston's provocative afterword assesses the progress and significance of 
the environmental movement and its inlpact on traditional Western attitudes 
toward water and reclamation planning. Marston believes that the traditional 
high priests of regional water planning- water attorneys, politicians, and federal 
bureaucrats- no longer hold total sway over the area's hydraulic future. Because 
the West's "economics and values" are in transition, new forces are gaining input 
into water decisions. As Marston adnli ts, lnost of the stories in Water in the West 
are prenlised on the idea that rivers, and indeed society, were i/better off before 
they were dalnnled" (p. 336). Thus, Marston suggests that the power behind the 
enVir0J11nental1noven1ent is its nostalgia for an earlier, sirnpler tllne. In fact, he 
sees the two tenns as interchangeable: lithe environmental-nostalgia 1110venlent." 
This book is thus both a celebration of the accomplishments of the "new forces" 
at the westenl decision Jllaking table, and a roadmap to the fuhue. 

Water in the West is an anthology with all the strengths and weaknesses of 
such a work. Some articles are stronger and better wTitten than others, but few 
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readers will fault the inclusion of any of the articles or the choices made in how 
to organize such an imnlense topic. The only suggestion for illlprovenlent would 
be a short introduction to each section and article to give iJnportant background 
infornlation on the issues for the sake of continuity. 

Steven C. Schulte 
Mesa State College 

Ranching, Endangered Species, and Urbanization in. the Southwest: Species (~fCapital. 
By Nathan F. Sayre (Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 2002) 

When J. Robert Oppenheimer tapped his beloved New Mexico to be the site 
of the highly secret atonlic-weapons research progranl during World War 11 and 
the place where the thunderous first aton1-bCllllb tests would be conducted, he 
did so because the area was so rural, so relnote. The only ilnaginable fallout 
would be the possible death of the odd cow. 

Oppenheinler's decision, and the lethal weapons that were its consequence, 
forever altered the geopolitical landscape. It also had earthshaking regional 
ramifications. The federal wartillle spending that poured into the Southwest, 
and expanded exponentially during the Cold Wal~ flowed through itulumerable 
Inilitary installations and research facilities, reconfiguring local econOlnies. The 
new 1110ney brought Inore and better-paying work, pulling labor out of agri
culture and ranching, and luring lTIigrants to these sparsely populated states. 
The ilnpact has been astonishing: Within sixty years, Houston, San Antonio, 
El Paso, Albuquerque, Las Vegas, Tucson, and Phoenix have lTIuShr00l11ed in 
physical size and conlmercial inlport, swallowing up farn1 and range and con
verting them into what the historian Kenneth Jackson dubbed the crabgrass 
frontier. How pervasive this has been was revealed in the lllid 2003 report of 
the Census Bureau indicating that suburbanization continues to be the ll10st 
intense in the southwestern states; nine of the top ten fastest-growing areas are 
in the southern parts of California, Nevada/ and Arizona. Oppenheimer would 
not recognize the landscape he helped transform. 

How apt that those grazing quadrupeds about which the fmned physicist was 
so unconcerned are central to Nathan Sayre's absorbing Ranching, Endangered 
Species, and Urbanization in the Southu)est, an analysis of the history of a single, 
hubndred-thousand-acre ranch called Buenos Aires, in the Altar Valley, south
west of Tucson. In the n1id ] 980s, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
acq.uired this once-productive livestock operation, expelled the cattle, turned it 
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into a wildlife refuge, and hoped there to restore breeding populations of the 
already extirpated ll1asked bobwhite. Controversy has swirled around the 
project ever since. For western ranchers, the Buenos Aires sale was just one 
more rell1inder of urban encroachment on the traditional western economy; 
ecotourists would gape where cowboys once rode, roped, and branded. As 
they sought to defend their life and work with such catchy bU111per~sticker 
slogans as "Ranchers Were the First Conservationists," environll1entalists 
counterattacked. The unr~strained appetites of livestock and their hU111an 
tenders had destroyed indigenous grasslands and watersheds, they argued, 
and only the intervention of federal land managers could restore the brutally 
ll1ishandled habitat. 

In The Ne7.1J Ranch Handbook (2001), Sayres offered up a guide for conservation
ists and ranchers who wished to unite around the rehabilitation of the western 
range. In his new, 1110re cOlnprehensive work, he similarly distances hinlself 
fr(nTI the" atnlosphere of distrust and hyperbole!! enveloping the Buenos Aires 
refuge, a toxic debate that has" degenerated into a largely symbolic contest over 
whether cattle grazing in the arid and senliarid West is' good' or 'bad!1I (p. xiv) . 
Dismissive of these argun1entative abstractions, he proposes that science can best 
unwrap the Altar Valley's complex enviroIllnental history. Setting the land's 
evolving ownership- trorn ranch to refuge-in a wider theoretical context, Sayre 
depends in part on David Harvey's argument that the "inner contradictions of 
capitalisll1 are expressed through the relentless formation and re-fornlation of 
geographical landscapes" (p. xxi), a focus also shaped by social theorist Pierre 
Bourdieu's interest in the creation of "SY111bolic capital.'! These inHuences lead 
Sayre to his "principal theoretical task:" the examination of the "processes that 
have produced and reproduced econonlic, syrnbolic, and bureaucratic capital 
over tilne" (p. xxiv). 

That franlework sounds nlore daunting than it is. In nine well-drawn chap
ters, Sayres, who was a postdoctoral research associate with the Agricultural 
Research Service-Jornada Experilnental Range (now an assistant professor in 
D.C. Berkeley's geography departnlent), details the conlplicated (and unsuc
cessful) struggle to reintroduce the nlasked bobwhite (for the nlodest price, 
critics allege, of $31,000 a bird) probes the iInpact of prjvate capital on Altar 
Valley and its hUll1an and ecological relationships since the nineteenth century 
deconstructs the Fish and Wildlife Service's Hawed planning processes for the 
Buenos Aires National Wildlife Refuge that depended on incolnplete scientific 
analysis, and which have failed to repair the battered ecosystenl, and finally 
tackles contelnporary assertions of BANWR's value as a refuge for wildlife 
and hun1anity. 

In the end, Sayre concludes that the argU111ents over BANWR are strangely 
miscast. The brawl is not really about cattle and a bird subspecies. Instead! the 
latest fornl of managelnent- a federal refuge-depends on, even as it resists, 
the urban in1pulse and the growing social need of "a habitat for leisure. 1I Here! 
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Sayre locates what he considers common ground for those who have fought 
so bitterly in the past. "Today the ascendant land use seeks to exploit public 
lands ... as outsized backyards for suburban residents II (p. 233), and the only 
coalition capable of stopping this kind of cultural appropriation, and the sub
divisional sprawl on which it depends, is one of ranchers and environtnental
istsi for all their differences, they alone advocate sustained conservation on a 
grand scale. 

Char Miller 
Trinity University 

Arnerica's Second Tongue: Anlerican Indian Education and the O'l1rnership of English, 
1860-19()O. By Ruth Spack (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2002) 

Power and Place: Indian Education in America. By Vine Deloria, Jr., and Daniel R. 
Wildcat. (Golden, Colo.: Fulcrun1 Resources! 20(1) 

Since the publication of the Meriatn Report in 1928! scholars and bureaucrats 
have produced an illllnense body of literature on Arnerican-Indian education. 
Early acadeulic studies exanlined the ilssilnilationist inlpu Ise behind the board
ing-schoolsystelTI and enlphasized its destnlctive in1pact on native culhlres and 
identities. More recently, historians have explored Indian strategies of resistance 
and adaptation, highlighting the I1lilny ironic and unintended consequences of 
the goverrunent's educational caulpaign. They have a1so shifted their attention 
fron1large! off-reservation institutions to slnallel~ on-reservation boarding and 
111ission schools. The resulting case studies have revealed significant variations 
within the system and many examples of Indian agency, but the exercise has 
begun to grow stale with repetition. Meanwhile, complains Lakota scholar 
Vine Deloria! federal adn1inistrators continue to generate endless education 
reports with the same tired refrain: "We are not doing anything, we need lllore 
nloney, and Indians need to be involved" (p. 151). These two books attelnpt to 
break these unproductive patterns and advance our understanding of Indian 
education in the past and present. 

Ruth Spack, a specialist in teaching English to speakers of other languages 
(TESOL) makes an illlportant contribution with America's Seco-nd To-n.gue. 
En1ploying literary and post-colonial theory as well as traditional written 
sources, she transcends the conventional focus on school policies and student 
experiences by exploring the evolution and effects of English~only instruction. 
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Many scholars have noted the use of English as a tool of colonial domination, 
but withou t systenlatically explaining how schools taught the language or 
how Indian students used it to represent themselves and their colonizers. By 
taking ownership of English, Native Americans could effectively talk back to 
civilization in its own tongue, creating one of the major "translingual ironies" 
Spack identifies in her study. "Even as English functioned as a disTIlptive and 
destructive instnllnent of linguistic and cultural control/' she contends, "it 
was also a generative tool for expressing diverse ways of seeing, saying, and 
believing" (p. 11). 

Americals Seco'nd Tongue surveys this complex process from several vantage 
points on both sides of the language frontier. Starting in the 1870s, Richard H. 
Pratt and other federal officials began pushing for English-only instruction, 
which they deelned essential to the success of their "civilizing project." It is 
significant that bilingual mission schools resisted Indian Office mandates that 
threatened their tried-and-true methods, while native parents often responded 
1110re pragmatically. They wanted their children to learn English, observes 
Spack, but "only En.glish-not English only" (pp. 41-42). The iInposition of a 
monolingual curriculum posed daunting challenges for Euro-Alnerican and 
Native-An1erican instructors alike. Although the limited evidence suggests 
that pedagogy ilnproved over tiIne, non-Indian teachers rarely overca111e their 
ethnocentrisnl or dependence on translators. By contrast, native instructors 
such as Sarah Winnelnucca and Luther Standing Bear Inaintained pride in their 
tribal identity and values even as they versed their students in white ways. They 
becanle role models and cultural mediators, using their published 111emoirs 
"to reach a European American audience with new representations of Native 
people, including their own roles as intellectuals" (p. 82). 

Spack e111ploys the "captivity narratives" of boarding-school graduates to 
investigate how Indians used their new ly acquired English skills. Like native 
teachers, she finds, students often engaged in a selective process of translin
gualism, "making qualitative decisions about which aspects of language to 
incorporate and which to reject or transfornl" (p. 112). They also used English 
as a defense against the d0111inant society, publishing books that criticized 
government policies and countered demeaning stereotypes of their people. 
The Lakota author Zitkala-sa (Gertrude Bonnin) infused her fiction with 
II subversive Inessages" about gender roles and native women while appeal
ing to a mass audience hungry for romantic in1ages of Indians. By nlastering 
the language, she "[used] English for her own purposes, not those for which 
her English-only education was intended: obliteration of everything Native 
in An1erica" (p. 152). 

While Spack's affirmation of Indian agency will not surprise scholars familiar 
with boarding-school histories, her book sheds new light on the role of language 
education in both in1posing and resisting colonial reginles. The chapter on 
pedagogy, in particular, deepens our knowledge by bringing the discussion 
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down to the classroonl level and explaining how English was actually taught. 
Instructors differed widely in their attitudes and approaches, despite a shared 
ideology of assimilation, and some Euro-Anlericans initially disagreed with the 
English-only curriculum. Sinlilarly, Spack recognizes that native responses to 
English education varied across social, cultural, political, and generational lines. 
At times, her close textual analysis cannot fully cOlllpensate for a shortage of 
dOCllJllentary evidence, but she uses theory effectively without allowing it to 
choke her prose. The one exception comes in the final chapter, where the nar
rative stl1Jnbles over jargon, and readers unfmniliar wi th Zitkala-sa's work can 
lose their way in a thicket of literary references. SOlne scholars may also ques
tion the sincerity of Spack's last-lninute call for decolonizing Native Anlerican 
studies, which rings hollow coming from a non-Indian author whose freshly 
Illinted book contains no contemporary oral interviews. Her discussion of cur
rent efforts to Ilindigenize" Indian education provides an interesting postscript, 
howevel~ and there is indeed "a rich story to be told by Native people of how 
they have taken ownership of English and shaped it to accommodate new and 
powerful fonns of expression" (p. 178). 

P(nuer and Place, a collection of fifteen essays by Vine Deloria, Jr. (Standing 
Rock Sioux) and Daniel R. Wildcat (Muscogee), ernbodies both the translingual 
irony and the demand for intellectual sovereignty noted in America's Second 
Tongue. As Wildcat states in his preface, the authors propose "nothing less than 
an indigenization of our educational systenl. By indigen,ization I nlean the act of 
making our educational philosophy, pedagogy, and systenl our own, making 
the effort to explicitly explore ways of knowing and systeIlls of knowledge that 
have been actively repressed for five centuries" (p. vii). Their target audience is 
the Indian educational cOIlllnunity, not acadenlic historians or general readers, 
bu t they presen t a powerful indictment of past policies, an affirmation of Indian 
survival, and a general prescription for reforn1. In alternating essays that blend 
history with philosophy, the authors survey the obstacles and opportunities 
native students encountered frOlll elementary schools to , college canlpuses. 
The entire educational systen1, they insist, "remains too often directed toward 
cultural assinlilation into the dOlllinant society." Indian educators are uniquely 
positioned to change things, though, and the book is meant to help thetn "ex
plore creative ideas and ways of establishing healthier Indian conlmunities and 
sovereign Indian nations" (p. 19). 

Deloria takes the lead in identifying the core issue as a nletaphysical conflict 
between native and western systems of knowledge. Traditionally, he explains, 
native people relied upon the concepts of power and place to Inake sense of 
the world around theIll. They recognized that everything possessed spiritual 
power, enabling them "to discern imnlediately where each living being had its 
proper place and what kinds of experiences that place allowed, encouraged, and 
suggested. And knowing place enabled people to relate to the living entities 
inhabiting it'l (pp. 2-3). Today, native students confront the western scientific 
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world view, which derides indigenous metaphysics as superstition and purports 
to describe with certainty the sum total of human knowledge. It is reductionist 
rather than holistic, abstract rather than experiential, technologically-focused 
rather than humanistic. Moreovel~ since western science has beconle discon
nected from religion/ it encourages cxploitive relations with the rest of the hu
Lnan and nahtral world. Although Indian students nlust pursue professional 
and technical training to gain enlploYlnent and assist their people, Deloria 
advises theln "to take tillle and make the effort to regain a firm knowledge of 
traditional tribal lore .... There is n10st assuredly a profound wisdom present 
in Jllany things that the tribes have preserved/ (pp. 4-5). 

Wildcat, a professor of American Indian studies at Haskell Indian Nations 
University, largely reiterates and a111plifies Deloria's argunlents. While this 
call-and-response approach gives their essays a consistency often lacking in 
anthologies, it also 111akes for a sonlewhat repetitive reading experience. The 
authors' focus on "big-pich1fe world views" (p. 16) provides a compelling vision 
of reform, but they offer few concrete suggestions beyond the developlllent of 
policies and practices based on Indian metaphysics. The book is essentially a 
1l1anifesto, useful as a statenlent of gUiding principles for tribal administrators, 
teachers, students, and conlnlunity leaders to follow in pursuing educational 
self-deternlination. Like n10st Inanifestos, though, it suffers from a tendency 
to lllake sweeping generalizations. The authors rarely acknowledge any diver
sity or evolution in academic thought, writing as if all scientists and scholars 
still held nineteenth-century attitudes, and their portrait of Native-Alnerican 
society seelns equally silnplistic. Still, there is no denying that the American 
educational syste111 has not served native people well, and that llluch of the 
problenllies ill persistent cultural differences and ethnocentric assumptions. As 
these books suggest, Native-Alllerican comnlunities will have to take owner
ship of that systenl if they want it to protect and serve rather than erode the.ir 
interests and identities. 

Andrew H. Fisher 
The College of William and Mary 
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The Northern Navajo Frontier: Expansion through. Adversity, 1860-1900. By Robert 
S. McPherson (Logan: Utah State University Press, 2001) 

Na7.Jajo Trading: The End of an Era. By Willow Roberts Powers (Albuquerque: 
University of New Mexico Press, 2001) 

Because the Navajo Nation occupies a physical space slightly larger than 
West Virginia (which ranks forty-first among the states in size) and proclaims 
itself the "largest Native nation" (>http:/ / prez.nnden.org<) in the country, 
scholars and lay readers alike welcome frequent exanlinations of its experience. 
Both The Northern Navajo Frontier and Nrl'uajo Trading offer deeper insight into 
the ways in which the Navajo Nation has moved into its present condition. 
Written by a historian (Ro"bert S. McPherson) and an anthropologist (Willow 
Roberts Powers), respectively~ the publications represent the type of imagina
tive research preferred by scholars in all fields . McPherson's work draws on a 
wide range of sources to explain the unique ways the Navajo Nation expanded 
along its northern frontier in the last half of the nineteenth century. Simply put, 
McPherson views the Nation as a principal shaper of its own destiny. Powers's 
work exan1ines the lnodernhistory of an institution also born in the last decades 
of the nineteenth century, the trading post. She takes a sOlnewhat similar ap
proach to McPherson about Navajo activisnl, when she perceives trading and 
its allied activities as fundamentally shaped by the Navajo. 

Several underlying then1es bind together these two excellent shldies. The first 
is drawn from McPherson's analysis that describes the emerging sense of Navajo 
nationhood. The tribe's edge of self-confident persistence (which still reverber
ates in the twenty-first century) was ground on the coarse stone of the Bosque 
Redondo experience, then whetted through the friction applied by the crises 
that continued to face the Navajo Nation. A second commonality has been the 
in1portance of the trade that developed between the Navajo and the traders who 
established posts in and aroluld tribal lands. The denouelnent of that instihl
bon is clearly described in Powers's work. As McPherson also emphasizes, the 
growth of the Navajo herds fronl1860 to 1900 provided the Ineat and wool that 
could be sold to the outside world that the traders represented. In his treatment 
of the Navajo Nation, Peter Iverson has pointed out that it was the traders' role 
as brokers that gave then1 such influence for so lllany decades. A third constant 
in these discussions is not only the growing sense of Navajo na tionhood, but also 
the persistent strength of its empowerment. Part of Mcpherson's thesis is that the 
Navajo used their presence and power as a nation in expanding the size of their 
reservation when 1l10St other native groups lost land. 

McPherson's advantage when his book was initially published in 1988 was 
his interpretation that along the frontier in Utah the Navajo were active agents 
for change. At least in part, their strategies helped bring about Navajo territo
rial expansion in that area. McPherson sees the Navajo's fundamental weapons 
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as both their burgeoning tribal population and the dramatic expansion of their 
flocks in the last four decades of the nineteenth century. Their increased success 
as herders seemed a blessing to the Navajo, who saw these sheep not simply in 
ternlS of their numbers but also as representing a potential yield as sources of 
wool and meat. Perhaps only slightly less important was their desirability as 
a means to pay for all the ceremonies so fundamental to Navajo life. For these 
reasons, then, the Navajo bitterly opposed the eventual idea of a livestock reduc
tion progranl. Al though John Collier u 1 tinlately becanle the despised scapegoat 
connected with the New Deal policy of "plowing under" sheep, this idea had 
been under discussion for SOllle thne. Anglo wool growers were as enthusiastic 
about the Navajo reduction prograln as Collier and the New Dealers, since it 
would reduce their cOlllpetition. But for the Navajo the livestock reduction 
was a catastrophe, especially for snlall herders who lost prirne anilnals when 
the policy was irnplenlented. Yet, as great as the tragedy was, it lnay be seen 
as another stroke on the whetstone of Navajo nationhood. 

The impact of the traders and their trading posts nlight be less singularly dra
lllatic than livestock reduction, but the conlplex web of the trade did enmesh the 
tribe for l1l0re than a century. As Powers points out in her shtdy of the trading 
post, the Navajo looked to the trading post as both a place of trade and a place 
of solace. Because traders became central figures in Navajo econOlnic life, their 
involvement was significant in both good times and bad for l110re than a century. 
In The Navajo Nation, Iverson describes them as playing the roles of "translator, 
buyel~ tradel~ bartendel~1/ counselor, and tmdertaker. Both Iverson and Powers 
acknowledge the ways in which traders helped encourage refinenlents in both 
jewelry making and weaving, based largely on their understanding of off-res
ervation nlarkets. Powers argues that "between 1890 and 1920 the trading post 
becallle an institution: a Navajo institution, in N'avajo surroundings, respond
ing in varying degrees to Navajo needs" (p. 53). That this was truly a Navajo 
institution lnay not be clear to all readers, since the traders practiced the golden 
rule of the l1larketplace-those who have the gold lllake the nlles. Thus, traders 
determined prices, (1uality, quantity, and even the nahlre of the kinds of wool 
preferred in the trade. After World War II, the nlonopolistic and paternalistic 
nature of the traders and their posts proved their undoing. The posts ultinlately 
depended on a systelll of credit that the traders controlled, not un 11 ke the late 
nineteenth-century stores in company and mining towns or on large plantations 
farnled by tenants. Prices were high, goods often were inferior, and cOlllpetition 
was absent. The awakenings of individual and tribal self-awareness, stirred by 
World War II, are reflected in the Navajo Tribal CounciYs action in 1948, when 
it tried to bring the traders under tribal control. This step is another exal1lple of 
Navajo self-assertion, a practice that would flourish in the next fifty years. 

Both of these studies are extrenlely helpful to 1110dern shldents of the Navajo 
experience. McPherson's work renlains a thoughtful activist interpretation 
in which the Navajo Nation is portrayed as an integral deternliner of its own 
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fate. Certainly, his exploration of how the reservation expanded appeals to 
those who refuse to accept the notion that tribes always were lllerely passive 
recipients of policies formulated and implemented by others (who had little 
real interest in the fates of those they managed). The other side of the coin niay 
be Iverson's point that until Arizona and New Mexico became states in 1912, 
the lands being given to the Navajo were so isolated and inferior that granting 
thelli to the tribe was relatively inconsequential to the federal governlnent. 
Like l1i0st moments ensnared in political reality, the growth of the reservation 
l1i0St likely resulted from an unwitting combination of several policies, not to 
111ention unthinking decisions. 

The strength of Powers's study lies in her extensive use of interviews with 
former traders and their falliilies. As informative as these are, however, the 
glin1pse they give into the past is one that is tinged with nostalgia for the way 
things used to be. From the historian's perspective this archive is both good 
news and bad: good news that these sources have been archived, but bad news 
in that we lack a balanced series of interviews with the Navajo who frequented 
the posts. What were their opinions of the post, the tradel~ and the treatTnent 
recei ved? Tribal criticism and investigations of the last fifty years have told 
luuch about the general policies that frustrated the Navajo. Missing here are 
individual Navajo custoll1ers, 111any of whom no doubt traded at the same post 
over several decades (and perhaps through several generations) and thereby 
canie to know the traders and their families, as well as the post's dynalllics. 
More than 75 percent of the interviews listed are with trader family lllembers; 
the rernaining did COlne fro111 Navajo people, since Powers spoke with SOlne 
fornler tribal lawyers. Senne future scholar n1ight be well advised to launch 
such a project before the elders and their lnenlories are gone. 

These authors should be congratulated for two insightful studies. Although 
McPherson's original edition came out nearly two decades ago, it remains an 
iniportant reminder to use sources creatively as we try to understand the va
rieties of the Native American experience. It also reaffinns Charles Hudson's 
adlnonition to read between the lines. Powers has followed that advice in using 
resources from the United Indian Traders Association Collection in the Cline 
Library of Northern Arizona University. The depth of these accounts indicates 
not only the richness of available resources but also the possibility of future 
research. Both authors deserve our thanks for the work they have done and the 
challenge they present scholars to continue expanding our investigations. 

Jalnes H. O'Doluielllll 
Marietta College 
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The .MeanIng (~l Wi/dern.ess: Essential Articles arld Speeches. By Sigurd F. Olson. 
Edited and with an introduction by David Backes (Mirmeapolis: University 
of Minnesota Press, 2001) 

Many historians have argued that the real strength of the environmental 
lnovenlent lies in the actions and convictions of its advocates, and perhaps 
better than any of his generation, Sigurd Olson embodied this ideal of words 
and deeds. Through countless nlagazine articles, speeches, and books gleaned 
froln his own encounters with nature, Olson awakened Inillions of readers to 
the critical need for environnlental preservation. His gift of language with 
a conlnlon touch spoke to sportS111en and senators alike, forging a powerful 
coalition for wilderness preservation that earned hinl a deserved reputation 
as an environrnental icon. In The Meaning (~l Wilderness: Essential Articles and 
Speeches, Olson's biographer/ David Backes, has collected eighteen shorter 
works spmu1ing Olson's public life from 1928 to 1973, in an effort not only to 
"make these inlportant pieces more accessible but to show the development 
of Sigurd's philosophy during the span of half a century as a writer II (p. x). In 
this goal, Backes succeeds admirably. 

Backes opens the collection with a chronology of Olson/slife and a brief 
introduction that is part biographical sketch and part justification for the book/ 
and then provides a thoughtful preface to each entry. While obviously believ
ing that Olson's ideas and writing renlain relevant in the twellty-first cenhtry, 
Backes is also keenly aware that Olson was a product of his time. Olson's au
dience was lJlostly 111ale, and so were his pronouns, and his ideas on race and 
class sound dated in modern scholarship. Yet Olson also anticipated SOllle of 
the lllost current debates in environnlental history. Backes argues, for exanlple, 
that Olson envisioned civilization and wilderness as "necessary cOlllplenlents to 
each other" (p. xxix), as he tried to forge a lllodern Iln1iddle-ground land ethic" 
(p. xxx), Olson was also one of the first to posit the idea of II racial menlory," 
his belief that hUl1laT1S still retained a fundalnental, biological attachment to 
and with nature, which, in turn, 111ade wilderness preservation essentiaL As 
Backes/ selections illustrate, these ideas developed over the course of Olson's 
career, though they were forged through Olson's intinlate knowledge of and 
genuine appreciation for the hardships and wonder he experienced in the wild 
and remote Quetico-Superior canoe country (which later, due in large part to 
his efforts/ becanle the Boundary Waters Canoe Area). 

Olson!s fondness for the outdoors, and his strenuous exertion in it! gave 
hin1 an appreciation of nature that is evident in early selections such as "Reflec
tions of a Guide" (1928)! I'Search for the Wild" (1932t and "The ROlnance of 
Portages" (1936). In these articles, Olson introduced his idea of racial 111emory, 
arguing that the wilderness provides a vital connection to the past and hlunan 
history. He also lamented Civilian Conservation Corps efforts to improve and 
widen historic paths as a tragedy, asserting that" on the portages! we feel at 
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home with the country and it is here we really know the wild" (p. 26). Olson's 
wilderness advocacy began to 111ature following World War II. In "Flying In" 
(1945) and "We Need Wilderness" (1946), he warned of the destruction that 
new technology, such as airplanes, and a growing population would wreak on 
the environUlent, and proposed the creation of a national cOlnprehensive zon
ing plan for recreation to protect "the experience of seeing new and unspoiled 
country" (p. 57). Olson considered this preservation essential: "wilderness to 
the people of Anlcrica is a spiritual necessity, an antidote to the high pressure 
of lnodern life, a means of regaining serenity and equilibriuln,1 (p. 61). Such 
subsequent pieces as "Those Intangible Things/' (1954) and "The Spiritua1 As
pects of Wilderness'l (1961) tried to counter "wilderness, land of no use" salvos 
by arguing that the real value of wilderness could not be calculated in dollars 
and cents. Anticipating the historian San1uel Hays's assertion that a healthy 
environnlent bccanle part of the Ineasure1l1ent of "the good life'l in the postwar 
era, Olson wrote that "intangible values are those which stir the en10tions that 
influence our happiness and content111ent, values that lnake life worth living" 
(p.84). And for Olson, wilderness preservation fit this definition perfectly. As 
he wrote in liThe Spiritual Need" (1966), "unless we can preserve places where 
the endless spiritual needs of man can be fulfilled and nourished, we will destroy 
our culture and ourselves" (p. 144). 

Sigurd Olson, like his colleagues Bob Marsha 11 and Aldo Leopold, was a 
critical force in what he called lithe thin rank of wilderness proponents [that] 
111anned the ra111parts/' (p. 168) as the envin.nllllentallnovelnent grew to matu
rity during the twentieth century. His words and writings captured the hearts 
and 111inds of a society beginning to COlne to tenns with the environnlental 
costs of lnore than three hundred years of unbridled "progress." For scholars 
and Olson fans, The Meaning of Wilderness is both useful and illu1l1inating. It 
constitutes a" good parts/' collection of Olson's significant ideas and argu1l1ents 
and preserves S0111e of Olson's writing that lnight otherwise have slipped into 
oblivion. Yet, despite Backes's best efforts to include only indispensable pieces, 
the book is, at tinles, repetitive, and as such it Inay have only li111ited use in 
the classroonl. 

Sara Dant Ewert 
Weber State University 
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Public Benefits of Archaeology. Edited by BarbaraJ. Little (Gainesville: University 
Press of Florida, 2002) 

This edited vohnlle on public archaeology SU111111arizes a positive trend that 
has been gaining nlonlentum during the last decade- that is, the encourage
ment of public involvenlent in interpreting and preserving archaeological and 
historic sites and sharing archaeological infonnation with a popular audience. 
With the National Park Service at the forefront of the movenlent, in Public Ben~ 
efits (~f Archaeology governlnent agencies, professional organizations, academic 
institutions, museums, and publishers share their views on how to promote 
and enhance the public benefits of this discipline. The articles are diverse and 
several ideas are shared in the twenty-three chapters. This infonnation will 
certainly be of interest to anyone involved in historic preservation, interpreta
tion, or volunteer coordination. The idea for this book was conceived at a 1995 
conference on the "Public Benefits of Archaeology'! sponsored by federal and 
state governnlents and organizations such as the National Trust for Historic 
Preservation, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation, and the Society 
for Anlerican Archaeology. The articles address four areas: finding common 
ground al110ng archaeologists, acadenlia, and the public; assessing the benefits 
of archaeology to a diverse public; absorbing lessons learned about ownership 
of the past; and using archaeology to encourage tourism and garner support 
for the fuhlre of this discipline. 

The underlying l11essage throughout the book relates to a radical rethinking of 
the archaeological profession's goals and intentions. Today's archaeologist faces 
a variety of new challenges requiring new skills and sensitivities. Aside from 
the continuous search for funding for research and ll1useum exhibits, it takes a 
great deal of tinle to develop opportunities for the growing number bitten by the 
archaeology bug. Likewise, a significant effort is being devoted to public educa
tion and interpretive activities-as exemplified by the canoeing trail through a 
historic river district near Charleston, South Carolina (Harris, chapter 6t and 
self-guided walking tours through the African-American quarters at Mount Ver
non aJld Monticello (White, chapter 12). The reason for this change of attitude 
is dear. Today's public, more actively involved and better educated than ever 
before, is interested in our history and cultural community, be it a nineteenth
century black railroad workers' neighborhood in Oakland or an 1850 Chinese 
settlelTIent in old Sacramento (Praetzellis, chapter 5); others seek a better sense of 
their own eu 1 tural identities. As several al.l thors note, most of our archaeological 
and historical resources are of local or regional value- monulnental discoveries 
such as Tutan khalTIun' s tomb are few and far between. Finding comlnon ground 
with a diverse public Ineans that we consider local perspectives, and solicit public 
involvement in preserving archaeological sites and historic landmarks. 

Finding comlnon ground requires the help of professionals in the acadenlic 
comnlunity, who have been slower to get on board. Those professionals who 
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retain notions of exclusive ownership of the past are slowly adjusting to the 
growing consensus that all people and cultures own the past. As Brian Fagan 
states (epilogue), academics must overcon1e the fear of writing to a popular 
audience. The days are gone when this practice lTIight hurt a serious scholar's 
credibility. The editors of Archaeology Inagazjne, written for professional and 
amateur audiences alike, continually seek contributions from the scholarly C0111-
munity as public interest in archaeology keeps growing (Young, chapter 22). 
Unfortunately, the fascination with the past and the sharing of scientific data 
re111ain sensitive issues for some Native-An1erican groups, who see no reason 
to share aspects of their cultural and religious heritage with the general public. 
Citing a history of insensitivity and abuses of hU111an renlains, contributors 
Thcnnas Crist and David Hurst Thon1as are optin1istic that these tensions will 
dinlinish as archaeologists and Native Alnericans build mutual trust and work 
together (chapters 9 and 11). The Hopi's position on archaeological research is 
helpful in this regard (Kuwanwisiwn1a, chapter 4). 

The interdisciplinary nature of archaeology makes it of interest to other 
disciplines, such as history. James Whittenburg acknowledges that historic 
archaeological data, often available thanks to goven1111ent compliance studies, 
have altered luany traditional interpretations, including those of early Chesa
peake society (chapter 7). In chapter 8, W. L. Rathje shares how his "garbol
ogy" studies have contributed to our knowledge of contemporary patterns of 
consu111ption. His findings have benefited governlllent waste-management 
agencies and sociological studies. 

As discussed in part IV, the benefits of archaeology are wide ranging and 
can have political elenlents. Around the country, prollloting archaeology and 
cultural attractions is an increasingly popular way to involve the public while 
helping the economic status of comlllunities. Tourism in cities like Phoenix 
(Ragins, chapter 18) and Santa Fe (Goddard/ chapter 19) aids comnlerce, educates 
visitors, and instills a sense of conlmunity pride. However, for some archae
ologists and residents, sharing irreplaceable archaeological sites and historical 
treasures with an endless stream of visitors is a double-edged sword, requiring 
a public-private balancing act. Stilt most concede that growing populations and 
urban sprawl threaten our cultural heritage and that laws alone have done little 
to protect the past. Archaeologists feel helpless as they watch artifacts disappear 
fron1 important sites and see rock art being stolen or defaced. From experience/ 
land nlanagers have realized that they cannot solve the problem alone. Most 
authors agree that only by seeking public involvelnent and teaching respect for 
the past in our schools-read about the Bureau of Land Managemenf s "Project 
Archaeology" (Moe/ chapter 15) and the ZiNj program (Jones and Longstreth, 
chapterI6)-will our archaeological resources and national treasures be around 
for generations to COlne. 

Renee Corona Kolvet 
Bureau of Reclamation 
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Water and American Government: The Reclarnaticm Bureaut National Water Policy, 
and th.e West, 1902-1935. By Donald J. Pisani (Berkeley and Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 2002) 

Rarely does a historian have an opportunity to remodel cODlpletely the field 
in which he sets out to write. Water historians have long known that the his
toriography of federal rec1an1ation was in a scandalous condition, in need of a 
thorough housecleaning. After his 1992 book To Reclaim a Divided West brought 
order to the chaos of water law and conflict during the run-up to the Newlands 
Reclalnation Act of 1902, Donald J. Pisani let it be known that he was going to 
undertake a history of reclamation. Water and American Governme"nt, therefore, 
canle to us as one of the most eagerly anticipa ted books of recent years. It was 
-worth the wait. There remains much to be done, of course, but at long last we 
have a clear, independent, critical assessnlent of the ideas and practices of the 
111en who built federal reclamation; and of the conditions under which they 
worked. It can now be said, for the first tinle, that reclamation has a history, at 
least up to 1935. 

The history of these thirty-three years is lnore or less a tragedy. Begun with 
the highest hopes for regeneration of American society and delnocracy, recla
mation succumbed to politics, confusion, and 111ismanagement. Pisani gives a 
foretaste of his conclusion when he ends his preface, lithe grandeur of Boulder 
Dam masked a failed dreanl" (p. xvii), But that is not really news. What is new 
and impressive is the carefully researched and compellingly argued treatment 
of the constihlent elenlents of the tragedy. Pisani's chapter on the ideology of 
homenlaking reveals the essential confusion of policy and politics in this core 
idea, and his analysis of the perils of pu blic works Illakes clear just how difficuJ t 
it was to construct a large and conlplex progran1 within the federal system, and 
with the tools of a governlnent just learning its way. Before 1920, the govern~ 

ment had produced what he tenl1S an adnlinistrative morass (p. 96). Moreover, 
he shows that capitalisnl in the 1920s and 1930s changed the very character of 
farm life itself; by that hIllel no one wanted what reclalnation was offering. 

Several elenlents of this book deserve particular note. As it is about national 
water policy, it ranges beyond the Bureau of Reclamation to consider other agen
cies, e.g., the Department of Agriculture and the Arnly Corps of Engineers, for 
which water was central to their missions. Second, although Pisani is studying 
national policies, he includes a chapter on local experience on the Minidoka 
Project in Idaho. He also writes of the relationship between the Bureau of 
Reclalnation and irrigation on Indian reservations. These chapters appear in 
service to one of the main tenets of his work in resource history over the last 
two decades, that "studied from the top down or bottom up, government is a 
series of interlocking institutions and a process of negotiation, not just a set of 
fornlal policies" (p. 292). In these ways, Pisani raises the bar for fuhue hjstorians 
of reclamation. 
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In his conclusion Pisani situates his own work relative to major books in the 
field by Marc Reisnel~ Donald Worster, and Sanluel P. Hays. He offers short shrift 
to Reisnel~ and n10re extensive and considered dissent from the conclusions of 
Worster and Hays. And he tlnds himself at the end in conversation with an 
iInpressive range of political scientists and other students of government, in 
pursuit of the relationship of the reclan1ation story to the shape of twentieth
century governnlent generally. His concluding chapter will surely attract and 
hold the attention of scholars interested in lnore than water history. 

Robert BOlmer 
Carleton College 
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University of Nevada Press, ISBN: 0-87417-663-8, May 2006 

In Devils Will Reign/ acclaimed historian Sally Zanjani reCOlults the momentous 
early history of the territory that is now known as Nevada. Dr. Zanjani is a fac
ulty n1.ember of the Department of Political Science at the University of Nevada, 
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